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Theodore Presser Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

PIANO SOLO
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PICTURES FROM NATURE
Characteristic First Grade Pieces

By Mae Aileen Erb

VOCAL

* v * * ••'• *

Price, 60 cents

This is a set of eleven genuine first-grade pieces,
melodious and well contrasted, and having consid¬
erable character. All of the numbers have appro-

EIGHT SONGS FROM GREEN TIMBER
Lyrics by Charles O. Roos
Music by Thurlow Lieurance
Price, $1.50
In the valley of the St. Croix River of Wiscon¬
sin, Thurlow Lieurance, already famous for hts
vonderful melodies and harmonies in his studies ot
• - *
.*— of m
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CARNAVAL MIGNON
By E. Schutt, Op. 48

The World of Music

VIOLIN
PIANO INSTRUCTOR
ALBUM OF TRANSCRIPTIONS
By ArthurFHartmannnd

"price, $1.00

mmmm
CHOIR

I

JUNIOR COLLECTION OF ANTHEMS

KINDERGARTEN MA'terialJ
BILBRO’S KINDERGARTEN BOOK

WELL-KNOWN HYMNS
For Men’s Voices

y Frederick Wick
everything is made just as attractive as possible.

I

PIANO STUDIES FOR
SPECIAL PURPOSES

f
I

Price, 50 cents

This book supplies a long-felt want wherever
jen’s voices are used in religious services, espe¬
cially in church and the lodge room. The arrange¬
ments have been made by an experienced conductor
of men’s choruses and are suited for use by
volunteer choirs and amateur organizations.
An Opportunity to Ascertain the Real Worth

PREPARATORY SCHOOL TO THE
SONATINA
By Franz T. Liftl
Price, 75 cents
Teachers who have had difficulty in holding
their pupils’ interest when the sonatina was intro¬
duced, should give this 'work a trial. No better
introduction to the lighter classics could be found.
It may be taken up after the first year of piano
study.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL TO BACH
By Franz T. Liftl
‘ Price, 75 cents
The performance of modern piano music requires
a thorough study of polyphony. As a rule teachers
have waited too long before introducing this work.
Liftl’s Preparatory School to Bach fills an impor¬
tant niche in this line of work and may be used as
early as the second grade.

of the Publications of the Theo. Presser Co.
To afford a better opportunity of judging the
genuine value of the books listed on this page
we will gladly send any of them for examina¬
tion. To assist our patrons in the selection
of music, we have catalogs covering each of the
various classifications. We wiU gladly send
any of these gratis.

MUSIC AND MORALS
By Rev. H. R. Haweis, M. A.
Price, $2.00
Very few books in the history of the art have
had more influence in stimulating an interest in
music than this work. It contains over, four hun¬
dred pages of fascinating reading matter including
essays upon musical subjects, biographies of the
great masters and an instrumental section in which
a chapter on carillons is especially noteworthy. The
new edition is a most excellent one.

THEORETICAL
A SYSTEM OF HARMONY

Theodore Presser Co.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS
TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE

1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

For Teacher and Pupil

By John A. Broekhoven

Price, $1.00

This is a comprehensive work in which the subject
is treated in a scholarly manner along the lines of
the larger European works. It has been used with
much success in conservatory classes both here and
abroad. In this new edition there is additional
material that greatly enhances the value of the work.
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A Wonderful

Hr

A lbums of M usic

Piano Record

for the pianoforte

WAGNER’S
“RIDE OF THE
VALKYRIES”

Attractive Offerings for Pianists of All Grades

A

FEW excellent albums for the little pianist, several that will appeal to the
average pianist and one or two for the very proficient player are here
described. The most popular collections of piano music are compila¬
tions published by the Theodore Presser Company. The pianist seriously inter¬
ested in a worth-while library of piano albums should send for the Theodore
Presser Co. descriptive catalog of piano collections.

PIANOFORTE TRANSCRIPTION
By Ernest Hutcheson
Played by

OLGA SAMAROFF

Sunny Day Songs
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
By HELEN L. CRAMM

VICTOR RECORD No. 74772
12 in. Price, $1.75

illy delightful book for the little pia

Olga Samaroff truly has made a wonderful record of Ernest
Hutcheson’s piano transcription of Wagner’s Orchestral
masterpiece. All the scintillating orchestral colors, the vivid
movement and the rich tonal background are brought out in
this remarkable transcription.

Old Rhymes With New Tunes
SIX EASY PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS
By GEO. F. HAMER
The descriptive type of these pieces greatly

This Number in Sheet Music—Piano Solo—Price, $1.00

Advanced Piano Students have a Study Opportunity in this Record
Mail Orders for Records or Sheei Music Promptly Filled

Phila., Pa.

Salute to the Colors-A^*

Young Folks’ Piano Folio
THIRTY-ONE ENTERTAINING PIECES
AND THREE DUETS IN SECOND
AND THIRD GRADE
v album

t the

Standard Elementary Album

By BERT R. ANTHONY
A March that Appeals

*

SALUTE TO THE COLORS

to Young Americans

Piano

Players’

Repertoire

Popular Home Collection

and Older Ones Also.

Beethoven
Selected Sonatas
FOURTEEN FAVORITE SONATAS
Every proficient pianist should have

Published for
PIANO SOLO

Catalog No. 17720

Price, 50 cents

PIANO DUET
Catalog No. 18105
Price, 60 cents
ORCHESTRA Price, 50 cents
BAND Price, 50 cents

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

1710-1712-1714
CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Celebrated Compositions
By FAMOUS COMPOSERS
Thirty-three numbers that all good

Standard Advanced

Permanently Adopted by Foremost Teachers

Album

STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

PRICE, $1.50

A FIRST HISTORY OF MUSIC FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY

thoroughly practical textbook told in story form.. So clear a child can understand every wor

MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS—ESTABLISHED 1883
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

ges. Strongly bound in maroon cloth,
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
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Earn a Teacher’s Diploma
or

Bachelors Degree in Music
In Your Spare Time at Home
We offer you an exceptional opportunity to study the
important

branches

of

music

under

America’s

greatest

teachers,

by

the

University Extension Method, which is now used by leading colleges and teachers throughout the world.
At small expense you can thus utilize at home your spare time, which ordinarily goes to waste, to brush
up, round out and improve your musical education, and at the same time earn sufficient credit for a
Teacher’s Diploma or the Degree of Bachelor of Music.

Greatest Musicians Endorse these Lessons
Out beautiful and valuable illustrated Art Catalogue, which we will send you absolutely free and without
obligation of any kind, contains copies of original letters of testimonial from such world famous men as:
/. J. Paderewski, eminent virtuoso.

Theodore Leschetizky» Paderewski’s great teacher. Emil Sauer, of the Vienna Conservatory.

Walter Damrosch, eminent conductor of the
New York Symphony Orchestra.

Alexander Guilmant, the world famous
French Organist.

Moritz Moskowski, famous Parisian composer and teacher.

Let World Famed Masters Give You Their Methods
We Bring the Conservatory to Your Home
No longer is it necessary for the ambitious musical student to incur the
expense of leaving home to study at an expensive resident conservatory.
By the University Extension System the Masters’ methods are taught in
the home by easily understood lessons sent by mail.

eroe take the pupil through every phase of the study of Harmony;
Protheroe gives his authoritative instruction in Choral Conducting;
Frances E. Clark gives the most practical methods in Public School Music;
Frederick J. Bacon the great banjoist, Samuel Siegel, world-renowned
mandolinist, and William Foden, famous guitarist, give their methods for
mastering these instruments.

The Piano student has the marvelous teacher Sherwood to demonstrate
just how he secured his incomparable effects. The Cornetist studies with
the master Weldon; Crampton trains the voice of the singer; Heft shows
how to interpret the soul of music on the Violin; Rosenbecker and Proth-

More than 150,000 ambitious men and women have gained proficiency in
these various branches of music by the University Extension Method. And
to you we offer the same advantages which were given to them.

SIX
LESSONS
SIGN

AND

17 O 17 17

r
MAIL

THE

FLEjEj

A-206

Chicago, Illinois

COUPON

Most people want success
but don’t know how to get it
Most people seeking success are sincere enough in their desires—but they
don’t know the way.
Working blindly, groping in the dark, struggling against trained thinkers,
is placing a tremendous handicap upon the person who wants to succeed but
who lacks definite, certain knowledge of the fundamentals that underlie
all music.
Opportunity can either make or destroy
Some day, you say to yourself, your opportunity will come. And it will.
It comes sooner or later to almost every one, giving him the chance to do
bigger things and make larger profits than ever before.
Put X in the □ in the coupon to show which course interests you—sign
your name and address plainly and put the coupon into the mail today.

University Extension Conservatory
Langley ave. and 4ist street

University Extension Conservatory, Dept.

Chicago
Please mention THE ETUDE

Please send me catalog, six lessons and full information regard¬
ing course I have marked with an X below.
□ Piano
Students Course
□ Piano
Normal Training

□ Violin

□ Harmony

□ Cornet

□ Voice

□ Mandolin

□ Public School

□ Guitar

Course for

□ Banjo

Teachers

□ Organ

Music
□ Choral Conducting

Name . Age.
Address .
City .
State .
addressing our advertisers.

►-—ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00-♦
THE ETIJi
JANUARY 1928
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D. Appleton and Company Present a Distinctive Collection °f fj™0
Compositions Especially Adapted for Recital or Advanced Playing

THE ETUDE

RECITAL PIANO PIECES
THE WHOLE WORLD PLAYS
THIS COLLECTION CONTAINS THE
Grieg, Ed. .. .Grandmothers Minuet
“
To Spring (An den Friihling)
Grunfeld, A.Romance Op. 45

Alpheraky, A. .Etude Op. 30, No. 1
Amani, N.Ancicn Mcnuet
Arensky, A. .Pres de la Mer Op. 52
Brahms, J... .Ballade Op. 10, No. 1
Chaminade, C.Callirhoe
Cui, C.Prelude in A\>
Debussy, C.. .Mazurka in Ft Minor
Delibes, L.Passe pied
DvorAk, A.On the Holy JMount

Gliere, R.Romance Op. 16
Granados, E... .Caprice Espagnole
. .Playera Op. 5

Henselt, A.Spring Song
Jensen, A.Murmuring Zephyrs
Karganoff, G... Pres d’un Ruisseau
“
.Gavotte Op. 11
“
Pensee Fugitive Op. 20
Kopylow, A.Etude Joyeuse
Lavallee, C.Le Papillon
Leschetizky, Ts.The Two Skylarks
Levine, M..Humoreske Op. 6
Liszt, Fr.Liebestraum

256 Pages

47 Compositions

FOLLOWING COMPOSITIONS
Massenet, J.Melodie Op. 10
Meyer-Helmund, E.Melodie Op. 72
Moszkowski, M. .Etincelles Op. 36
Moussorgsky, M....Gopak
Paderewski, I. J...Chant d’Amour
“
...Legende Op. 16
Rachmaninoff, S.PreludeO p.23No.5
Raff, J.Meditation Op. 75
Rebikoff, W. Romance Sans Paroles
Reinhold, H-Impromptu Op. 28
Rimsky-Korsakow, N-Romance
Rubinstein, A.. .Barcarolle Op. 30

Original Editions

JANUARY, 1923

Saint-Saens, C-Cloches du Soir
S apellnikoff, W. Chant Sans Paroles
Scharwenka, P ..Gondellied Op. 63
Schumann, R.Arabeske Op. 18
Schutt, E.Au Rouet Op. 60
Schytte, L.Over the Steppes Op. 22
Sinding, Chr.Rustle of Spring
Spbndiarow, A.Berceuse Op. 3
Strauss, R.. .Character Piece Op. 3
Tschaikowsky, P.Barcarolle(June)

Price $1.25

For sale at all Modern Music Shops throughout the U. S.
OF SPECIAL INTEREST—An entirely New 56-page Catalogue of the “Whole World” Music Series, containing the
index of each book, and descriptions of the Appleton Music Literature Series will be mailed free of charge to
readers of the “Etude”
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&ery Jeacher Should linow
THE
FIRST
GRADE
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!, The Arithmetic Lesson, No. 2
The Big Bass Drum, No. 3
Christmas Song, No. 4
‘ Land of Nod, No. 5
The Morning Glory, No. 1
Pollyanna, Op. 39, No. 6
Skating, Op. 39, N "
Through the Woods, Op. 9, No. 3
Early, Francina, Op. 27, Dreaming by the Riverside, No. 3
“
“
“ “ June Roses, No. 2
“
“
“ “ Marionette March, No. 1

SECOND Esterhazy, F.
GRADE HU?ICr’ Ch2rUS
Williams, F. A.
^frn
THE
______
THIRD
—,
^—
GRADE

Hungarian Song
Returaof*Harlequin
Sailing, Op. 77, No. 3

Burton, R. 0.
Apple Blossoms
Cadman, C. W. Op. 21 Dawn, No. 1
“
“ “
Whispers of the Night, No. 4
Huerter, Charles
Periwinkle
Johnson, W. A.
Song at Sunset, Op. 66
McKennan, L. S.
Serenata Conchita
Rolfe, W.
Shooting the Rapids
Saar, L. V.
Etude Badinage, Op. 89, No. 3
Wright, N. Louise
Tarantelle, Op. 40

EVERY DEALER WILL BE GLAD TO SHOW
YOU THIS NEW TEACHING MATERIAL
A folder with the Twenty-five themes will be sent FREE upon request.
Just ask for “13 Teaching Pieces and 12 Recital Pieces”'

THE WILLIS MUSIC CO.

The Musical Compromise

A New Sacred Duet
By Mrs. H. H. A. Beach
SPIRIT DIVINE
Vocal Duet

SPIRIT
DIVINE
DUET
For Soprano and Tenor
Price, 60 Cents

i

Ain,

==■

f

A Beautiful Duet
After hearing this num¬
ber one feels sure that
no duet offering in re¬
cent years has given
two singers such an ex¬
cellent opportunity to
present any more beau¬
tiful or more satisfying
duet singing. The few
solo portions for each
singer properly empha¬
size the thought of the
duet passages.

Mir

SHBHH55
1
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THEODORE PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Music Publishers and Dealers e^iuw ms 1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street

King Solomon and King David
AN ENCORE SONG (for low Voice) By J. F. COOKE (PRICE 30 CENTS)

cincinnatCo!

inteo'SYit ’eSg^oMert?by Bispham, Scott and Werrenrath
“The King Solomon Song went over very big at the Rpin^iri
The newspapers made special comment upon it. It was warmlv
at Ae°han Hall, New Yorl
SBNT ON RECEIPT OP
—

Please mention THE ETUDE

a addressing o ' advertisers.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Let our music rooms, insofar as possible, be places of joy.
Last summer we visited a music room in New York that for all
the world looked like the office of the old-fashioned undertaker.
It was a gloomy day and the unnecessarily dingy furniture,
pictures and atmosphere of the place were depressing, to say
the least. Believe it or not, on the walls were pictures of the
death-bed scenes of both Mozart and Chopin; the curtains were
almost crepe-like in their somberness; in all, a kind of pall seemed
to be settled Upon the place which fitted in perfectly with the
teacher’s whimperings about “hard times.”
A few yards of cheerful cretonne, a few fresh interest-pro¬
voking magazines, a few flowers, and a few smiles might h..ve
turned that teacher successward. Look around your own studio.
Is the furniture modern or does it look a little the worse for
wear? Is everything spick and span; is the floor freshly shel¬
laced ; is the fireplace tidy; is the piano free from the customary
heap of tattered music; is the table clean and neat with ‘fresh
blotters, fresh pens, clean inkstands, clean paper, fresh pencils?
Are there attractive hangings and, above all things, flowers—
'wonderful, smiling, happy flowers? Do you make your studio
a place to which the dullest child comes eagerly or do you make
it a place of confusion and gloom?

VOL. XLI, No. 1

tions which would have made oral trigonometry or oral calculus
seem like simple arithmetic.
Yet there is the call of those who long for new experiences
and new systems, for music written and played by the theoreti¬
cal system of an octave divided into thirty-one parts instead of
our practical system of a division into twelve intervals. Even
now musicians are forever contending with physicists over de¬
tails—the musician insisting, for instance, that C-sharp is higher
than D-flat; while the acoustician is contending that D-flat is
higher than C-sharp.
Musicians are inclined to exaggerate
the highness of sharps and the lowness of flats when they have
only string instruments to consider; but when the keyboard
instrument is introduced everything is out of tune if the violins,
’cellos and other stringed instruments do not play in perfect
temperament.
However, it is well to note the warning of Rene Lenormand
in his book mentioned above. “It may be that a day will come
when composers will weary of the false combination in which
conception‘and execution are different one from the other.”
Editorially speaking, we feel that music as we know it
to-day has made itself as a great natural phenomenon and is
hardly likely to change fundamentally for many decades to come.

The Golden Book

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY

leaching PIBJ'pecital

Single Copies 25 Cents_

Good Cheer in the Music Room

-

_

_

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Everyone who is familiar with acoustics realizes that prac¬
tically all the music we know and hear to-day is based, theoreti¬
cally upon a scale compromise. This compromise divides the
octave into twelve sounds represented by the white and black
keys of our pianoforte.
While some similar division of the
octave may have been used for centuries prior to the year 1700,
it was not till two centuries ago that the compromise scale was
generally adopted.
Bach, in his Well Tempered Clavichord,
was its staunchest champion.
Now the musical iconoclasts tell us that this practical divis¬
ion of the octave, which has permitted the creation of our beau¬
tiful and wonderful musical literature of the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries, is all wrong. Some call our attention to
the fact that the octave is divided, theoretically, into thirty-one
sounds and not twelve as we supposed.
Here is the number of scale-steps which they would recognize:

B», c, Dbb, Db, C##, D, Ebb, D#, Eb, D#», E, Fb, E#, F, Gbb,
F», Gb, F##, G, Abb, Gs, Ab, G*#, A, Bbb, A®, Bb, A##, B, CE
Lenormand, in his “Etude sur L’Harmonie Moderne,”
gives the above classification of these sound names. Do not
ask us to explain them! Acousticians have written whole chap¬
ters upon this and similar phases of the scale divisions.
The compromise system has survived two centuries, and all
the great music of the world has been written by it. Every now
and then someone turns up with a demand for the theoretical
system. Dr. Thomas Cahill, in his huge electrical instrument
for producing sounds, the Telharmonicon, which some years ago
surprised musicians and scientists, but of which practically
nothing is heard in these days, devised a theoretical keyboard
and expected organists to discriminate between D-flat and
C-sharp, etc. The machinery of this instrument filled up most
of the basement of a New York office building, but the volume
of tone was no greater than a medium-sized organ. Mr. Edwin
Hall Pierce, formerly assistant editor and now a regular con¬
tributor to The Etude, is said by some to have been the only
man who mastered the intricacies of this keyboard so as to give
fluent performances upon it. In certain keys the problems were
simple, while in others they equaled terrific mathematical equa¬

In 1904, a firm of publishers in Berlin got out an edition
of a German musical annual, known as The Golden Book, and in¬
tended as a kind of contemporary review of the music and mu¬
sicians of the time. A series of portraits of some 365 “masters”
living at that time, was printed, the list being a thoroughly
catholic one. It included such names as Carreno, Busoni, Cui,
Dalcroze, Dvorak, Elgar, Hutcheson, Leschetizky and Massenet,
as well as the contemporary German composers and artists.
These were portraits of the outstanding musicians two decades
ago, according to German opinion. We read over these names
to a highly-trained and very broad critic of the present day.
Two hundred and forty he was unable to identify at all. Of the
remaining one hundred and fifteen, at least half would be known
Only to very experienced musicians; and of these not more than
a score would be known to-day to the general musical public.
Of these the most are known by their work as composers. The
greatest artists and the greatest composers seem to build bar¬
riers against oblivion in proportion to the worth of their creative
compositions and their creative interpretations. When “the man
in the street,” says that “merit counts,” he must remember that
it is individual, distinctive, personal effort to be yourself, to
develop your own fruit as it was intended to grow, to avoid per¬
mitting yourself to be grafted with conventionalism; that in the
long run singles you out as an artist in the real sense of the word,
rather than a mere imitator. If you wish a place in the Golden
Book of Posterity, these are among the first things to remember.
Work incessantly, dream gloriously, know the world, and know
yourself.
__

The Beggar’s Opera
We were tempted to write an editorial upon The Beggar’s
Opera, but why, when the encyclopedias are full of it? If you
have never seen it, now is your chance. The company touring
America, under the direction of Mr. Duff, is the original London
company from the revival at Hammersmith. The performances
are exceptional in their finish; and, if you have as much AngloSaxon blood in your veins as the editor of The Etude, the
lovely tunes will float in your memory for weeks. No wonder
George Washington was captivated by it.

JANUARY 1923
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The Art of Keeping the Voice
artist should advertise, “Money back at the box office if you

Reader and Advertiser
The Etude for forty years has been conducted in the inter¬
ests of its readers. This keeps the editor in hot water some
of the time, because certain advertisers have a feeling that be¬
cause they have purchased advertising space they should be
entitled to additional notice in the reading columns, not neces-,
sarily in the way of wh’at is known as “a puff,” but as a recital
of what are often highly creditable activities. We are some¬
times embarrassed by not being able to accede to these requests,
which, if we humored one, would be so numerous that entire issues
could easily be filled with them.
We feel that we have two obligations. The first is to the
reader who pays us for The Etude. He buys twelve months
in advance what he believes will be the kind of articles he must
have: a truthful account of musical events, unbiased in any way
by any other consideration than a conscientious editorial policy,
to supply him with pieces, facts, inspiration and entertainment
in music. We have held adamant to this policy. Not a single
word in “The Etude" reading columns can be bought with any
kind of currency.
On the other hand we feel a conscientious obligation to the
advertiser who pays us his money to enable him to sell his goods.
Without advertising, the civilization of to-day would*unquestionably be held back. Advertising is one of the greatest engines
of the progress and the industrial activity upon which much of
our prosperity and happiness depend.
Our first obligation to the advertiser is to produce a publi¬
cation in which the reader has unshakable confidence. If our
readers knew that our reading columns were for sale to anyone
who would pay the price, the confidence in The Etude, which
is one of its most precious assets, would be smashed in a second.
This confidence is valuable to the advertiser. It gives character
to any publication. It makes the reader belidve in the adver¬
tisement. It gives a square deal to all advertisers alike. Char¬
acter plus the large publication of The Etude makes its space
rate (higher than any other musical publication in the world,
but really cheaper than most all per circulation) one which
commands respect and the serious business consideration of all
advertisers.
“Puffs” are always boomerangs. The supposition is that
the public is so stupid that it is unable to see through trans¬
parent commercialism.
Legitimate musical newspapers are
always needed; and, as long as they keep free from corrupting
their columns, are a benefit to music and to the country. The
Etude does not pretend to be a musical newspaper. In our
“World of Music” we merely cover those events and matters
of musical human appeal in which we feel that the average
music lover should take an interest. We do not conflict with
the musical newspapers in any considerable way and we do not
employ news, correspondents. The Etude is a kind of “Musical
Home Journal” for the student, the teacher and the music
lover. Going for the most part to the heart of the home,
“the parlor,” and staying there often for several years after it
arrives, the advertising value of one issue is multiplied many
times.
The proof of the pudding is the eating thereof. Many
of our advertisers tell us that they have received for years far
greater returns from money invested in Etude advertising than
from any other source. In other words, confidence in the integ¬
rity of The Etude engenders confidence in all advertisements
admitted to The Etude.

Ample Measure
Certain merchants take great pride in substantiating their
claims with the line:
“Money back if not entirely satisfactory."
This little
commercial phrase has helped thousands of businesses to secure
the confidence of their patrons and turn timid customers into
active purchasers.
What if the teacher should announce, “If the lessons are
not all that is expected your fees will be cheerfully returned.”
What if the musician should adopt such a plan. What if the

6

An Interview with the Famous Baritone
”S$SS’aside, that would be a test which few artists could
endure. The artist’s first duty to his public and to his art
is the displacement of the ego. He must get done with the idea
that the public is more concerned in seeing how he does it than
in enjoying a real work of-art. The concert buying public is
partially interested in making comparisons with other artists,
partially concerned in personalities but most of all concerned in
having a good time after the manner of concert-goers.
It
expects to be charmed and edified ; and if it is not it deserves
to have some compensation for wasting its time.
On the other hand it should be the artist’s ambition to give
far more than is expected. Once when Liszt was playing in
London the story runs that an elderly gentleman was so moved
by his playing that he rushed to the green room and pressed
a five-pound note in the great virtuoso’s hand with the remark,
“It was worth far more than I paid for my seat.”
The artist who can inspire such a sentiment from practicalAmerican audiences will never want for an engagement. It is
always good art as well as good business to give far more than

Beginning the Teaching Season on Time
Save this editorial. You will probably say that you don’t
need it now in midwinter, but this is none too soon to read it
and think about the conditions which inspired it. It is hoped
that it may do something which will blot out some of the waste
in musical education in America.
One of the greatest sources of waste in Musical Education
is in the tardy opening of the teaching season. The waste with
the teacher or with one pupil may be a matter of only a few
dollars of income or a few hours of study; but the aggregate
will run up to hundreds of thousands of dollars and years of
study, in a decade. Hands up—you teacher-readers of The
Etude—how many of you began this year with a full teaching
season just as a college begins?
Here is one remedy to command a prompt start.
The
Dunmire School, of Harrisburg, issued a postal to all its pupils
at the beginning of the teaching season. It carried these lines:
School re-opens for enrollment August 13th to
September 9th. All students are requested to report
promptly, as no periods will be retained owing to the
large advanced applications.
This is the trick. As long as you let your advertising and
your business-making preparations go until the last minute,
you will never have a large number of advance applications.
In other words, your supply of hours will always be more than
the demand from pupils. This immutable law of supply and
demand is the thing which determines your lesson fee and also
the date at which you can begin your season with every period
filled. By increasing the demand for your services through mak¬
ing yourself more valuable to your art and through making
your work better known, you can raise the demand above the
supply line. This is the one and only secret of the difference
between the $10.00 a lesson teacher with hardly time to breathe
and the $1.00 a lesson teacher with hardly enough business to
live upon.
If your pupils know that unless they register on time they
will “get left,” that the demand for your time is greater than the
supply, you will not find them coming dawdling in all through
September and October.
It is none too soon to begin to plan now in your spare time
how to build up your class next season. The manufacturer is
making designs and sales campaigns for 1924.
Few music
teachers, however, ever think more than a month or so ahead.
They are content with the flotsam and jetsam of pupils who
drift in and out through the season. At the beginning of the
season in September the average teacher is hustling after pupils
like the asthmatic fat man rushing wild-eyed, tongue-out for a
train.
Begin to plan, advertise and build up now, and your whole
next season may surprise you.

GIUSEPPE DE LUCA
Leading Baritone of the Metropolitan Opera Company
GiitsePPe de Luca was born at Rome, December 26th, i876. He was a noted boy soprano. His operatic
debut was made at Piacenza in the role of Valentine (Faust), m 1897. After singing with great *«« «
rtiffprpnt Italian cities he went to Milan, where he became a favorite member of the famous La Scab com.
T.
.
rJ:/ZZl famous baritone roles, at in Adrienne Lecouvreur (Cilea), Griseldis (Massenet) Siberia (Giordano), Madame Butterfly
pony. There he created mamU™0™ w£re discov’red eariy. Unlike many famous folk of the stage, he has decided gifts both as a tragedian and as
(Puccini). His notable /uxlncti
£/ /
pi
iZ “The Barber of Seville” (with which he made Ins American debut m 1915) can realise
VeTliZfnl ImZlkiXsZuici of Rosjl opera.

Different Eurofjn government, hare rained Ugh distinctions ,fon Urn and h,s records are

known in thousands of homes.—Editor of The Etude.
The Art of Keeping the Voice. Ha! Ha! It is not
like the art of keeping money because one has to spend
the voice all the time. Yet, if one sings right, there
always seems to be a new supply, growing like a magic
treasure. Notice, please, that I have said “spending the
voice.” That does not mean wasting the voice. From
my earliest boyhood I was taught to spend my voice
rightly. My mother sang and she was very anxious that
I should get a good vocal training. Therefore. I was sent
at the age of eight to the famous Scola Cantorum in
Rome where boys are trained to sing in the famous
churches of the Eternal City. The training is very strict
and the music is very difficult. Soon I developed into
an accomplished soprano singer and sang in many
famous churches, including St. Peter’s and the Vatican,
where I remember distinctly singing for the benevolent
and venerable Pope Leo XIII.
Boys’ Singing Should not Hurt the Adult Voice
At the age of thirteen my voice developed into a
real baritone. As a rule, the boy who sings soprano
wakes up some day and finds that he is a bass or a
baritone, while the boy who sings the lower part—the
alto—is very likely to discover that he is a tenor. Is it
injurious in after life to sing in a boy choir? My own
case seems to prove the contrary. Singing was a regular .
part of my life when I was a boy. I used my_ voice
constantly and I should say that it was no more injuri¬
ous for the boy to strengthen his voice properly By
singing than it is to strengthen his legs and arms by
normal exercise. If he strains or sprains his arms
continually when he is a boy he may feel it in after life.
So it is with the voice. It does not seem to make much
difference how much a boy sings, as long as he does not
abuse his voice. Certainly right singing cannot do the
boy voice any more harm than the wild Indian-like yells
and screams which the average boy seems to feel
necessary to make in American streets in order to enjoy
his play.
Exercises for the Boy Voice
What are normal exercises for the boy voice? The
exercises do not make- so much difference as the way in
which they are done. The boy voice needs elasticity.
Study in the intervals and jumps of octaves always
benefited me. Later on, when I began to develop my
baritone voice, my teacher made it clear to me that the
singer must always remember that he is a singer. By
that he meant that, if I was not to waste my voice, that
I could do almost anything as long as I continued to do
it in moderation.
The only immoderate thing the singer may do is to
study and work. If he spares himself on that he can¬
not hope to make himself an artist. In my repertoire
there are over one hundred operas. Do you realize
what that means in the way of work? Memorize one
hundred books; memorize one hundred pieces of music;
memorize one hundred pantomimes; and you have an
idea of the work entailed. Usually the baritone role
is a pretty big one. He appears frequently and at
critical times whether he plays the comedy or the serious
part. A great many people seem to imagine that the
opera singer is obliged to know only the lines and the
music when he is on the stage. No sincere artist would
do that. Every note, every line in a real art work is
a significant part of the whole. Therefore I have my
maestro play the whole opera for me, over and over,
until I know the opera, all the scenes, all the plot, so
that I can understand thoroughly what bearing my part
has upon it.
Studying Before the Mirror
The acting I study myself, alone, at home. My teacher
is a huge mirror. I am the audience as well as the
performer. Often a role has to be tried over and over
again before the mirror until I please my audience. No

exercises. I have favorite ones but there are doubtless
matter how effectively one may sing on the modern stage
many others quite as good. Here is one I find myself
he cannot hope for success unless he has the power to
portray the roles so that an intelligent audience is moved
by the force of the drama. The day is past when the Ex. l ^ ^
j~1 ^
^
f ^
j j ^ |
singer could come out like a puppet and depend upon
his voice to succeed. Such a role as that of Beckmesser
in “Die Meistersinger,” which by the way is the hardest
role I have ever had to master, calls for almost every¬
using. Then I find that thirds are exceedingly good.
thing in the actor’s art. In addition to the difficulty of
the music one must remember every moment that the Ex. 2
audience expects to see a play as well as hear an opera.
The Wagnerian roles have a reputation in some
quarters for spoiling the voice. To my mind they are
not at all bad for the voice except when they are at¬
tempted by singers who have not had sufficient routine
to stand the strain. They are certainly not roles for
beginners. There we come to the whole secret of the
art of keeping the voice. Give the voice an abundance
Leaps of octaves are likewise excellent, if one is care¬
of exercise in the right way, upon the right kind of
ful not to strain and strikes the pitches with the greatest
exercises, and it seems to grow in strength and agility
accuracy.
Ex. 3

Few singers have kept their voices busier than I have
during the last thirty years; yet the critics seem to
feel that my voice is growing better and better all the
time. That is the way it should be. Many come to me
for some magic remedy. There is none. Some of the
things I do seem to be injurious to others. For instance
you see over there on the corner of my dressing table
a glass of sweetened water. When I come in here be¬
tween the acts, I sip a little of that. It seems to do me
good. Yet I frequently have singers tell me that it
gives them catarrh.
Creating New Roles
What is my chief interest in the musical life? Creat¬
ing a new role. There one feels as though one were
bringing to life a new character. It has been my privi¬
lege to create many roles. Some of them have been
discouraging at the start. For instance, I created the
role of Sharpless in “Madama Butterfly.” No opera is
more liked at this day than “Butterfly.” Yet at the first
it was almost a failure. Why? Very probably, because
it was first given in two acts. The music and the style
was new and the two acts seemed entirely too long.
The audience became tired and began to fidget Rest¬
lessness in an operatic audience at the time of a premiere
is fatal. The opera was afterwards made into three
parts and has since become a world-wide success.

GIUSEPPE DE LUCA
as the muscles of the body seem to grow. The success¬
ful athlete is not the one who first trains himself
with enormous weights. Lightness and agility should
come first. It is for that reason that singers trained in
the so-called old school—the operas of Bellini, Donizetti
and Rossini—seem to have voices that last.
What I Do Every Morning
Furthermore, even when one is not called upon so
frequently to sing the old operas, it is necessary to keep
the voice in daily trim by lighter exercises which avoid
stiffness. This I do every morning when I jump out of
bed. In fact I am liable to start exercising the moment
I arise, and while I am making my toilette I sing. I
have a piano in my bedroom and a few chords is all
that is necessary. I like to discover how my voice is
for the day. As I said before, there are no magic

Every Audience Different
This is merely an indication of how little things affect
opera audiences. Every audience is different. Every
time the singer steps out upon the stage he has virtually
a new world to conquer. That is what makes opera and
the theatre so interesting to the actor and to the singer.
That is why he must keep after his art daily—not in
occasional spurts and jumps. It is like the growth of
a tree. Growth is life to the singer. Every day should
have enough practice to make you feel that you are a
little higher in your art. To one who looks upon it in
this way and gets real pleasure out of every moment,
it is by far the most fascinating life in the world. Make
a drudgery of work and the whole career seems to drag,
the voice loses its lustre and the doors of failure instead
of great success are open to you.
Art is the gift of God, and must be used unto His
glory. That in art is the highest which aims at this.
Michel Angelo
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Simple Facts in Developing a Musical
Memory
By F. Stancliff
Memorizing is the art of remembering, recollecting,
recalling. Memorizing piano pieces is different from
facts, faces, a poem.
Memorizing a piano piece means that you must:
Photograph the printed notes on your mind.
Phonograph the musical sounds on your ears.
Train the fingers, muscles and nerves to mark the
repeat habits of performance almost without conscious
thought.
Memorizing, again, is the art of remembering and it
never can be learned by mere playing. The memory
itself must be tested and re-tested; and by these continual
efforts to “remember” to “re-picture,” to “re-hear” the
mind and muscles soon get the habit.
Is there a technic of memorizing? Certainly. The
more you memorize the easier it becomes. But you
must keep on advancing so that you can memorize more
" The haby memorizes single sounds with effort. "Cat,"
dog, then Pa-pa’ and “Ma-ma.” Before many years
that same individual is able to memorize whole sen¬
tences. Then small paragraphs. We once knew a
memory expert who could repeat a whole page after it
had been read to him once. He did it by advancing
his capacity a little at a time. Blind Tom and others
could repeat fairly long pieces entirely by means of'
hearing them aurally.
If you can memorize “Yankee Doodle” you can
memorize a Liszt Rhapsody. It is largely a matter of
persistence.
Why do piano students expect to learn a piece from
memory by not remembering? When you are memoriz¬
ing practice memorizing. Do you get me? How many
times have you seen students practice for hours with
the notes in front of them thinking that they were
memorizing.
Play a few measures. Get rid of the notes and demand
an accurate recollection and re-performance from your¬
self. Do this over and over again, training the memory
rather than the fingers.
A Fine Piano Helps
Music must be memorized through an educated ear.
The sensitive ear closes itself when discordant sound
from wretched pianos strikes it. One must have a
piano which gives forth sound that the ear opens itself
to receive. The sensitive memory in the hearing is the
last door to open. Therefore, first get a piano worthy
of your ears. Without one you are under a handicap
from the start.
Get Your Mind Right
Wait until your mind feels in .a receptive state.' Wait
till you are not preoccupied, then proceed this way. Find
a piece not longer than two pages. It must be one that
you can read off at sight. The form must be simple,
and the harmony well defined. And most important,
it must be a gem that you wish to have in your mind,
and not simply something to practice on. Do not think
that you can deceive your inner self in these matters.
It is the inner self that remembers.
Then divide the piece into the four-measure phrases.
If it is simple it.will be composed that way. Unless
you understand harmony and form, intelligent memoriz¬
ing is impossible. These sciences are the skeletons upon
which music is built. Memory is association, and
harmony and form give coherence to these associations.
If you do not know the keyboard from a tone point
of view, learn it. This means that you must know in
your mind the tone which any key will produce before.
Do not fumble around testing the keys. There must be
an association of sound with the keyboard before cer¬
tainty comes. If you know what the final sound of the
piece is, and yet do not know the keys which make it,
that is not the failure of your memory but lack of the
proper associations. The keyboard must be learned
from a sound point of view, just as one who reads at
sight knows it associated with the notation. This can
be learned by attention to the keys and the sound they
give and through the study of harmony at the keyboard.
Cross Associations
Set the piece on the music rack. Read the first phrase
or natural division of it. Do not play it. Try to hear
it in your mind. After you can hear it in your mind
reproduce it in sound without the notes. Do not use a
piece which you knew before. This will cause cross
associations which will confuse matters. The rest may
be learned by carefully adding new phrases as fast as the
first ones are learned.
In reading the phrases before memorizing do not
play them. If you have to read music by playing it you

do not read at all, you translate. This is what many
rather poorly educated persons do in reading print.
They say the words and understand from that. True
reading is grasping the meaning from the print alone.
So in music true reading is hearing the music by look¬
ing at the notes.
Be sure to play the whole piece through every time
you add another phrase to it. Do not play at all unless
you know what comes next and how to play it on the
keys. When you have one learned memorize another.
Learn eight or ten short ones before you attempt longer
ones. Play them for your friends at every opportunity.
Practical Material
There are many pieces which are models for this pur¬
pose. For an advanced player Grieg is just the thing.
There is a certain coherence in his music that is lacking
in many others. Each phrase seems to suggest the next
one. The preludes of Chopin particularly the tenth and
first and second are good. The E and G flat major,
and E and B minor waltzes are easy to learn this way.
Leave fantasias, rhapsodies and irregular forms alone
until you are sure of yourself. Opus nineteen of Grieg
forms a transition over to longer pieces. Beethoven
sonatas are models of every good quality but do not try
them as a beginner. The form in some editions is
clearly marked, which is a wonderful memory aid.
Pieces which appeal to you will impress themselves
easily if you truly want them.
The Etude Provides Memorizing Material
Teachers who desire to try this idea out in their
classes will do well to try it on themselves first. Many
students who declared that they could not memorize
laughed when they were told that they could learn it.
Without exception they learned. The teacher should
not allow anyone to tell him what they can or cannot do.
Talented students rarely know the extent of their
powers. Once you feel sure that, a certain pupil can do
this, give him a piece the next lesson and see that he
learns it right away while you Can tell him what to do.
Be sure that it is easy enough, then deliberately force
him to learn part of it. Then say that you expect the
rest at the next lesson. You will get it if you have tried
it on yourself and are sure of your ground.
The Etude every month has several pieces which are
admirable for students to memorize. Be sure you know
what to do and then let nothing prevent you.
After a few years’ practice these musical memories
will be no longer necessary.

Ear Training for Beginners
By Cora M. Miley
A young, ingenious piano teacher has a most interest¬
ing way of teaching ear training. Unlike many others,
she has a regular and systematic method by which she’
develops the power to listen and hear.
She makes the song the basis. At the very first lesson
she gives, besides the drill in keys and notes, a simple
.song. When this is learned she gives another as unlike
the first as possible. The child finds little difficulty in
distinguishing “which is which” when they are played
or hummed for her. Others are added, and this course
pursued regularly for some weeks. Then she “claps”
the most familiar of these for the pupil, teaching her
to recognize the rhythm when separated from the tone
Clapping is an important part of the foundation work
such exercises

00

and other rhythms being given. As will readily be seen
these make splendid exercises in ear-training when clap¬
ped by the teacher.
A bit of sight singing is given also, scale and arpeggio,
ascending and descending, arpeggio with seventh added
and intervals. These two are converted into ear-training
tests. She teaches pitch by taking extreme differences,
as C in contra bass and middle C, and gradually making’
the difference less marked as the ear develops.
A little class in ear training called “The Listeners”
finds interest and variety by choosing sides, as in an old
time spelling match, and “guessing” the exercises. A
blackboard is used and the children are required to write
the exercises as they recognize them.
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Teaching a Five-Year-Old

How I Earned My Musical Education
A Series of Personal Experiences from Real Music Workers

The first problem that confronts the teacher of a
very young child is, how to make it read notes when it
does not yet know the ABC. This is the way one
teacher overcame the difficulty.
The first lesson was spent in learning correct position
and finger action by means of table exercises. The child
was then taught to print the letters of the musical alpha¬
bet, which she was able to do after three or f..ur lessons.
Next these letters were applied to the keys of the piano.
The finger exercises without notes, from Pre-scr’s “Be¬
ginner’s Book” were taken up as soon as the child knew
the keys and the musical alphabet. Next came the note
exercises on Page 10 in the same book. A few minutes
of each lesson were spent in writing notes ■ indicated
and the child was very proud of her work.
To satisfy her eagerness to play a piei
she was
taught by ear a simple chord accompanimo in triple
time, to the notes c-e-g-c ascending and b-g-f-il descend¬
ing. This was a lesson in ear training, teach:, the child
to distinguish between the tonic and dominant fiords.
The lessons progressed smoothly until the exercises
in the bass clef were reached, the anticipatim ,f which
caused the teacher some anxiety.
she discovered that the child had learned
e iMcs
herself, having no one at home to assist her. The ap¬
propriate and suggestive titles of the selections in the
“Beginner’s Book” were at times, interpreted In the little
one’s father, whereupon she would set about muling the
notes, and often had an advance lesson cor recti, prepared.
No doubt other teachers have different methods for
teaching very young children, but this is on. way that
proved successful.

Knowing the Scales
By Elsa Schemmel
o A™* y,om' puPils can play all the Major ard Minor
cafes and can tell you their relationship, when ated in
front of the keyboard, ask them to tell them to
when
they cannot see the keys.
the feragc teacher of tbe average pupil,
you will have a shock. You will hear: “But I don’t
know them that way.” You will have a revel;,non of
SresiltiirT6 °! y°ar pUpi1’. in regards to signahelDed hv th
*P
even tbe s‘mPfest scale. unless
helped by the sight of the keyboard.
system "of eJera|l ■experiences
this kind, I evolved a
Wh ch hl
f S,gnaturcs away from the k, board.
ktters!aHP
satisfact°ry- Write down the
letters
used in musicVery
as follows:
.

CCC DD EE FF GG AA rr

t

,hC lnf C *'”r! ■*" ™ry-

£ sfTLtsrs Jrjrs
<T

r ‘Zis

Now let the pupil L''*,.'1, e ,e f f 8
Major Scale if the relative
^ S,gnature of the
called by a flat or
™nor 15 Just the letter, or is
major must be A-flat ^ ^"bus tbe relative of C-flat
scale could not be a ret”!”01" ,)ecause a natural or sharp
in the signature
t0 3 Scale ha™8 seven flats
After the Minor Scales a
s are all determined your table
looks thus:

7

ab a a# bb b
Now you can try v
W

'■*’

F* Gb G Ab A Rh B

s: Cb C

can write the loric^ ^ 3 a= Bb bb B *>• If they
each one and know whichar^the F^ °r ShcrPS ^
that a capital letter ,i
3 tbe Enharmonic Scales and
a small letter for ^ Sta"ds for a major scale, and
that scale signatures wilTSoTS an” \reaSOnab'?' ™T?i
discussed away from the i u
unknown subject, if
you give this little test threeespedaIly 50 if
e or iour times a year.

The Etude presents herewith the results of a competition, announced
some time ago, which brought an enormous number of replies. So sincere
and so interesting was most of this material that it took months of careful
reading to come to anything like a conclusion as to the most suitable for
Etude purposes. Even now we are not certain that our choice is altogether
just or correct from the viewpoint of the thousands of readers whom we

Midnight Oil
First Prize
Usually a person dislikes to undertake
to write an autobiography, or even a portion
of it, unless he is an egotist by nature, in
which case, he eagerly seizes every oppor¬
tunity to exploit his achievements. . If his
natural tendencies lean towards timidity he
really hates to bring publicity upon himself.
The writer is not an apostle of egotism,
therefore, must be impelled by a stronger
power than love of self, to write about him¬
self or his struggles in his career. Yet it
is by telling our individual experiences to
others that they are helped; and it is the
thought that from his writing some dis¬
couraged student may gain renewed vigor
to go onward with his work, that he at¬
tempts to write anything concerning his
struggles in his early music study.

from home to make my own fortune or
misfortune.
I secured a position as bookkeeper in a
distant city and, notwithstanding the close
confinement of this work, continued my
music study, alone, at night. I extended
my practice so far into the night that often
my uncle (with whom I resided) would
arise from his bed, come into my room and
put out the light, and thus compel me to
retire. The neighbors, much to my sur¬
prise, did not object to this late piano play¬
ing, but on the contrary, took an interest
in my ambitious work, and through their
instrumentality and recommendation se¬
cured me a position as director of music
in a Sunday-school. A few months later
I was tendered the position as organist
and director of music in the same church.
Although I had never had instruction
on the pipe-organ, after eight lessons un¬
der the man then holding the position, I
entered upon my duties and must have
given satisfaction for the minister of that
church, years afterwards, while stationed
at another church, had me secured as or¬
ganist.
While in this position I continued my
night study, excepting I transferred my
attention from the piano to the organ. In
addition to my night work I had the privi¬
lege of practicing two hours a day on an
organ at a Catholic church, which organ
at that time was the largest in the state.
This courtesy was accorded me for hav¬
ing played a Christmas service, without

Playing by Ear
My recollection goes back to my earliest
childhood, where I was allowed the utmost
freedom in playing on the piano by ear.
This was followed by lessons (once a week)
taken- in a desultory manner, while attend¬
ing primary school. The interest I mani¬
fested in these lessons may be shown by
stating that frequently I would hide my
roll of music behind the hat-rack in the
hall of my music-teacher’s home, after tak¬
ing a lesson, and never see it again until
the next lesson, when I would surrepti¬
tiously slip it out from its hiding-place, and
march into the teaching-room with assumed
confidence to take the lesson.
Alas! one day on going to the place of
concealment of the roll I did not find it in
its accustomed place. I searched in every
conceivable hiding-place in the hall, but
without success. Finally, in my dismay, I
ambled into the lesson room, where my
teacher met me with a smiling face and
said “You forgot your music the last time.
No further allusion was ever made to the
deception I had played upon my teacher,
and it is useless to state that I never failed
to take my music-rolls always with me
afterwards.
However, I practiced my
scales, played pieces I preferred (received
the one lesson a week in sight-reading with
my teacher) and must have made progress;
for frequently I was playing in entertain¬
ments and acting as substitute pianist, al¬
though I had not reached my tenth year of
age.
The Big Method
About this period I realized that I did not
understand time thoroughly, so during a
vacation period from school, I set myself
the task of mastering this subject. In or¬
der to do this, I borrowed an extensive
piano method then in vogue. Commencing
at the beginning of this huge volume (sev¬
eral hundred pages), I played each selec¬
tion slowly and carefully, counting and,
when necessary, beating the rhythm,
throughout the entire book; and when I had
finished I had a fairly good idea of how
to keep correct time.
Later, having finished the high-school,
my father refused to uphold me. in my
‘ desire to continue the study of music, hop¬
ing to have me study medicine. I declined
to study this subject, notwithstanding a
free scholarship proffer in my native city;
for music had caught me, so I wandered

hope will be interested in these articles.
The prizes were awarded as
follows: Eugene F. Marks, Augusta, Georgia {First Prize) ; Gertrude Mary
Flanagan, Cork, Ireland (Second Prize); Edwin Armstrong, Ocean Park,
California (Third Prize). In addition to these we shall publish at our
regular rates a number of contributions which, although not winning prizes,
■mil surely be valuable reading to many.
previous notice or rehearsal (owing to the
sudden illness of the organist, immediately
before the service). I utilized my dinner
hour and an hour before supper for this
extra practice. This unusual courtesy was
extended to me for two years, which at
that time was far more valuable to me than
any financial payment.
During those two years I had conceived
the thought that I would make my music
study thorough. Therefore, through thriftiness and the utmost frugality I managed
to save several thousand dollars, which I
spent in music study in Europe.
While attending the Leipzig Conserva¬
tory, usually I made week-end trips to
large cities andl many small towns, and
paid for these valuable excursions by giv¬
ing recitals for small music clubs, which
could not afford to engage renowned
artists. I gave lessons in piano-playing,
harmony and other subjects to pupils who
felt unable to pay the conservatory prices
or needed coaching to catch up with classes.
Some of these pupils were recommended
to me by my teacher in the conservatory.
Through my own experience I am certain
that any student, who shows an ambition
to get ahead, will be assisted by others
around him. I know an instance in which
a young lady went so far as to turn over
a paying position as organist to a strug¬
gling student in order to assist him.
Eugene F. Marks,
Georgia.

Fighting Musical Obstacles in Ireland
Second Prize

Professor of Pianoforte and Theory, a
splendid teacher.
My ambition now was to win the
Diploma of the Associateship of the Royal
College of Music, London. I had taken
only one lesson of the next session when
I became very ill. When I was convales¬
cent, my eyes began to give me trouble and
after a few months I became completely
blind. (I was blind when my School of
Music Diploma was presented to me.)
The blindness lasted about three months,
but it was about twelve months before I
could teach or study. When I eventually
started work, all my former pupils returned,
and gradually I had almost more work
than I could manage.
The ambition was still there to get the
coveted associateship. After a few years I
made up my mind to try to satisfy that
ambition. I went to my former teacher,
got as many lessons as he could give me
in a week or ten days, returned home,
worked hard, taught six hours a day,
practiced five hours and also did the paper
work in which I was getting correspon¬
dence tuition. I got lessons at intervals of
three or four months and after about ten
or eleven months’ study went to London
for the examination and won the Asso¬
ciateship of the Royal College of Music.
Perhaps my experiences may prove to
some other student the truth of the plati¬
tude “where there’s a will there’s a way.”
I know that I have lots to learn yet, but
considering the odds that were against me
I feel that I have well earned my Musical
Education.
I take this opportunity to thank you for
the great help The Etude has been to me,
living so far from everywhere. The arti¬
cles and also the music have been a great
assistance to me.
Gertrude Mary Flanagan,
Cork, Ireland.

pupils and the choir and at the same time
It is not often that the opportunity offers
get the music lessons. I lived at a dis¬
to tell the story of one’s successful strug¬
tance of ninety miles from my teacher—
gles against adversity to a sympathetic
Dr. Hannaford of Cork—and there was no
(perhaps) stranger.
teacher within an easier distance from
Like many of those in Dr. Eastmans
whom I could get instruction. Through a
interesting article I also paid for nearly
friend of my mother’s I got a pass on the
all the music lessons I received except
steamer and railway to Cork.
those of my childhood. My brothers and
I do not suppose there are many readers
I got our first lessons on the pianoforte
of your great little book, The Etude, who
from our mother. Later I had my lessons
live 30 miles from any railway. The first
from a teacher who was at best mediocre.
part of the journey to Cork is by steamer,
I learned from her as much as she could
though it can be done by road also, but
teach me. It then was decided I should
that is much longer and more expensive.
go to Cork (the nearest city) to get lessons
The steamer, which is a small one, takes
there so as to “go in” for music more
about three hours to do the thirty miles
thoroughly.
across a very stormy bay in winter. The
Limited Technique
train jouriiey takes about three hours also.
I thought I knew a lot about music when I travelled all those ninety miles once a
I went to the school of music, but I was week and returned next day. There was
quickly disillusioned. I had to learn there no way of getting home the same day.
that my knowledge was very limited, that
I gave music lessons, did some house¬
my technique was very faulty, that phras¬ work and practiced four and five hours
ing was an art hitherto unknown to me a day. At one time I practiced six hours
and many more home truths. I had to a day. Some of this practice had, of
begin at the first step of the ladder. How¬ course, to be done in the early hours of
ever I had the ambition and the applica¬ the morning when the rest of the neigh¬
tion and I meant to work my way up that bors were still in dreamland. I never
ladder.
heard whether or not the dreamers ob¬
The first session was almost finished . jected to being serenaded at unearthly
when I learned that financial affairs had hours, but I hope not.
come to such a pass that if I wished to
Diploma When Blind
continue my musical studies I must earn
At the end of the third year, or rather
the wherewithal. I started giving lessons
to beginners. I also got charge of the school session, I won my diploma of the
local choir with the small salary attached. school, besides securing numerous certifi¬
This enabled me to arrange for my lessons cates in the meanwhile. I also played at
when the school began its new session after recitals very successfully.
The standard of teaching in that school
the long summer holidays.
Now the trouble was how to manage the was really good and Dr. Hannaford, the

Sweeping Up the Auditorium
Third Prize
My parents had always been poor and
found it hard enough to get shoes and
clothes and food for the four of us
youngsters. So when at an early age I
showed musical inclinations I knew that
they could do nothing toward my musical
education. Even had they been able, they
probably would not have done so, as they
did not care for music and looked upon
it as an idle pastime.
At fourteen I was forced to leave school
and go to work in a music store. My
duties consisted of keeping the place clean
and delivering sheet music to various
studios. Later on, after I had been there
some time, I was sent to a near-by town
to get some records and sheet music for
the store. I handled this so well that it
became a regular duty for me to get all
the records and sheet music- I suggested
a few changes at various times, to the pro¬
prietor in regard to some stock that he
was ordering. At first he resented what
seemed to him my interference. “Your
job is just to get what I order,” he said;
but finally he used even to ask my advice
about what to order. Then some changes
came; his wife became sick and much of
his time had to be spent away from the
store; and so I did all the buying and
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selling for that store—I, a boy fourteen
years old 1
And how I did love the work because
we were dealing in music. It really used
to hurt me to have people come in and
ask for the cheap, popular music, and I
used all the tact I could summon in sug¬
gesting that they just listen to a few
records of classical music. Finally I be¬
came so well known as a judge of music
that many people relied absolutely on my
judgment as to what records they bought.
It was about this time that I came
across the following advertisement:
“Wanted—young lady to answer tele¬
phone, etc., around music studio in ex¬
change for either voice or piano lessons.
Phone-■”
“What a wonderful opportunity,” I
thought, but then I re-read it. “Young
lady.” I determined not to let that chance
go by, so I immediately ’phoned to the
number given. Now really, how many
boys of fourteen would have answered an
advertisement for a young lady? Well, I
did!
A rich contralto voice answered. “Have
you hired anyone yet, in response to your
advertisement?” I asked. “No,” replied
that musical voice. “Then,” said I, “how
do you think a boy would do ?” “Why-erer-I had never thought of such a thing,
but come over and we will talk it over.”
Answering the Phone
Thus my musical education started.
But oh! how hard I did work for it!
There were four studios and an auditorium
to sweep and mop, besides washing win¬
dows, beating rugs, keeping up the flowers
and grass. I soon found out that the
answering of the telephones was the least
of my duties. Of course, a girl would not
have been expected to do what I did; but
I didn’t stop to think of that. I only
knew that this meant a musical education
for me.
Soon after I started work at the studio
I saw an advertisement announcing a con¬
cert by the most popular soprano of the
day. Oh, how much I wanted to hear her 1
I would have given absolutely everything I
possessed to hear her. But I had not enough
money and so such a thing seemed im¬
possible. Then I thought to myself “I
have, worked for everything I have ever
had, so why not work for this?” So I
promptly wrote a note to the manager,
telling him of my desire to hear the con¬
cert, and asking if I could not do some
work for him in exchange for admittance.
On the day of the concert I received a
note from him saying that I would be
assigned a position as usher, so that I
might have an opportunity of hearing the
music.
Working as an Usher
And so, for two years I went to every
concert and opera performance given in
that city. In this way I have heard more
than thirty grand opera performances and
concerts by Galli-Gurci, Geraldine Farrar,
Schumann-Heink, McChrmack, Tetrazzini,
Anna Case, Mabel Garrison, Frances
Alda, Hofmann, Ganz, Godowsky, Grainger
and a host of other great and famous
artists.
This experience also brought me in
touch with musical people and a musical
and artistic atmosphere which is so ab¬
solutely essential to a student of music.
Then another opportunity knocked in the
form of a local newspaper that offered a
music course at a leading conservatory to
whoever got the most subscriptions to
the newspaper. Now, I thought that was
a real opportunity, and I determined to win
that scholarship. I set out that very morn¬
ing after subscriptions and when that con¬
test closed I had more subscriptions than
anybody in the town, and I won that
scholarship, and now, at seventeen years of
age, I have completed my first year.

Thus, by my own persistent efforts and
hard, hard work I am winning and am
coming through with a good musical educa¬
tion. I feel that there is every oppor¬
tunity for the boy or girl who is willing to
get out and work, work, work!
Edwin Armstrong,
California.
Opportunity Came at the Darkest Hour
I was to be the genius of the family.
That was the dominant thought that dwelt
in my mother’s mind even during the pre¬
natal days of my existence as she so often
told me when I grew old enough to under¬
stand. Her love for music, denied develop¬
ment through poverty, had instilled within
her the desire to give her first born the op¬
portunity she had lacked. Although my
father's meager salary as assistant optician

future use, adaptable to instruments and har¬
mony This I have made so simple und heln.
Bossy Paid the Way
fill as to be easily grasped by children as
So prosaic
M tcl nas i music voung as five years, who have attended !
rwSIn^VSn f §e eouUtry, is neither school nor kindergarten.
Let it be remembered thut at no time in
my life have I had a music teacher and that
what I have earned has been accomplished
close application und hard study. I am
tha,t, iithSut anyTf Us cultural arts. Fin- from
now thirty-eight years of age aud am in a
financial position to take up the study 0f
the Pipe Organ with ail instructor.
1 e v
Robert Uhown,
Washington.
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had bee,, slabber Indeed, aud 1 raised her t No Home, No Friends, No Trade, No Money
and in a Foreign Land
be grown. Beauty she was by name
I left my home in Germany when I was
alT.fspeaking to my father one day he told sixteen years of age, and, alter roaming
me thaThe had read of a boy who had paid about the world for eight months. I landed
in Sail Francisco with fifty .•, nts in niy
^th"hfmthan0dUSsheUiSegmilbky to* tt? students. pocket. I had no friends, no place of refuge,
trade; I could not even speak or under¬
“SSaST and
to college. I found no
stand the English language.
That was ten yeurs ago, and although I
doing Hght housekeeping who wouid be glad have
to brag about i"duy, I can
to buy milk, and many also who would like sav atnothing
least that I earn u eotnfonablc liviug
the milk in addition to the . meals they with music,
have mastered tin Knglish lan¬
penses of our growing family, my -mother’s were
getting. I had no trouble in selling all guage and ha\e
become thoroughly American¬
determination to give me a musical career as of my product.
,
. . , .
a pianist never weakened through years of
My first purchase was two dozen pint bot¬ ized. My musical education lias not yet been
poverty, want and sickness. The small sums tles and one hundred caps to fit them.
The students called for the milk some time sit in an average theater pit
of money she had put aside since my birth
at so much sacrifice finally grew large enough during the day, and my grandmother gave it
until after
in my eighth year to purchase a second-hand to them. I cared for the cow; fed her, I had''been ^i this country tin.. yurs.
I)urpiano. One of the most vivid recollections milked her and brushcl her down every day.
"annul labor
been accustomed to work of this
of my childhood is the furore its arrival As I had
I did not find it arduous in any de¬
caused among the inhabitants of the tene¬ nature,
gree. In fact, it was a pleasant change to
ment where we were living at the time.
me
to
don
my
overalls
and
go
out
and
give
Undoubtedly admiration for her courage Beauty her afternoon brush down.
ally. I had met a young lady who was a
My venture was more of a success than I very fine amateur pianist, and Inuring her
a child prodigy inspired an offer from one expected.
The demand for milk grew until play stirred in^me the desire I" lie aide to
of the best teachers of a music conservatory t ‘l-i,!
—i*. iF
t wi money left
- supply
i
to teach me for a nominal fee, following the
I had paid u
recital of my mother's story of her plans for
music seriously I cluingnl my " d. of work¬
my education. And then began those Iona tically
ing. Instead of doing hard Inlmr I looked
for the cow and the milk each day.
hours of daily-4-*-~
mod for
about for work that would be I™- destructive
t the s xifice of
little surplus money I had saved, bought a with my hands aud at the same time pay
better cow. I was planning ahead so that 1 me sufficiently to pay fur my tuition. For
finite i its possibilities, i
might go still farther when I had finished in
Although the conditions under which I music at the school where I was taking lit¬
practiced were most unfavorable, I progressed erary work. My grandmother was my capaso rapidly that during my second year I
won a five-year scholarship. When I was 14
but I pulled through somehow. Making les¬
I obtained my first pupils and at 16 I was
sons whenever I could a (Ton I It ; and when
planning to be graduated from high school
I was out of yvork uml could
" possibly
and the conservatory of music. However, in
take lessons I continued prin t I. - - neverthe¬
less. Finally I drifted Into tin- restaurant
tnd left r i inconsolable,
decided t
’ 1
and from thnt time on eondltions
is my first experieuc
Hi" plan I followed was as gc
•Iseo ill linn anil moved to
than any I have known.
Finally the day of graduation
irogram.
i ....... --Tigea to hear our vei
i had followed t
____ _
did housework. Yet such is the optimism of dent explain
quire steadily and by tin- tl
had earned my musical education and
mending my example to others.
of making fairly 'good nun
My eoyv and my faded bine overalls
tables which enabled me to
still among my choicest possessions, alth
to go to Europe for a year.
My mother quite agreed with me that I the earning days of both are now past.
n studying
' Katherine A. Betson,
was meant for bigger things than a piano
teacher even though she needed my help so
Mississippi.
sorely. 1 always felt it was the intensity
of my desire that brought about my oppor¬
Obliged
to
do
Without
a
Teacher
tid'd
two
hours
every day without fall, ex¬
tunities. An old classmate w-ho I.-no,,- ,,f „,„
Tuesdays, which were my days off,
Last Friday I left the office at 5.00 P. M„ cepting
ambitions unexpectedly
. - me
- .... — day and
ai"I "a those days I took ..I- 1 • rest.
told me about a woman's organization to walked down to the store for The Etude,
At the expiration of two years I had
which she belonged, that yearly set aside hut was too early, so asked them -learned
to
play
fairly
well in three positions.
s in, \
i they
money to help some poor girl obtain an edu¬
I could get a go...
.
W,,,,
cation. She volunteered to present my case, last evening. ___
well. I thought that 1 was equipped to go
with the result that my trip to Europe became the only time I have for the study of r
out and conquer the world. I erased study¬
a possibility. Another member of the club, much-beloved music is in the evening,
ing
and
prepared
to
make my living with
who had become interested, after hearing me truth. I might express it that I have alwa
play, volunteered to pay the expenses of a had to prey upon time for any and all t
Months of disappointments, vexations and
education I have secured i music, n<
humiliations followed, and that was the
ured w
s joy i: my good fortune \
period of my real practical musical education.
sistan
I had learned time and tempo, of course, but
But fate seemed to will it otherwise. The
their
practical application in the pit was
e
being
taught
night before I was leaving my father was
acquired only through hard experiences.
(in i
-- __ automot,)ie an(j brought home
It was not until after I had been repeat¬
' “—J- shock of his loss passed
--1 have when I edly dismissed from a theater the same even¬
. ..
all my rejoicing, I was .
ing
or
week on which I lind been engaged
should
take
up
the
study
and
people
would
uesrmeu to pick up the load of breadwinner
I saw the advisability of starting at
where my overworked father had dropped it. want me to play for them. But long before that
My mother, however, refused to consider the my dreams or plans could mature, father the bottom. As soon as I had learned that
idea. Had she stinted, slaved mid sacri¬ went away and, as I was then the oldest lesson I moved at onee to a small town in
ficed all these years only to have me develop b°y at home, I must earn, not only for my¬ Montana where I played in a picture house
into a grimy music teacher of average abil¬ self but also much of the keep of five other at the salary of seven dollars per week. I
‘‘fob! months, when I received
ity? So with the picture of my father in members of the family, as well as take a an JT
lortgage off of the old home. Blasted hopes1
his coffin as the last remembrance of my
_
.
-■
-r fondest fifteen dollars a week; and from that time
Europe the following morn- But TI —
dreams fall through, as at tl
mi I have progressed steadily, and shall con¬
ing.
tinue to progress ns long as I shall follow
play fairly well and studied
realization w 3 far m
I
could
without help.
~
music as a profession.
ticipation. '
.
.
-Co difficult for a beginner i I t m 11 °* *n a position to advise anyone:
is, its man;
—such as At a Oeoigia Camp Meeting, which
I was six months in mastering. It was like beginner "should rn lit "s»T“ hfift "
and thousands of art students bin
music-loving soul like a dream worm. ,\o trying to reach the top rqng of the ladder
more quarreling children to disturb me. no at the first step—but perseverance will win easiiy^orn^0„Tnestar^orwn“id™
For eight years after I married I did not Of studying for two or three years and by
more worrying about finances, no more pov¬
erty talk but just musie. study and sympa¬ get to touch a piano—then I heard of one J?®* tn?e jla1ve become n professional mnslthetic friends is what Berlin offered me. I
’Ltlon' ,ikl’ musical talent, should
soon found social doors opening to me, strugg/e as I hadgtonmakf° tha"d 8llch }l
J.TT''1 STodimlU and thereby become
through my knowledge of music, that I had maintain my family. aLatere ^turned* this mote firmly rooted. Also he must not only
one in on a better piano. By this time mv m„s?e™eVer,i,"R and work assiduously, he
known nothing of in America.
Then came the war which reluctantly sent little girl should begin the piano. Unable to
T011 Pr,‘I>ore himself to meet many
me home after two wonderful years. Of my afford a teacher for her, I started her and “‘^PPOtatments the first year or two of hi«
readjustment to the old conditions at home she responded finely. This gave me great «we« until he has gained a secure foothold
and the uphill fight of establishing a class hope. I then offered a neighbor boy who cleney1116 ladder leading to professional effiduring wartime, I will not speak. Suffice it seemed quite musical lessons free with the
to say those days contained some of the ™o=+ use of my piano to practice on—just to get
ling experience. I realized that by
depressing and heartbreaking hours oi myv
would only make myself more nroNow, at 30, I am proud of my large class
111 ,the same Neighborhood was a
When the Echo Didn’t Work
of pupils and the place I oecupy on the staff little boy whose parents were both working
!rom home—-he on the streets, plaving
of the conservatory which nursed my first
An amusing story is told of the great
immature musical efforts. 1 have put two whistling and singing, with no aim seemingly
brothers and a sister through high school, Other children of the neighborhood remarked -nglish tenor, Simms Reeves, who was
and although still carrying the principal ex¬ about his voice, so I called on his parents
once engaged to sing a cantata with chorus
penses of the household, I have acquired a
'uuLS?cur<r,<
?,.,for
a. piano
Courage
again. Then
I be„..
baby grand piano and am able to attend all pupil. ™ir!5
in Glasgow. The chorus was supposed to
the musical treats that come to town. I
_aifo did I study? Well. smg in imitation of an echo. Reeves came
it idly by w m the
have not brought fame to the family as my
ran are coming “’onderful
,
dear mother hoped, but at any rate I have of hit
to the line, “Darkness flies away.” The
From the veri
lifted it out of the poverty class.
carefully noting ,olSttiLWat<'hwl ,m'v P'uP”a. echo came back in rich Highland dialect,
Elsa Brocker,
hold Oh^thoir Ideas°in
Darkness flees awa’.” Even the Scotch
Wisconsin.
c. This experience I put in a plan tot
audience was convulsed. -
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Memorizing Our Moods
Does the Artist Create a New Interpretation with Each Performance, or Does He Duplicate a Carefully Worked-Up

Master Versw

By the Noted American Pianist

THU EL BURNHAM
(Prepared with the assistance of Mr. Russell Wragg)
esting and authentic interpretations, have more mature
with a perfect mental picture of a child carrying a
material to offer students than the students have to offer
Imagination is the soul and the heart-blood of the
pitcher of milk for the first five measures, then an accu¬
themselves. With this in mind, I will endeavor to put
Arts in general. Into the more confirmed conceptions
rate mental facsimile of her falling over a boulder and
three or four of my own interpretations into writing,
of the beautiful in spiritual things she lures us, and often
the subsequent spilling of her milk, or any further
with only the thought to be helpful; not of forcing them
with her subtle elusiveness robs us of the divers newdefinite program. What is really meant is that one
upon any one who may have ideas of another nature.
garnered inspirations, too infantile for development, too
must analyze his musical emotions when hearing , a piece
In the Rachmaninoff C-sharp Minor Prelude, I throw
gossamer for remembrance which she has given us in our
for the first time, or as many times afterwards as the
myself, so far as is possible, into the mental attitude of
moments of intense emotions.
.
material remains fresh and inspiring, and memorize tne
a Russian exile, marching despondently, head bowed,
The creator embodies his imaginative ideas m his
picture or pictures that it brings to him.
into
Siberia. What can be more hopeless or more help- .
paintings, his musical compositions or his poems, and
These so-called mental pictures are divided into two
less than this unfortunate figure, symbolizing Russia,
likewise the artist-interpreter has a way, eminently
groups; namely, “mood pictures,” which are emotional
stolidly marching, unbefriended, towards an uncertain
mental, yet nevertheless permanent, of holding last to
experiences, and “photographic pictures,” which are
morrow, knowing that pain and sorrow alone await him
his original conceptions and emotions, born to the mind
visualized by the interpreter as definite physical and
and those who share his fate. This I see in the measures
when the thing to be interpreted was fresh and novel
mental happenings. Either of these must be equally well
beginning
to himself.
.
...
memorized; and simplifying this for pupils, is called, as
This function of sustaining emotions we will can
mentioned before, “Memorizing our Moods.’
“Memorizing Our Moods,” but before explaining its
Concert laymen have a general impression that artists
working principle I wish to relate the incident which
depend upon the mood of the moment in the interpreta¬
put in me the mind to write an article on such a disputed
tion of their program. Fancy v hat a muddle one would,
subject as interpreting.
.
be in by endeavoring to live up to his audience’s naive
Every Piano Virtuoso has his pet aversions in regard
expectations.
*
to personal discussions along the line of his profession.
Most interpreters are known to leave all reading ot
I know I have, for I abhor, except in very few instances,
their received correspondence of the day until after
3 5
1
dinner engagements where the host or hostess has al
their performances are over. This, of course, is done to
unwittingly invited all and only those of her friends
prevent any cross-current emotions in their interpreta¬
<Se>
who are pianists of varied degrees on the scale of
tions, such as grief over some family sorrow at a time
Then in the following measures, beginning
accomplishment.
when capriciousness and humor are eminently necessary.
However, they would have the added undertaking of
The Fixed (?) Idea
adjusting their nervous systems like an alarm clock;
under the previous conditions, to be set at “merriment
Not that we pianists have anything but the greatest
during a scherzo passage, “melancholia” through a rubato
fellow-feeling and admiration for each other. It is
interval, and “depression” during a grave motive. This,
merely that one must have a little novelty to relax the
of course, is as impossible as it is ridiculous; and so,
continually taxed mind that thinks and works at music
to furnish the audience with the necessary emotions, one
from morning until evening divertissements call it else¬
must have his moods as well memorized as his notes.
where. I mention this only to illustrate the differences
of opinion which can arise on such occasions when
he alertly straightens himself, while his whole counte¬
several musical but not parallel minds meet in open
Sarah Bernhardt’s Methods
nance registers a rising, revengeful hate. He ceases
. discussion, much to the annoyance of them all.
Several years ago, in Paris, I discovered that musi¬
marching, while his entire physique quivers with this
On a certain evening our hostess asked several wellcians were not alone in this particular trend of thought,
volcanic resentment which seethes within his brain and
known virtuosi and myself to give our opinions on the
struggles for freedom. He finds a momentary possibility
my discovery being based on the acting of no less a
much argued subject, “Should musical interpretations
for the fulfillment of this desire in the measures
personage than that greatest of great tragediennes, Sarah
be above all ‘taint’ of a fixed idea, carrying out, as it
Bernhardt. A well-known English actress, who had
beginning
were the popular feeling that music begins where thought
begun
her
career
under
the
tutelage
of
Mme.
Bernhardt,
and words are ended; or should they be based on mental
accompanied me to a performance of Tosco at the
pictures and worldly emotions?”
Theatre Sarah Bernhardt; and, since she had been m
Our opinions, as might be expected, were! divided. Some
the cast of the play ten years before when the Divine
were for keeping interpretations entirely m the held ot
Sarah” had played it in London, she was intensely
musical dynamics and musical rhythms; while others
interested in finding out what changes this great artist
maintained that it should be the medium of expression
had made in her interpretation of the role.
for soul experiences and human emotions, keeping, of
When the performance was well along, my friend,
course, well within the science.of music.
_
where he breaks away from his captors in a wild but
turning to me, said in the most reverential fashion, “Do
Naturally, we reached no convincing conclusion tor
futile rush to escape, and, being taken prisoner agam,
you realize that this adorable, marvelous creature is
any of us; but afterwards I decided to put my personal
resumes the tyrannical inarch
playing Tosco to the minutest detail as she did ten years
thoughts along this line into article form, at-least dem¬
ago, even to those passionate interpolations, the ‘Ah s’
onstrating that my arguments were sincere enough to
and'‘Oh’s’ and ‘C’cst terrible’ which she so artfully injects
cause me no uneasiness at seeing them in print.
into the conversations of the entire cast during all of
Music, to me, is both the necessary sustenance and
Tosca’s supposedly silent moments on the stage?” Of
personal voice of the soul’s mentality. Not a thing to
this particular fact I was not aware, since I had never
be found, necessarily, in the starry firmament, as some
seen Mme. Bernhardt in Tosco before; but this realiza¬
would have us believe, but in the sacred cloisters of our
tion assured me more than ever that a virtuoso’s interpre¬
memory as well. A thing at once too delicate and too
tation, whether of Sardou or Chopin, must be convincing
mighty for any language of the lips, yet far too closely
enough to warrant remembering and remembered enough
bound about our hearts to be dealt with in an abstract
to be convincing. A great many actors and actresses
or impersonal mood.
.
boast of their dependability of the moment; hut their
While some minds are moved, during a massive Sym¬
so-called “eating up of the scenery” fails to get across
phonic movement, to dance among the cloud-formed
in the long run.
castles of the sky, I personally find myself engrossed in
Personally, I have more or less definite visualizations
some world-possible experience or in some authentic
and ideas in the interpretation of the numbers of my
chapter of my own-past intimate associations. Therefore,
repertoire; and, although every one has impressions and
believing in this fashion, it is but natural that one should
beliefs
of his own, I find that my artist-pupils, as a rule,
feel the necessity of having pictures to paint with his
request that I pass on to them the conceptions which I
interpretive brush; not vague impressions, too atmos¬
have created for myself; and after doing so, I have noted
pheric for even himself to understand, to say nothing of
a decided improvement in the presentations of their
programs, a am nut uiiuuucu ao w
--’passing them on to poor, unenlightened listeners.
tion the composer himself meant to give it, but I do know
pieces and in time and very marked development of their
own creative faculties. I make it a point, however, never
that many pianists before the public play it as one would
Masters Wrote Earthly Thoughts
expect to hear it done after seeing the title—as a rhyth¬
to urge my interpretive opinions upon my pupils, even
Beethoven and Wagner seemed to find the thongs of
should they have formed convictions in an opposite direc¬
mic and passionate tango of the good old Spanish variety.
earth too durable to break in writing their immortal
Since my interpretation has to do with the mind, not the
tion from mine; for, where my ideas are suited to
music, for though one may search soulfully and other¬
myself, theirs may be best suited to their style of pre¬
limbs, I have found the change necessary.
wise over their masterpieces, one must at last realize, I
sentation, and thus it would be foolhardy to insist upon
In this I see a matronly Spanish lady, once envied for
think, that they were all written around earthly experi¬
her beauty by her female companions and once the prize
my own.
ences and human sufferings.
for which her male followers waged competitive combat,
Before traveling further, let me be sure that I am
The Virtuoso’s Mature Material
sitting before her doorway in the twilight, sadly rem¬
not misunderstood. In speaking of pictures, I merely
iniscing. She has just witnessed a dancing of the tango
Of course, I believe that virtuosi in any line of art,
refer to definite ideas concerning the thing which one
by a group of senoritas and their swains; and now her
having given over their lives to the creation of inter¬
is interpreting; not that one must furnish his audience
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memory unveils a certain period of her youth when she
stepped through the graceful figures of the tango with
one whom time has never severed from her heart. The
rhythm comes tranquilly and slowly back to her, for the
years have sentimentalized and softened these passionate
moments of her happiness, when they danced the spirited
tango together,, unmindful of fate, these youthful, blissful
lovers. So she dreams, weaving her memories around a
tender and pensive tango motive. Now her face reflects
disdainful comparisons between herself and these present
youthful dancers, and now it modulates itself into a
grimace of sorrow as she realizes that her days of
dancing belong to the past, while these more recent
rivals have the present at their command.
This interpretation naturally requires a pianissimo
and reminiscent rendering, considering that this tango
comes out of the past, not the present; which, to me,
personally, is the most plausible background for so
thoughtful a theme.
Then for two small MacDowell pieces.
As suggested by the title of- his Indian Lodge, the
composition, if we follow the composer, has to do with
the American Indian, although it is left to the interpreter
to form the fabric around the framework. Personally,
I feel that this striking piece depicts the forced departure
of the red man from his homeland haunts. The opening
measures

appear to me to be the redskin’s tomtom reveille for his
departing race, drummed with great seriousness and
religious significance. After this, in the measures
beginning
Ex. 6

light of a vanishing sun emblazoned around him. On
he marches, mournfully and tragically, a once-dignified
monarch now humbled and broken in spirit Suddenly
he turns

with a great shout of defiance, and his figure once again
assumes the proud, upright poise of his ancestry as he
majestically challenges oncoming civilization.
To myself, but of course not on my concert programs,
MacDowell’s Improvisation is Love of a Day. This may
not have a penny’s worth of meaning to some differentlyopinioned person, but I find that it answers my particu¬
lar purpose. First the formulating passion concealed in
uncertainty,

tropical night for the far-distant throb of a love
returned. It pulsates to her, faintly but regularly, the
familiar phrase, “I love you,” “I love you,” “I love you.
through the luxuriant immensity of Oriental space ; while
she stands transfigured with the sentimental significance
of this assurance which the night has imparted to her.
These are simple examples, and'if the student follows
them he may rest assured that no audience will know the
exact “burden of'his song.” However, I feel that it is
essentially necessary for him to have something to say,
something personal, and then the audience will enjoy,
without knowing why, his performance.

Sight Reading
By S. M. C.
Most players desire to become expert sight readers,
and envy those who have acquired the art, but fail to un¬
derstand that sight reading demands systematic applica¬
tion, as well as any other branch of music study. It
should be made a part of the daily practice, and for this
purpose easy solos and four-hand pieces, which should be
one or two grades easier than these which form part of
the student’s regular work, may serve as material.
Sight reading demands not only a quick eye which is
capable of taking in many details at a glance; but
also nimble fingers which are able to reproduce and play
accurately what the eye sees; and also an alert mind, by
which the player can help himself out of all difficulties.
Many persons lack these qualifications and have not
the energy and perseverance to acquire them; hence good
sight readers will always be comparatively few. But if a
person has a persistent will to acquire the art he need not
despair, although at first it may seem impossible for him
to overcome natural defects.
A knowledge of elementary harmony is of the greatest
importance; for it would be absurd to expect a person,
ignorant of the fundamentals of music, to become a sight
reader unless he remedies his deficiencies. The better
versed the student is in composition, harmony and form,
the easier it will be for him to acquire the art of sight
reading.
At first little attention should be paid to mistakes, the
object being to play as fluently, and, of course, as accu¬
rately as possible. Each succeeding attempt should show
a decreasing number of mistakes, until by long-continued
practice the ability to play well-nigh faultlessly is ac¬
quired.

That Heavy Thumb
By Harold Mynning
Bach “took up the cudgel” for the thumb and was
the first of the great composers to write with the idea
of its common use. And1 yet its proper use is still a
problem for most music students.
In the first place, because it is so strong as to be able
to take care of itself after some fashion, it usually does
not receive the careful attention given other fingers.
The most common fault is to play the thumb notes
too loud, when practicing scales and arpeggios. This
causes a roughness, in the sound of these. To correct
this, relax the thumb and allow it to fall softly on the
keys while the other fingers play loudly. This exag¬
gerated difference will soon so correct the action of the
muscles that the fingers will fall naturally with even
weight. In accomplishing this, nothing can take the
place of much careful listening to the sound of what is

When the “Contralto” Was a Curiosity

then the increased ardor of advanced affection, contin¬
uing to ecstatic heights of devotion. The repetition of
the first half of the composition, done in a most delicate
pianissimo, is the memory of the past, short-lived infatu¬
ation. Only a dream remains, but the seeds are well
worth replanting, even if only in Memory’s shadow
garden; and thus the pianist, losing none of the sincere
spirit of the first half, must merely diminish the
dynamics.
The Borodine Nocturne brings more than a picture to
me. It brings a languid, far-eastern sensation into my
veins; a vision of a maid leaning over her balcony rail,
hand curved to her ear, listening through the trembling.

The Counter-Tenor or Male Alto is exceedingly rare
and is little developed in this country as compared with
England, where the stricter interpretation of the Episco¬
pal service makes the male alto more in demand. The
voice is also employed in the Greek and in the Roman
services; but it is said to be heard at its best in the
English Cathedrals. The use of the male alto is very
ancient. It is known to have been used in choral singing
as early as 1200. Handel employed the voice frequently.
Indeed, it was not until the latter part of the eighteenth
century that female altos were used in singing the great
oratorios. Handel is said never to have heard a female
contralto, as he died in 1759, and the first recorded use
of the voice was in 1773. Dr. G. Edward Stubbs says
that the first oratorio in which the female alto was used
was Judith, by Dr. Thomas Arne, given in Covent
Garden, on February 26, in 1773. A “female alto” was
advertised as a kind of musical curiosity.
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By SIDNEY SILBER

Mistakes, Teachers and Pupils
By far the greatest number of literal mistakes in piano
study, practice and' playing, are traceable to ignorance and
carelessness. All mistakes due to ignorance may be laid
at the door of the teacher who is incompetent, lazy or
inefficient. There are, broadly speaking, two types of
teachers, those who live to teach (the reigning minority)
and those who teach to live (the ruling majority). As
percentages in human society among various classes and
types run about the same, so here we have the usual
percentages of good, bad and indifferent teac ers an
pupils of the piano. We must, however m all fair¬
ness, maintain that most so-called students, so-called
because every “student” does not “study,’ have better
teachers than they deserve.
When literal mistakes are due to carelessness, it is
usually the pupil’s fault. Painstaking teachers know how
much patience is required to instruct the pupil who per¬
sists, in spite of repeated admonitions, m making the
self-same mistakes over and over, and over again. Until
the pupil is somehow made to appreciate the imperative
necessity of listening and perceiving, after he has learned
to hear and see, there is little hope of his ever accom¬
plishing anything worth while. He must learn tUat cori
centration is but another word for construction. With¬
out this attitude, he must ever remain a mediocrity; at
best he can become only a respectable mediocrity.

and all parts of the playing mechanism act intelligently
only under orders from headquarters."
The Nub of the Matter
Think! Think! Think! If you succeed in doing this,
you will hear yourself as others hear you; you will see
yourself as others see you. You will then be in a position
to pass critically upon the value of your offering. Not
until you are in a position to find out whether your
execution tallies with your intent—not until then will
you have, a basis for further substantial aspiration and
achievement.
A Few Knotty Problems
There can be no argument concerning the purpose of
ties. Ties are there to be observed. However, it some¬
times happens that two notes of the same pitch are
slurred, the pupil does not know which is a tie or a slur,
and his teacher does npt tell him which is which. In
the following example.

Key to Solution of Problem
Now, while the condition is admitted, anxious readers
may say, “But how do you propose to overcome these
errors and shortcomings; how are these mistakes to be
corrected?” Here is my solution:
1 If the errors and shortcomings are traceable to
physical defects, send the pupil to a physican, an oculist
2 If the errors and shortcomings are traceable to lack
of mental discipline, then such forces must be brought
into play as will break present bad and antagonistic
tendencies and habits and thus pave the way to create
better thought habits. (Here, indeed, is a fertile field
for the application of well-known psychological princi¬
ples, such as mental suggestion, without which po teacher
may ever be considered a true pedagog.)
Relation Between Thought and Action
Human beings act rationally as a result of clear and
logical thinking. Their acts are irresponsible when they
are either mentally deficient or have not lived in an en¬
vironment which would tend to make them conscious of
their errors. Thus, we see, that the relations between
teacher and pupil should be reciprocal. The average pupil,
who after years of apparently unremitting tod, fails to
scale the heights, invariably concludes that there must
be some magic connected with that state of mind usually
termed genius. He forgets that the so-called genius has
either had superior instruction, or that he developed t e
power (because of an inner urge) to seek the truth for
himself. We find only as we seek. If we seeknohmg
we find nothing. Those who are content to be blindly led
will always be blind followers. Under present pedagogi¬
cal conditions, it often happens that what is offered in
a scientific spirit, that which is called academic tradition
is administered unintelligently without reference to
actual needs. Such teachers proceed with the following
steps of reasoning:—
False and True Hypotheses
1. The pupil needs better technic.
2. Technic consists in gaining control of all the fingers
(strangely enough only fingers are considered by this
type of teacher).
3. All fingers must be made equally independent and
equally strong (which is a physical impossibility and, in
the light of eminent authority on the part of the world s
greatest pianists, a most undesirable thing) .
4 After this is attained, thought may be taken con¬
cerning the problems of conception, style, interpretation.
To all this I say, “There is no scientific basis for
such reasoning, inasmuch as technic of all kinds is always
developed from within, but never the reverse.. Fingers

While there may be some difference of opinion as to
whether the second and fourth quarters are to be played
(see pages 61 and 62 of Louis C. Elson’s Mistakes and
Disputed Points in Music, published by Theo. Presser),
still the vast majority of musicians and first-class
teachers will agree that such quarters are to be played
in approximately the following manner,:

and criterions of style. However, taking a few examples,
there can be no controversy concerning the non-sounclmg
qualities of the rests in the following concluding bars ot
Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetique (second movement).

As to the playing of the very last measure, teachers
mav differ. The literal teacher and student will play
the measure slavishly, without pedal and observmg the
staccati. Another type will use the pedal for the entue
measure. A third class will change pedal three t mes^
Who is to decide which is best? Is this not a test of
feeling for style and interpretation? My personal idea
in the matter would argue for a separation of each and
every part, though I would not state pedantically that
he rests a e to be precisely one sixteenth m duration In
fact I would make a ritardando be ore the close of the
composition and this, in itself, would imply a
ing of the tonal and rest values. Here are ^ example
graphically stated: Class one would have it as in Ex.
7 (a).

Ex. 2

Had the passage been written with the slur minus the
dot, it would not have been a slur at all but a tie, m
which case the passage would and should have beat
written thus:
Ex. 3

It sometimes happens that the dot is placed below the
first of two notes of similar pitch and duration, or be¬
tween two notes of similar pitch but of dissimilar dura¬
tion, though the latter consideration need not necessarily
obtain. For example, in
Bagatelle, Op. 119, Beethoven

it is obvious that there is no tie but a slur. The first
note is to be played semi-staccato or semi-legato (either
term being correct English to the Italian portamento)
and the long note is to receive the stronger pressure or
weight. Returning to example 1., it is obvious that the
second and fourth quarters are to be played. As proof,
quote Elson, who is correct in stating that had the com¬
poser desired the second and fourth quarters not to be
played, he would have written the passage as follows :—
Ex. 5

Concerning Rests
With all the numerous subtleties of modern musical
orthography, we have not, as yet, arrived at a system
which would indicate the exact and precise tonal lengths,
especially in homophonic writing. This is because the
admixture of the damper pedal automatically prolongs
notes beyond their indicated durations. Of the pedal
itself and its action we will speak later. In the matter
of rests, the efficient teacher often finds it difficult to ex¬
plain whether rests imply “doing nothing” (that is,
silence), or whether they belong to the sounding cate¬
gory. It is here that instinct and musical feeling must
come to the fescue, for they are indeed the sole guides

Class two would have it sound as in Ex. 7(b); while
class three follow Ex. 7 (C).
Psychological Values of Rest Observance
It is related that Berlioz once, when asked what he
considered the outstanding characteristic value ot
Weber’s music, replied, the rests.
Rests (meaning
silence) are very often more eloquent than sounds They
have the significance and value of the silence following
rhetorical questions put to an audience by an ^droit
speaker. This silence gives the listener a chance to
have the music “soak in.” For example, though no rest s
indicated at the end of the Introduction of MacDowell s
Sonata Tragica, a moment of absolute silence mcreases
the suspense and makes the effect of what has preceded
more impressive. However, MacDowell writes it thus,
without the rest, as in Ex. 8 (a).

The following measure near the conclusion of the
same Sonata implies absolute silence of a very protracted
nature—Ex. 8 (b).
How the Pedal Affects Tonal Values
With apologies to Longfellow, the musician may in¬
deed say “Notes are not what they seem”. It is the pedal
which changes (transmutes) note and tonal values. The
following example clearly shows how much has to be im¬
plied in the matter of our highly developed orthographi¬
cal means. The original is written as follows :—
Ex.9

Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, No. 1
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The Secret of Staccato

As played with above pedal indicates the excerpt actu¬
ally sounds as if it had been written.

By Amina Goodwin

t Manchester and studied
ind Clara Schumann. F
id of a large Bchool of n
Three Bad Pedal Habits
Two of these pertain to the inporrect use of the damper
pedal, the third to the shift (incorrectly called the “soft”)
pedal. All three are signs of amateurishness or inexpert¬
ness.
1. “Pumping” of pedal, caused by too sudden release
of the pedal lever and by raising of the foot from the
same at each release.
2. Too sudden and too frequent change of damper
pedal in harmonic changes, resulting in continual blur¬
ring, since the strings do not entirely cease to vibrate.
3. Continual use of the shift pedal to attain soft effects.
How are these “ills” to be cured'? Simply do not in¬
dulge in them. Go and sin no more! Stop! Look!
Listen!
Resume
It will thus be seen that, while students and teachers
can and should be held accountable for many sins
against the letter of music, there are sins against the
spirit which can not be remitted through ordinarily ped¬
agogical procedure. The literal pianist will never make
music. He is dealing with bones (notes) exclusively
and his structures have the same relation to music that
the skeleton has to the body. Not until he becomes
aware of the fact that every printed page of music is but
a mould into which he is to infuse his individual life
and that sum total of sounds are to bear the impress of
his particular personality, not until then will he exercise
those finer powers of intuition and imagination which
are unfortunately so often blighted and killed by sheer
literalness.

“Eyes and No-Eyes’'
By Mae-Aileen Erb
Almost every one of us has read, at some time, the
story with the above title. This little classic, with its
striking truth, is in most elementary readers. It tells of
two boys who took a walk together. On their return,
when questioned as to what they had seen, No-Eyes
replied that he had seen nothing, whereas the other boy
told with enthusiasm of the many interesting and beauti¬
ful things which he had observed.
No-Eyes, unfortunately, is the prototype of many piano
students. They play their studies and pieces without
seeing one third of the dynamic signs placed there for
the beautifying of the composition. Notes, notes, notes
seem to be the only things that they see. Even rests,
which denote cessation of sound and have an equal value
to that of the corresponding notes, are not infrequently
skipped over in happy-go-lucky fashion, or completely
ignored. Rests are of the utmost importance. They
help to form the pulse and rhythm in Music. Without
their accurate observance, the composer’s own con¬
ception and meaning become obscured and unintelligible.
Read the following sentence, devoid of punctuation
marks, which are the breathing spaces to which rests in
Music correspond, and observe the little sense it conveys.
That that is is that that is not is not if what is not is
not what is that that is?
Now let us punctuate, and what could be more clear?
That that is, is; that that is not, is not; if what is
not, is not, what is that, that is?
Applied to the interpretation of Music, the principle
is identical. To demonstrate, go to your piano as
soon as you have finished reading this article, and choose
a selection in which a number of rests occur. The Scherzo
in B flat minor of Chopin is an example. Play it two
times, the first time disregarding all of these signs of
silence, the second time, with careful attention to the
same. Is not the contrast rather startling?

“The World do Move”
The fathers of some of the most advanced musicians
have been among the conservatives of their time. In
the case of Richard Strauss, for instance, his father
(said to have been one of the finest French horn players
of his time) was not only devoid of any of the modern¬
istic tendencies of his talented son but was actually an
anti-Wagnerite, in that hot-bed of Wagnerism—Munich.

ii her father, Heiuccke

A good, strong and even staccato can only be attain¬
ed through a like amount of slow study, essential for
the other parts of real Technique. The sound of each
staccato note should be quite as equal in sound, as each
note in a well played legato scale. To produce this even¬
ness in staccato, equal strength from each finger is not
only sufficient, but also equal wrist action must be mas¬
tered, these being two distinct points. The most bene¬
ficial method when studying slow staccato for the equal¬
ization of the wrist, is to place the finger close to the
key and then strike it, counting one, and raising the note
sharply from the wrist, counting two, but without move¬
ment from the arm. This is termed “abgestossenes”
staccato meaning a staccato thrown off the note upwards,
This “abgestossene” staccato should invariably be used
for all single isolated staccato notes, as it produces a
much rounder, firmer, sharper and more rhythmical stac¬
cato, than if the note be struck downwards from the
wrist. In playing staccato scales slowly, the note may
be played, counting one, and taken off sharply from the
wrist upwards, counting two; thus counting two to each
note. The best practice is with the help of the Metro¬
nome. After a time when the student has accomplished
this wrist action, the metronome can gradually be placed
at a quicker tempo, until it will not be possible either to
count two to each note, or place the finger close to the
key first before raising the wrist. In quick staccato¬
playing the note must necessarily be struck downwards
from the wrist, but this slow “abgestossene” staccato
should be well studied beforehand and continuously so,
even after the quick staccato has been acquired, so as
to retain the equal wrist action and tone. The student
should study the slow playing of octaves and chords
and double staccato notes, also precisely in the same man¬
ner, by placing the fingers close to the key and then
striking the note at one and taking them off sharply
from the wrist at two. When the octaves are studied
on this principle, it will give the student time to try to
give the two notes of the octaves in each hand, equal
sound, and avoid giving more tone to the thumb than
the little finger, and less tone to the little finger than
the thumb. In the playing of all chords either small or

iaree the greatest attention should be given to Wit middle
2s of the chord receiving the same volume of sound
TL outer notes. This can best be accomplished by
p aying the chords as indicated, by -placing he fingers
close to the keys which require staking, with a loose
though not high wrist action. Each note m the chord
“ill then receive an equal amount of sound from each
finger. Should the chord be marked staccato, it can be
taken off sharply from the wrist, by which action the
longer fingers will quit the keys as quick) as the
shorter ones, tfms all the keys in the chord will re¬
bound precisely at the same instant, Through this, the
effect will be vigorous, sharp, and rhythmic; In.t should
the chords be taken off in any other way, .f even shortly,
the longer fingers would rebound a portion <>i a second
later than the shorter ones. In quick staccato passages,
composed of consecutive staccato chords, ihere is
naturally no time to place the fingers near tin keys first,
before striking them. But through the slow study in
this manner, the middle tones of the chords will never
become neglected, however freely the chords may be
played later in quick tempo.
Hard execution of chords and octaves is •other pro¬
duced with a stiff arm or by the hands brought down
upon the keyboard from the wrist with full mrce but
from too great a height, and consequently tin effect of
digging into the keys or thumping is produced Such a
production of tone causes the listener to shrink each
time a loud passage is commenced, or start at every
loud chord, instead of listening for the pleasure the
performance should give.
In playing any description of loud, full or small chords,
the greatest power can be obtained by placing the lingers
first close to the keys and then striking the ch rd with
a loose movement of the wrist, but with full strength.
By these means, however strongly the chord may be
struck the sound produced will never sound harsh, but
full, round and sonorous. Should the chord U- marked
staccato, the hands can then be taken off sharply upwards
from the wrist, immediately after being struck, nr they
can be taken off, in the same way, whenever the chord
or octave has received its right value of time and sound.
This important detail can always be carried out with ex¬
actitude and success by never removing the hand from
the Octave, .Chord, or note, until the following rest
occurs, providing the chord or note be not marked
“staccato” or “portamento.”

Positive Results from Positive Routine
By Francis Kendig
When is music too difficult?
The query reminds one of a question not infrequently
asked by students: “How fast shall I play this piece?”
and its inevitable answer, “Not any faster than you
can!” While every piece has its own natural tempo the
same as every person or animal has its own natural gait
and rate of speed; yet a new piece, still in the process
of being learned, should not be played more rapidly than
it can be played faultlessly.
However one does not wish to spend months on every
piece which he learns, laboring hours on such ordinary
mechanics as time, notes, and fingering, only to gladly
discard the piece the moment it is learned, out of sheer
tiredness of repeated hearings—to be forever practicing
and never playing, as it were.
After all, why not have a playing method?
Step down a grade or two, and find a pretty piece
that, can be played almost at sight. Learn to play this
piece without one single error, always “with the right
finger on the right note at the right time!” Be able to
play the piece with and without the metronome, only
gradually increasing the speed, till it can be played easily
at the tempo in which it sounds best. Go through the
piece to see that every first note of each measure re¬
ceives its due primary accent. Where there is shifted
accent, as in syncopation, or secondary accent, or ac¬
celerando, ritardando, or tempo rubato, turn the spot¬
light of your attention on these lovely details of expres¬
sion. Study every expression mark; every inkmark on
the page means something. Go over the piece again for
rhythmic flow, once more with all the attention centered
on the four-measure phrase lengths. Then play it for

again for distance or nearness effects, or softness and
loudness, and again for rise and fall of inflection, oi
crescendo and decrescendo. Give attention to the pedal¬
ing. Play your piece for melodic clarity and purity ol
tone; hunt for a few chords to impress the ear with theii
rich harmonic loveliness. Again through for the sub¬
ordination of secondary themes and accompaniment
Then forget all the details because you know them sc
well, and yet play them all, bringing out in the finished
mterpretatmii a happy summary of all these beauties.
ihe piece ought to be learned perfectly, if this playing
method is adopted, in three days of perhaps a couple ol
hours practice each day. If it takes longer than si>
hours, hunt for a shorter and easier piece. Do not ad
vance yourself by taking a slightly more difficult piec<
1 i JT ?n ,p ay s*x p*eces
times in succession ab
solutely flawlessly! It is preferable that they should b.
memorized.
Hold yourself to this, and practice easily, with relaxec
muscles, and without too much dissatisfaction in not get
ting away from the original six pieces as soon as yot
think you ought. In this way you will find your actua
fredev^,d re-ny,kn0W ,ust how far UP the ladder yot
font h r r i3Ve the easy assurance of the firm
i w-n? er °f fXpcricnce' A«d as you climb highei
menJl n ^ 3
ar new vision for all such funda
ri v* 1? as scales, arpeggi, and all technical prac
*°.U will gam in expression, assurance, sight read
And”host "f eT,standlnS’ and in a dozen various ways
deste onW
a11’ -y°U Wi" have Gained your ear t<
the finest Jnd PMSS’Ve and fau,tless interpretation o
the finest and noblest in music-literature.
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book he had before him, in order not to create any
feeling of uneasiness on the part of the executants.
Another story, which bears witness to the wonderful ac¬
curacy with which he knew the scores of works he studied,
is related by Ferdinand Hiller in his “Mendelssohn.” At a
weekly musical gathering at the Abe Bardin’s, when both
Hiller and Mendelssohn were present, Hiller, writes: I
had just been playing Beethoven’s E flat Concerto in public,
and they asked for it again on one of these afternoons. The
parts were all there, and the string quartet too, but no
players for the wind. ‘I will do the wind,’ said Mendel¬
ssohn, and sitting down to a small piano which stood
near the grand one, he filled in the wind parts from
memory so completely, that I don’t believe even a note
of the second horn was wanting, and all as simply and
naturally done as if it were nothing.”

the particulars of which have been supplied to me by
The memory of the musician is often a marvel to the
Mr. T. L. Southgate, describes a feat of a somewhat sim¬
average person. There are very few people in any walk
ilar nature. Mendelssohn, when in England, was some¬
of life who are called upon to put into their mental cold
times the guest of Attwood, the organist of St Paul s
storage vaults as much as is the ordinary music worker.
Cathedral. During one of his visits he heard at the
In the case of a Toscanini, a Stokowski or a Sousa, one
Cathedral a composition, either a service or an anthem
finds that they have literally millions of notes packed
of Attwood’s. This pleased him so much that he offered
away in their minds, that these notes all have a harmonic
to score it for the orchestra. Attwood readily accepted
and a rhythmic place and, in the case of an orchestra or
Mendelssohn’s offer, but the matter was not again re¬
a band, a color or instrument place. The actor memo
ferred to until after Mendelssohn’s return to Germany,
rizes many roles, but in a performance he plays only a
when Attwood wrote to him offering to send a copy of
part. The musician must have a repertoire that is
the work in question for reference. Mendelssohn s reply
nothing short of astonishing.
,
was a full orchestral score of it, which he had completed
Some years ago Dr. Frederick Gi Shinn, of the Royal
from memory, after hearing it once or perhaps twice at
College of Music and the Royal College of Organists,
St. Paul’s. A comparison of this full score with Att¬
maflp a record of famous feats of musical memory. 1 he
wood’s vocal score showed that in no respect had his
main points of Dr. Shinn’s investigations are given here
memory failed him.
,, _ .,
for the benefit of Etude readers. Dr. Shinn s Musical
That Mendelssohn was an earnest student of all Bach s
Memory and its Cultivation is a standard work on the
works is well known, and his great admiration of the
subject.
_ .
St. Matthew “Passion” led him to revive that work at
Famous Memory Feats
Berlin in 1829, the centenary year of its first production.
Amongst the most famous feats of memory, and at
Referring to this event, the following passage, taken
the time of its performance the most remarkable was
from some anecdotes of Mendelssohn by Pastor Julius
that performed by Mozart in connection with Allegri’s
Schubring.
The writer says, “How thoroughly he
Miserere in 1770. Mozart and his father were on an
(Mendelssohn) had rendered himself master of this work
Italian tour and, according to Otto Jahn, “they arrived
was proved by his directing one of the later rehearsals at
in Rome about midday on Wednesday in Holy Week
the piano without any music before him, and by his re¬
amidst a storm of thunder and lightning, received like
marking, at the conclusion of the movement, In the
grand people with a discharge of artillery ’ There was
twenty-third bar the soprano has C and not C sharp;
just time to hurry to the Sistine Chapel and hear Allegri s
whilst Sir Charles Halle in his Autobiography gives us
Miserere It was here that Wolfgang accomplished his
an account of what happened at the performance of this
celebrated feat of musical ear and memory It was the
same piece. He says, “It is well-known that when he
custom on Wednesday and Friday in Holy Week for
(Mendelssohn) revived Bach’s ‘Passion Music,’ and con¬
the choir of the Pope’s household to sing the Miserere
ducted the first performance of that immortal work,
(Ps. SO) composed by Dom. Allegri, which was arranged
after it had been dormant for about a century, he found,
alternately for a four and five part chorus, having a
stepping to the conductor’s desk, that a score, similar m
final chorus of nine parts. This performance was uni¬
binding and thickness, but of another work, had been
versally considered as one of the most wonderful m
brought by mistake. He conducted this amazingly com¬
Rome; the impression made by it, in conjunction with
plicated work by heart, turning leaf after leaf of the
the solemn rites it accompanied, was always described as
overpowering. ‘You know,’ writes L. Mozart, ‘that this
celebrated Miserere is so jealously guarded, that mem¬
bers of the chapel are forbidden, under pain of excom¬
munication, to take their parts out of the chapel, or to
copy, or allow it to be copied. We have got it, notwith¬
standing. Wolfgang has written it down, and I should
have sent it to Salzburg in this letter were not our
presence necessary for its production. More depends on
the performance than even on the composition. Besides,
we must not let our secret fall into other hands, ut non
incurramus, mediate vel immediate, in censuram ecclesiae.’
When the performance was repeated on Good Friday,
Wolfgang took the manuscript with him into the chapel,
and holding it in his hat, corrected some passages where
his memory had not been quite true. The affair became
known, and naturally made a great sensation; Wolfgang
was called upon to execute the Miserere in presence of
a Papal singer, Christofori, who was amazed at its cor¬
rectness. L. Mozart’s news excited consternation in
Salzburg, mother and daughter believing that Wolfgang
had sinned in transcribing the Miserere, and fearing un¬
pleasant consequences if it should become known. When
we read your ideas about the Mirerere,’ answered
the father, ‘we both laughed loud and long. You need
not be in the least afraid. It is taken in quite another
way. All Rome and the Pope himself know that Wolf¬
gang has written the Miserere, and instead of punishment,
it has brought him honor. You must not fail to show
rtiy letter everywhere, and let His Grace the Archbishop
know of it.’ ” This feat was undoubtedly a remarkable
one, but all Mozart’s biographers have borne witness to the
fact that he possessed an ear of wonderful delicacy and
retentive power. Jahn states that when Mozart was not
more that five years old he observed that his own violin
was tuned an eighth of a tone higher that one belonging
to Herr Schachtner, a friend of his father’s upon which
he had played a day or two previous, and on comparison
this proved to be the case.
Another great composer who, like Mozart, possessed a
phenomenal power of memory was Mendelssohn. He,
also, during a visit to Rome performed the feat of re¬
cording Allegri’s Miserere, whilst the following story,

When the Joke Was on Liszt
All the above, however, are quite eclipsed by the fol¬
lowing, which is recorded by Max Muller in his Auld
Lang Syne, and took place on the occasion of Liszt’s first
appearance in Leipzig. “Mendelssohn,” says the writer,
“gave a matinee musicale at his house, all the best known
musicians of the place being present. I remember,
though vaguely, David, Kalliwoda, Hiller; I doubt
whether Schumann and Clara Wieck were present. Well,
Liszt appeared in his Hungarian costume, wild and mag¬
nificent. He told Mendelssohn that he had written some¬
thing special for him. He sat down, and swaying right
and left on his music stool, played a Hungarian melody,
and then three or four variations, one more incredible
than the other. We stood amazed, and after everybody
had paid his compliments to the hero of the day, some of
Mendelssohn’s friends gathered round him and said, ‘Ah,
Felix, now we can pack up. No one can do that; it is
over with us!’ Mendelssohn smiled; and when Liszt
came up to him, asking him to play something irt turn
he laughed and said that he never played now; and this to
a certain extent was true. He did not give much time to
practicing then, but worked chiefly at composing and
directing hi; concerts. However, Liszt would take no
refusal, and so at last little Mendelssohn with his own
charming playfulness said, ‘Well, I’ll play, but you must
promise me not to be angry.’ And what did he play?
He sat down and played first of all Liszt’s Hungarian
melody, and then one variation after another, so that none
but Liszt himself could have told the difference. We all
trembled lest Liszt should be offended, for Mendelssohn
could not keep himself from slightly imitating Liszt’s
movements and raptures. However, Mendelssohn man¬
aged never to offend man, woman or child; Liszt
laughed, applauded, and admitted that no one, not he
himself, could have performed such a bravura.” How
far Mendelssohn’s powers of execution would meet the
demands of a piece written by Liszt, probably with the
express object of displaying his own marvelous powers
upon an occasion of exceptional importance, must remain
an unanswered question, but after making allowance for
large deficiencies, this feat is perhaps the most wonderful
of its kind on record.
Hiller and Von Billow
One of a similar although less exacting nature was
performed by Ferdinand Hiller, and has been communi¬
cated to me by Mr. C. Ainslie Barry, who at one time
was a pupil of Hiller at the Cologne Converatoire.
During a. composition lesson Hiller left the class room
and went’for some time into an adjoining room. In his
absence Mr. Barry’s fellow pupil played over an un¬
finished Scherzo for the piano which he had brought to
show his master. Hiller having heard the performance
whilst in the adjoining room, on his return, inquired why
it was left unfinished, and then sat down at the piano,
played the Scherzo from memory, added a trio and re¬
peated the Scherzo, finishing it off with a coda.
Hans von Billow has always been famous for his re¬
markable powers of memory. Mr. Dannreuther, in his
article on Billow in Sir George Grove’s “Dictionary
of Music and Musicians,” says: “It would be. diffi¬
cult to mention a work of any importance by any
composer for the piano, which he has not played in public
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and by heart. His prodigious musical memory has en¬
abled him also as a conductor to perform feats which
have never before been attempted, and will in all likeli¬
hood not be imitated.” The fashion of conducting from
memory was introduced by Billow, and his wonderfully
accurate knowledge of orchestral scores was undoubtedly
remarkable. It is said of him that at the rehearsal for
a concert in London, at the conclusion of the performance
of a movement from one of Beethoven’s Symphonies
which he was conducting from memory after a few
moments’ calculation he informed one of the second wind
players that at a certain bar, so many bars from the end,
he had played a wrong note, at the same time informing
the offender what he had played and what he ought to
have
played. But perhaps Biilow’s most prodigious
feat in this direction was the conducting from memory
of the first performance of Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde
at Munich, in 1865. Only those who know the com¬
plexity of a Wagner Opera, and the intricate nature of
the score, can fully appreciate such a performance.
The piano recitals which Biilow gave in London at
different times bore ample witness to his prodigious
memory for piano music, the occasion when he played
the five latest Sonatas of Beethoven being one of the
most remarkable. The following story of a feat of
memory by him, for the details of which I am indebted
to Miss Constance Bache, is interesting as showing the
wonderful reliability of his memory under quite ex¬
ceptional conditions. Miss Bache writes as follows:—■
“A number of versions are given of the following story,
which Biilow could never hear without bursting with
laughter. The following is his own version:—‘I once
played a piece in public for the first time, which I learned
from the notes. This seems impossible, yet for once it
is true. A friend of mine had put down a piece of his
own in my next concert, and I had not the time even
to play it through. I therefore took the copy with me
in the train, studied it in the carriage, and played it in
the evening.’ ” Miss Bache continues: “I believe it was
at Riga, or some other place on the Baltic Sea, and that
the account first appeared in the local newspaper.”
The fashion of pianoforte “recitals” set by Mr. Halle
in 1861 evidently came to stay, despite the strictures of
the most eminent musical critics of the day in the most
powerful periodicals The Times and The Athenaeum,
and when, in 1873, Biilow paid us a visit, and surprised
the musical world with his wonderful powers of execu¬
tion and memory, we find the latter paper chronicles his
performance with awe and wonder, but still not with
unmixed admiration. The writer says: “He (Biilow)
had no music before his eyes to guide him, he confided
in his memory and it never faltered; it was a prodigious
effort, almost inconceivable, and perhaps somewhat too
daring and hazardous.”
Rubinstein’s Colossal Memory Capacity
We cannot draw this digression to a close without
mentioning the remarkable series of seven historical
pianoforte recitals which were given in London by Rubin¬
stein in 1886. It may be interesting to revive some of
the programmes, in order to give an idea of the feat
performed by this prince of pianists. The Beethoven
one comprised eight Sonatas. Op. 27 in C sharp minor;
Op. 31, No. 2, in D minor, Op. 53 (Waldstein) ; Op. 57
(Appassionato)-, Op. 90, in E minor; Op. 101 in A
major; Op. 109 in E major; Op. Ill in C minor. The
Chopin recital included the Fantasia in F minor, six
preludes, four mazurkas, two impromptus, three noct¬
urnes, four ballades, three polonaises, the sonata in B
flat minor and other items, and the Schumann, the fan¬
tasia in C, Kreisleriana, Etudes Symphoniques, Sonata
in F sharp, four numbers of the Phantasiestiick, Vogels
als Prophet, Romance in D minor and the Carnival. On
this occasion the Press marvelled but it did not protest.
It must be conceded that in the present day the ability
to play from memory must be possessed by every pianist
who would gain public favor, and although both musicians
and musical critics regard the prevailing fashion as one
of not unmixed good they are unable to influence public
opinion to any effectual degree.
If Wagner’s Scores Had Been Lost
Returning now to our original theme, which is the re¬
cording of memory performances, and not the reviving
of musical criticisms, we stated above that the fashion
of conducting from memory was set by Biilow, and
amongst living conductors who have sustained the tra¬
dition, Dr. Hans Richter is perhaps the most prominent.
His method of conducting without the book is known
to every one who has attended a Richter concert, but
the degree to which he is conversant with absolutely
every detail of a score is perhaps only appreciated by
the privileged few who gain admission to his orchestral
rehearsals. These, like his performances, are conducted
from memory, and the least inaccuracy either as to

notes, rhythm or phrasing, no matter how subordinate
the part, or how complex the score, is instantly detected
by him, and in order to set the player right he may either
sing the passage, or even show upon the instrument how
it should be played, if such were necessary. In 1876
he directed the whole of the rehearsals and performances
of Wagner’s “Ring” at Bayreuth, and it was said, at the
conclusion of the Festival, that if the whole of the scores
had been lost, Dr. Richter could have written them out
from memory, a feat which every student of Wagner
would know to be absolutely phenomenal.
Sir Gore Ouseley’s Remarkable Mind
The late Professor of Music at Oxford, the Rev. Sir
Frederick Gore Ouseley, was always remarkable for his
general power of musical memory as well as for his ex¬
ceptional power of retaining definite pitches. The Rev.
J. Hampton, warden of St. Michael’s College, Tenbury,
has contributed the following passage, illustrative of
these gifts, to Mr. Havergal’s Memorials of Sir Fred¬
erick:—“At Cambridge, in the year-1861, I heard Bee¬
thoven’s Septett for the first time, and on my return men¬
tioned the fact to Sir Frederick, who immediately went
to the piano and commenced the work, pointing out each
instrument that had any prominent part. He played on
for 20 minutes and then only stopped from fatigue. I
told him, that I wondered that I had never heard him
play it before. He said that he had never done so—
had not seen it in print, and only heard it once in his
life, ten years before in Rome. When living in London
it was his delight to visit the organ lofts of St. Paul’s
and Westminster Abbey. After an absence of several
months in Spain, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, and Paris,
where he had tried every organ of any size, he returned
to England and soon visited his friend Sir John Goss at
St. Paul’s. Sir John asked him to sound C, which he
did, and then Sir John put down B, which was in perfect
tune, whereupon Sir Frederick immediately smiled and
said, ‘You have had all the pipes cut down since I was
last here.’ Sir John assured me that the pitch of the
organ had been raised a semitone."
The following, which is supplied by Mr. T. L. Southgate to Sir Frederick’s “Life,” is also worth quoting as
evidence of the possession of an exceptional retentive
power. Mr. Southgate says: “We were discussing the
question of dancing as a part of Church public worship,
and I read him a letter received from a friend in
Abyssinia who told me that there they still ‘danced
before the Lord,’ as it is recorded David did. ‘Oh,’ said
Ouseley, with a smile, ‘I have seen that much nearer
home. In 1851, I went to Spain for a tour, and on a
special high day I saw a solemn fandango danced in
front of the high altar at Seville; and this was the
music it was danced to.’ He then went to the piano and
played a delicate little piece, quite Spanish in tone, with
the exception of a peculiar use of the chord of the
‘Italian Sixth.’ I asked him whether that was correct,
and expressed astonishment that he should have remem¬
bered this piece, heard but once some thirty-six years
ago. ‘Quite right,’ he replied, ‘I thought that chord
would startle you,’ and then he continued, ‘If I thor¬
oughly give my mind to receive a piece of music, I gen¬
erally succeed in mastering it, and never afterwards
forget it.’”
Parratt’s Super Memory
Amongst English musicians who are living, and who
are known to possess exceptional powers of memory, Sir
Walter Parratt, Private Organist to Queen Victoria, stands
pre-eminent. Sir Walter’s memory was evidently de¬
veloped quite early, for Sir George Grove, in his diction¬
ary, relates the fact that “at the age of 10 he played
on one occasion the whole of the 48 preludes and fugues
of Bach by heart without notice.” Another exceptional
exercise of his wonderful power took place whilst he was
organist of St. Paul’s Church, Huddersfield. At a com¬
petition for a vacant post in the choir, an applicant
possessed only one copy of the solo he wished to sing.
As he was unable to sing it without the assistance of
the printed copy, and it was necessary for him, whilst
singing it, to stand in the choir stalls and quite away
from the organ, he was on the horns of a dilemma
until Sir Walter, then a youth of about 12 or 13, came
to his rescue, and after glancing at the music for a
moment, accompanied it from memory. In addition to
his brilliant gifts as a musician, Sir Walter is a fine
chess player, and during a visit to the late Sir Frederick
Ouseley, at Tenbury, he performed a feat which, like
the one recorded of Mendelssohn, probably stands alone
amongst memory performances. The Rev. J. Hampton,
who succeeded the late Sir Frederick Ouseley as warden
of St. Michael’s College, Tenbury, was present on the
occasion, and has kindly supplied me with the following
description of what took place. His narrative runs as
follows:—“In one of the lodgings attached to St.

Michael’s College, Tenbury, some eight or ten men were
assembled. Von Holst and S.r Walter played on the
piano in turn such music as was asked for, and always
from memory. This went on for some time, when the
chess board was brought out, and Sir Walter proposed
to play two men in consultation while he remained at the
piano, still playing anything asked for, either from Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn or Chopin. He never
looked at the chess board, but continued to converse with
those around, who did all they could to distract hint,
although without success. His memory never failed hint
for at least an hour, when the game was won by him,
and he told us how he had been watching the chances of
a poor fly which had become entangled in a spider’s web.
Both the antagonists come here occasionally, and have

How to Laugh at Stage-Fright
By David Bruce Conklin
You can learn more about stage-fright in two minutes
before an audience (unless thoroughly prepared for the
ordeal) than in all the dictionaries ever print. I.
Professor Leopold Auer declares, ‘Tiler exists no
remedy, either hypnotic or medical, which i capable of
curing, or even temporarily paralyzing the ei'ort of that
form of nervousness known as ‘stage-fright.’ But every
artist should experience a certain amount of nervousness
over his work or else he will become slip-shod However,
his must be a legitimate nervousness for feai Ins playing
may not please himself. This is not stage-fright. Ask
a violinist, for instance, about stage-fright (no matter how
great he is,) as he goes to perform Bach's ( haconne, for
instance. If he’s not under full nerve contra, and is a
“Rubinstein” by nature, you'll certainly learn nnething.
Great artists: Joachim, Hans von Biilow. i my of the
older artists, also Maude Powell, suffered untold agony
from stage-fright On the other hand, Sarasan was fear¬
less upon the concert platform; a form of confidence
seems to be handed down to Seidel, Heifetz and Eddy
Brown.
However, lesser performers should not announce to
their listeners before beginning that they arc 'out of
practice.” The listeners will at once lose confidence, which
in turn will, by mental telepathy, perhaps, influence the
performer to lose courage. If out of practice, DON’T
perform! Hopeless struggling on the platform is neither
pleasant nor edifying to hear.
In most of cases, stage-fright is due to a mistake on the
part of parents and early teachers. Owing to certain
ancient theories it is miraculous that some performers do
not score a total failure before an audience. The theory
-that a pupil should not even play for his parents or friends
until he arrives at a certain degree of proficiency is bad.
If parents would insist upon children being allowed and
encouraged to perform from the very first, the final re¬
sults would likely.be much better.
A child who is taught two languages when first learning
to talk, will always feel at ease with either one, having
made no special effort to acquire proficiency. A student
who ls allowed to play from the very beginning of his
course, for those interested in him, will cultivate his nerve
along with his technical advancement. If compelled to
neK'/ UP,t0 3 Certa'n deSrcc of perfection before
wfuTng f°r th.°se lnterested in him, he will very likely
f°mpete,y or make such a miserable showing
that his teacher will be disgusted.
aS y6t unhcard. might avoid stage-fright
and have a chance of success by proper training,
onlv 2
T hng t0 listen t0 a new student play (if
St h s°rPen StImgS) he should >* allowed to do so, to
Snort n£e7\ A t,eacher should consider it a grand
will accustom ?fgIn building his pupil’s confidence. This
have rnnfirlo
-e pJayer to seeing faces as he plays and
matter how Jfmu ^ wel,'meaning of his audience. No
far as dninAAk’ an.artlst is beaten before he begins, so
Manv nW 15 l ’S concerned. if he gets stage-fright.
noSbntye/Vhr°fUgh 'ack of nerve cultivation, spe
"Sp“eaTfu,;f unjust criti«and hcar °n,y
who is next on tt,he audlence seems anxious to find out
foil ! Or ff 2 / pr,0gram- And 'hat settles it. They
margin they succeed*
kn°W upon how thin 3
while performing bi/hf
Paganini suffered greatly
From the wrA. • •
audlence never knew it.
to have enoimAA8'11'1"18 parents should pretend at least
themV;,a7K2le b u their, Chi'dren’s progress to hear
for such a performfncA S'mPe SCaIeS’ for anyone asklng
sh^lh/2preventfdhtt,Cai1 n0t aIways ^ cured' il can and
ner from foe very
'"wu'"8 £onfiden<* in the beginwill laugh at staje-fright (Wh

hey become art,stS they
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A Little Lesson in Conducting
By EDWIN HALL PIERCE
The baton is a light, tapered stick about 20 inches long,
held usually in the right hand and used in such a way as
to mark the beats and indicate the proper tempo. Batons
are to be had of rosewood, ebony, or other expensive
wood, sometimes ornamented, but a plain pine or maple
stick is as good or better.
The motions of the baton should be quick and decisive:
even in slow time, a quick stroke, followed by a point of
rest, is better than a slow languid stroke. It is a fact not
always realized, even by those who act in perfect accord¬
ance with the principle; but the determining point of the
baton’s stroke-i. e. the moment at which it indicates the
beginning of a beat—is the end of the stroke, not the be¬
ginning of the same.
The down stroke usually belongs to the accented beat,
the other motions, being as we shall presently describe;
but some conductors have little peculiarities of their own.
As an extreme case, the writer recalls one successful
band-leader who used the up-stroke_ for the accent. As
long as his players understood him, it did not matter, but
it is safest to regard the usual conventions.

5. Sextuple time. If rapid, treat it as “double time
with an abundance of triplets.” If slow, make motions as
shown in the cut.

Rhythmic Variety
We will now enumerate the principle kinds of time, to¬
gether with the motions which belong to them:—
1. Double time. Stroke down and up. If very slow,
each beat may be down-stroke, only in this case the up¬
stroke will be a mere recovery of position instead of a
decided beat. 2/4, 2/2 or
and (if rapid) 6/8 and 6/4
are all beaten as “double” time.

2. Triple time. Stroke down, right, and obliquely up.
(“Right” is better than the “left,” because in the theatre it
often happens that some of the players are partly behind
the conductor, and if he beats to the left, his body would
hinder their view of the stick.) In Presto movements
one does not attempt to beat three in the measure, but
merely indicates the first of each measure by a downstroke, the up-stroke being merely a recovery of position
by the stick, and having no particular significance.

3. Quadruple time. Stroke down, right, obliquely up
toward the left, then right, which brings one again to the
starting-point. 4/4 or g,. 4/2, and (if rapid) 12/8 time
are all beaten in this way. Never beat double time
as quadruple: some amateurs (and even some profes¬
sionals, who should know better) fail to distinguish be¬
tween E «>r 2/2 and ^ or 4/4!

more elaborate, it may be necessary to beat time in the
usual way, merely endeavoring to make it follow the
singer's tempo-a difficult task, as this is often quite

6 5 4
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6. Nine-eight or nine-four time. If rapid, treat it as
“triple time with an abundance of triplets.
If slow,
make motions as here shown.

7 Twelve-eighth time. If rapid, treat as “4/4 time
with an abundance of triplets.” If slow, beat in this way.

As indicated before, all motions must be exceedingly
decisive and prompt. Conductors whose experience has
been wholly or chiefly with singers and choruses are
usually very unsatisfactory with orchestras, and are a
laughing-stock with orchestral players on account of the
lack of this quality.
. .
Sometimes, in the effort to make one’s stroke decisive,
one will unconsciously stiffen the wrist, and the arm
will soon become lame. In order to avoid this catas¬
trophe, one should be particular to hold- the baton as
lightly as is practicable. The advice which is often
given by fencing-masters, in regard to holding the sword,
wilt apply with equal benefit to conductors with the
baton:—“Hold it as if you had a small bird in your
hand—you don’t wish him to get away, but you dont
wish to hurt him, either."
To be a successful conductor, three things are neces¬
sary: one must know the music; one must have the
personality to command obedience without undue fric¬
tion' one must understand the use of the baton. Un¬
fortunately it is only the last of these requirements
which we are able to elucidate in the present article.

NoteIn these diagrams we have sometimes been
compelled to make slightly apart, lines which should in
practice really coincide, as otherwise they would overlap
unintelligibly in the drawing.
Beginnings, Holds and Recitatives
At the beginning of a piece, the conductor taps a few
times with his baton to summon attention, then holds it
stationary in the air while he gives a glance at the players
to make sure all are ready. Having done this, the first
stroke of the baton should elicit tone, in the usual order
of things. In some rare cases where the entries of the
instruments are on two or more different odd parts of
the measure, however, it may be best to begin beating
at the first of the measure, or in extreme cases (mostly
with amateurs) to beat a preparatory measure. As this is
an unusual procedure, the conductor should announce his
intention before so doing.
.
At a hold
the conductor either holds his baton sta¬
tionary, or moves it slowly through the air, giving it a
quick twitch to break off the note at the desired point
Although not remarked on in any of the books, most
good conductors make a slight but perceptible retard as
they approach a hold, taking the proper tempo again
promptly after quitting it.
. .
In conducting the accompaniment to a Kecitative, in¬
stead of attempting to beat time in the usual way, the
conductor holds his baton stationary until the orchestra
has notes to play, watching the soloist with the utmost
attention meanwhile, and at the proper times indicates
the exact rhythm of the orchestra part by decided motions
of the baton.

Wagner on Conducting
Wagner, in his essay, “On Conducting,” says that a
conductor’s whole duty is to indicate the correct tempo,
but this statement seems rather too broad. He takes
it for granted that the players will observe all the written
nuances (f, p, sfz„ cres., dim., etc.) of their own accord.
So they will, if they are really good players, but the
conductor stands where it is easier to get a broad and
general idea of the effect, and even with the best players,
he may find occasion to give counsel as to the exact
value of these directions. For instance, forte in a prin¬
cipal theme may be an entirely different thing from
forte in an accompaniment figure.
Another very important duty of the conductor is to
see that the parts furnished the players are correct in
every respect, especially when changes have been made
in the score. (In large organizations he may be assisted
by the Concert-master and the Librarian.)
Beating Compound Measures
The reader will have noticed that there are diverse
ways of beating compound time, according to whether
the tempo is fast or slow. Sometimes it happens that at
a change of tempo (the time signature remaining the
same), or at a ritard, the conductor will see fit to change
his method of beating. In this case, it is a great help
if the fact is indicated in the orchestral pasts by vertical
strokes of a blue pencil, showing exactly when his beat
will fall. This device is much used by leaders of travel¬
ling music-shows, who may have different players in
their orchestra in different towns, and time for only one
rehearsal.

In the above example, we see an Allegro 6/4 move¬
ment retarded and presently changing to an Andante 6/4.
The first is beaten as duple time, the last as sextuple,
but in order to keep a perfect ensemble through the
ritard, the leader desires to begin his beating of “six” a
little previously. Marks such as indicated will serve to
make the matter clear to the players, who otherwise
would be liable to confusion.

4. Quintuple time. This rather unusual kind resolves
itself into triple followed by duple, or duple followed by
triple, in each measure. One can tell which by examining
the structure of the music.

If the accompaniment is in the form of long sustained
chords, the baton is usually held stationary except where
a change of harmony occurs, wh’ch is indicated by a
slight twitch. In cases where the accompaniment is

Music is an intellectual or a sensual pleasure ac¬
cording to the temperament of him who hears it.
De Quincey
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Be Friendly

Deriving Pleasure from a Piano Recital
By George Kruger
It is assumed that one who attempts to partake of the
mental food provided by a musical recital or lecture
must of necessity be in a receptive mood or a state of
mind permitting the absorption of suggested ideas. The
hearer must strive for individmlity in listening. It is
very easy not to “listen” properly but, instead, merely
to hear without intelligent attention. With compelling
sympathy do we see the absent-minded individual who
does not listen at all but sits aimlessly through a con¬
cert intellectually dead, waiting for something to happen.
“Hearing, they hear not; neither do they understand.”
Music for people of this calibre is mere sound, because
they do not give it either emotional or intellectual inter¬
pretation.
In listening to a piano recital, a great deal depends
upon Jiow much a person is interested in the music and
in the performer. A great many people listen only to
the composition, and there are others who concentrate
their thoughts upon the performer—how he looks, his
technique and his mannerisms. Those ideas are only
secondary considerations, because the truly intelligent
and educated listener will endeavor to understand the
meaning of the composition and will also endeavor to
appreciate the manner of interpretation. The cultured,
musical person will be satisfied with nothing less than
the fullest enjoyment, coming of an appreciative under¬
standing of the composition and the performance.
Purely Intellectual Music
Music expresses thought, with or without emotion.
There is such a thing as purely intellectual music—for
instance, strictly constructed canons and fugues, which
are essentially scientific works, more the product of
calculation than of inspiration and frequently written
with an utter absence of emotion. But the chief uplift
of music is in its appeal to the heart as well as to the
mind, in portraying emotion clothed in musical thought
and to express musical thoughts conceived by the emo¬
tions. Therefore, music should express both emotion
and thought, which two result in expression. To quote
from Tobias Matthay, in his work The Act of Touch,
“Musical emotion is not identical with the emotions of
ordinary life but is instead merely parallel to it. Emo¬
tion, experienced apart from music, may stimulate a
composer or player to the endeavor to record his feelings
through musical sounds. It is, however, impossible for
him directly to communicate a definite emotional mes¬
sage through that indefinite medium, music. All a com¬
poser can do, in using music for the expression of his
emotion, is to write the musically beautiful, so that the
effect of such beauty shall arouse an emotional state in
the listener parallel to the state of mental-excitement
under which the composer was laboring when he penned
the music.
“The moment the composer wishes to portray extreme
emotions, since extreme emotion borders on pain, he
has recourse to extreme dissonances and ultra-chromatic
passages. The continued tension caused by dissonance
following dissonance provides an effect upon our nervous
system analogous to that caused by extreme emotion
apart from music. It is because of this paralleling of
the effects of musical feeling with ordinary feeling that
we find music a powerful, subtle and direct means of
arousing emotion (always, however, really indefinite)
far more than words however powerfully penned. These
considerations will also render .clearer why the experi¬
ences of life with its extremities of emotion are essen¬
tial before we can hope to realize the presence of such
parallels, in tlie music of the tone-poets.”
Life Experience Needful
In other weirds, those who have experienced the vari¬
ous emotions in life, as great sorrow and supreme hap¬
piness with all attendant sufferings or joy, can realize
more fully the meaning of the composer’s tone-pictures.
In order to appreciate a composition of the great mas¬
ters it is necessary to have studied seriously and for
some length of time; for then only can one understand
the intrinsic quality of the musical thought, the style
of the composer and his technique. For instance, music
intended to portray grief may be only banal, and a mo¬
tive meant to be majestic may be only noisy or bom¬
bastic, and where originality is claimed, may be only
grotesque.
How exceedingly interesting, and with what pleasure
a student of literature discovers the various styles of
authors and the periods in which they wrote. In the
same manner no two composers write alike. For in¬
stance, Chopin’s style is entirely different from that of
Beethoven, while Mozart and Richard Wagner are di¬
rectly opposite in their mode of expression; and Schu¬

mann, Brahms and Debussy each express themselves
in their own individual style. Some composers are ev
influenced by their nationality. For instance, Massenet
is French in character, while Tschaikowsky is extremely
Russian and Grieg Norwegian. The latter composer
ever varies his own style, when he portrays in his fLo berg Suite the musical culture of a far away and disThe final consideration is to appreciate the technique
of the composer; for it is in his technique that the presence or absence of a great, trained, disciplined mind is
revealed. After having become acquainted with the
musical thought, the style of the composer and his tech¬
nique, the next step to the fullest enjoyment and under¬
standing is to hear how the reproducing artist presents
the composition to the audience.

By Mrs. E. A. Dubois
l nND from my own experience that a great part of
success in getting and keeping a class, depends largely
on the teacher’s personality.
Of course the ability to teach is absolutely necessary;
but no matter how able the teacher, .f he does not have
a pleasing personality, his success will be limited
Children, and grown-ups have the same tendency to
refer to be instructed by someone whom they like,
rather than to be taught by some one whom they dislike
or toward whom they are indifferent. A child will be
pleased to know that its teacher is interested in the
things it does. It makes for a feeling of comradeship.
Children like to have questions asked about their little
It doesn’t take long to inquire about school and to
show pleasure at the child’s success or sympathy if the
work is hard. Children are pleased to talk a little about
a doll a dog or a rabbit or anything they may be interested in The added interest they show in the lesson
more than repays for the little time so use,!. Even
older pupils enjoy knowing the teacher is personally
interested in them.
A good plan to follow is to make all the new friends
possible, both among the children and grown-ups; and
then to keep them.
All conscientious teachers desire the advancement ot
their pupils, and the feeling of comradeship that comes
through friendliness makes them the more willing to
learn.

Don’t Despise Technique
If an attempt should be made to explain the difference
in the schools of art and sculpture by a person who did
not intelligently understand them, the effort would not
be satisfactory or convincing. The same with a pianist;
he has to possess intelligence, talent, emotion and tech¬
nique. The performer is the interpreter of another per¬
son’s ideas, which are reproduced and represented by
means of thought, aided by technical skill. It is mani¬
fest that without soul or expression technique is as lifeless
as a machine and artistically nothing; but without tech¬
nical skill it is impossible for the artist, however good
his intentions, to realize them properly or to convey his
meaning to his hearers. The two must be held in their
proper relation before great achievement can be hoped
Music in the Home
for.
One of the main drawbacks of the musical life in all
By Mrs. C. S. Tuller
countries is that technique is unduly despised by one set
of critics and amateurs and unduly over-rated by others.
Strange as it may seem, the Nomadic tribes of Asia
Without technical training and the control, gained, were the first people to enjoy music in the home. In those
through a thorough study, the emotional quality is apt
early days wandering bards were numerous. \\ hen the
to be only a hindrance, a distortion of good taste and
shades of evening fell, and families gathered in their
good sense in art. But, added to the proper training, it
tents, the minstrel with his lyre was received with joy
is the fine flower of an artistic performance. It wins
and made most welcome, while all crowded about him
the heart, it subdues and softens, it conquers the world.
eager to hear his songs of love and war.
The pianist must possess an inward picture, a keen
In the days of the early church, when Christians
analysis of the composition which he has to reproduce. - really felt like one family, the greater part of the service
Like an actor who has all the artful makeup and qual¬ consisted of singing without an accompaniment.
ity as to voice, presence and technique, and yet utterly
Again, during the Middle Ages, the troubadours, troufails to grasp the ideas of the author, so many a pianist of
veres and minnesingers brought music into the home. The
excellent equipment improperly interprets the composi¬ household hastened to the great hall to hear the strolling
tion he is playing.
minstrel sing tales of love, or chant old legends, myths
Soul and Brain
and the great deeds of famous heroes.
The listener must judge the performer’s artistry by
Philosophers, as well as poets, have realized the value of
an ideal which he has already conceived in his own mind
music in the home. About 550 B. C. Pythagoras founded
and which ideal or standard has been created for him
a brotherhood in which he put into practice his doctrine
by the study of the composition to be performed. He
that music is the great means of education in life and the
must have an idea about the quality of the musical
guide to all moral virtue. The memltcrs rose at an early
thought ef the composition which the pianist is deliver¬
hour and together sang hymns and songs. One of their
ing, the style of the thought and how the performer
chief occupations was the search for beautiful melodies
interprets it. For instance, when listening to a great
and rhythms that would sink deep into the soul and sub¬
pianist like Paderewski, De Pachmann, or Busoni, one
due any tendency to jealousy, pride, excess of appetite
recognizes the absolute perfection of the projected
and angry feelings. One is reminded that David’s music,
thought, although delivered by different souls. Lesser
centuries before, had driven out the evil spirit from King
pianists may miss a characteristic trait of the composi¬
Saul.
tion, and one becomes conscious of the shortcoming in
Luther called music the “mistress of order and good
the artist not comprehending the composer’s ideal.
manners”; and his household was one of “prayer and
When the pianist has succeeded in giving us a clear
singing.”
and distinct understanding of the composer’s work we
Unfortunately, music does not enter into the American
can appreciate the style and technique of the performer.
home life as it does in many other countries. We give
One artist may paint tone colorings with sublimity, an¬
our children lessons, vocal or instrumental, and feel that
other may be coldly severe in the treatment of the same
our duty is .done. Let us take such a real interest in their
composition. In one artist emotion may be predominant,
advancement tn the “divine art” that we, with them, may
while in another intelligence is the outstanding charac¬
grow in the appreciation of good music.
teristic. But the greatest artist is the one whose nature
„ m- “S 5.etUr" t0 the a,most forgotten custom of as¬
combines a blending of the soul and brain, accompanied
sembling the family in the twilight of the Lord’s Day
by faultless technique. This results in the highest at¬
ofthe ctrch°f Pra,Se~°f sinS'ng the grand old hymns
tainable perfection and artistic beauty. These are the
things to listen for, to properly understand a piano re¬
w3k°Rd°eS
n0t reca" the Colter's Saturday Night in
cital and to gain the fullest satisfaction and enjoyment
nf tt!lBUr«S P!wrCS S0 loving'y ^e weekly homecoming
from listening to the world’s artists.
., h , SCattered fami,y- How, after the cheerful supper,
a..cirele before the glowing fire and join in
Musical Proverbs
^0 ..W P,Warbli,'g ™asures,” or plaintive marbe E,gln’ Swee,est far of Scotia’s lays?”
By Francesco Mariano
life
HT1t.make °Ur music as vital a part of our home
A careful student maketh a happy teacher.
Grand Prd f ,pc°ple of Acadia-where the farmer of
Grand Pre sat before the fire and sang:
The sun of success shineth on the diligent.
The wise student practiceth while the teacher’s pre¬
Suchasn^h
' ' a,ld caro,s °f Christmas
cepts are fresh in her mind.
Sann
ll
”* the oldc" lime’ his fathers before him
The playing of him who practices carefully shall
'vineyards °rman °nhards' and hri«ht Burgundian
delight the listener.
While-Evangeline sat at his side
Master each measure; and the measures shall take care
of themselves.
^hLdkJ"’
tkat St0od in ihe corner be~
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Greatest Musical Fraud in History
Millions Swindled Out of the American Public by Fake Publishers
An Expose of a Nation-Wide Bunco Game

By WILLIAM ARMS FISHER
Enormous Incomes Scour* by Soup-Poem Tblcrcs-How 0,0 Oumo ,s Work*
Mr WUiam Arms Fisher, the well-known American composer, far
editor-in-chief for Oliver Ditson Co., became so thoroughly
disgusted with the outrageous manner in which thousands of poor people
arebeins swindled by song-sharks that he determined to make a thorough
ZlesHgftiZZ expose of their methods. He realised tha, the mdes, pub-

Accordingly, he wrote a ridiculous poem that any editor of standing
would reject at once. This he sent out to a number of song sharks, all o f
i
mrt him that he had discovered a gold mine and with their assist^rZZ^tiT^TyZhortty, 1st how they work the swindle
is shown in his article, the best expose of this famous musical bunco game
we have ever seen.

licity was the best means of fighting this swindle.
It is safe to estimate that the widely advertised pay¬
ment of $25,000 to George M. Cohan for his war song
Over There has already cost the widows, sentimental
spinsters, lonely bachelors and jingle-writing gull.bles
in the neighborhood of a million dollars. This and sim¬
ilar alluring statements regarding the easy money sup¬
posed to be made in song writing appear from time to
time in the Sunday supplements of our daily newspapers
and serve as bait to the ignorant and unwary, who then
become easy victims for the “song-sharks.
For years the song-shark has fattened because of the
surprisingly large number of people who write songtexts which they naturally wish set to music, or the
greater host who have been grossly misled into believing
that much money is to be made overnight by writing
“lyrics” for songs, provided they can find someone to
set them to music and either publish them or guarantee
publication.
Here are a few typical advertisements similar to those
found in many magazines and newspapers:

It goes on to state that my “song-poem is to be revised
and the melody for it composed by Mr. A., the writer of
many famous song-hits. We have so much confidence
in his ability that we guarantee to refund every cent you
pay us in case you find either the words or music unsat¬
isfactory.” The 24-page booklet they sent at the same
time gives a full-page portrait of Mr. A., exploits his
popular successes or “hits,” stresses his remarkable ver¬
satility, and begins by stating that he is the son of a
retired Baptist clergyman.”
The fee asked—ninety dollars—may be paid at the
rate of- five dollars per week. The cash price is eightysix dollars. As this is the highest fee asked, I quote
again from this form letter:
nccs shall w e require or i
r lyric,
pay any additional^fee. The $90 CO..., -=
j, writing the piano accc
engraving the music plates, which become you property,
copyrighting U* ^mptete ^song. imul.ng copies

WHY DON’T YOU WRITE
THE WORDS FOR A SONG?
We’ll help you along_
by composing the music FREE
and publishing same. Send poems to-day.
NO MONEY NEEDED FOR PUBLICATION—Poems set
to music and published free on commission.
SONGS AND POEMS WANTED—We compose music, pub¬
lish, sell and pay you five cents royalty on every copy
WRITE A SONG POEM—Love, Mother, Home, Comic or
any subject. I compose music and guarantee publication.
Send words to-day.
A Fake Poem and What Followed
The writer, irritated for years by pathetic stories of
the hardships of the victims of the song swindle, deter¬
mined to expose the matter by writing an atrocious poem,
sending it to these publishers and then publishing the re¬
sulting correspondence issued to trap the unsophisticated.
Here is the “lyric,” with the ridiculous sentiment and
the verses and chorus all in absurd metrical contrast.
It was sent, with a letter, to most of the leading songsharks in America.

fishery
tasrattag one^opy"in’our Permanent Portfolio,0and handling
th? son# in our Professional Department.”
The second letter came from another Broadway con¬
cern of exactly the same address. These Composing
Studios” are also “Incorporated under the laws of the
States of New York,” and then “Chief Composer and
Lyric Editor” is also the same “son of a retired Baptist
clergyman.” Their form letter is similar in printing to
the first, but presents a sixty-dollar proposition. They
do not engrave and print copies, but “guarantee to secure
the publication of the complete song by a New York
music publisher on the conditions stated in the enclosed
contracts.” These conditions are “a royalty basis ot
not less than three cents on each copy sold.
A clever
footnote below the contract reads: “We never guarantee
that any certain number of copies of a song will be sold
We never attempt to predict what a song will accomplish
after it has been published.”

The Ache in My Heart for You
l used to be so happy.
But now I am so sad;
You were Bright and Snappy,
And I was young and glad.
Now I’m thinking of the days gone by,
The days when you were ever nigh;
My aching heart can only sigh,
I long, I almost long to die.
Chorus.
’Tis the ache in my heart for you, dear.
It’s the longing that cannot die;
’Tis the ache that only you can fill, dear,
It’s for you I ever sigh.
Soon the answers came pouring back. My first reply
came from a concern located oil Broadway, New York.
According to the heading on their stationery, this con¬
cern is “Incorporated under the laws of the State of
New York.” To a rural mind this has an assuring sound.
The letter makes much of the fact that Mr. A is their
“Chief Composer and Lyric Editor.” Their clearly
printed form letter, blurred to look like a typewritten
individual letter, begins;
“We tha?* you for eubmittin^your -^poem to us and
lined* in U will be^uitable, ^^visions,
'or1 this'reason we are herewith enclosing contracts covering
ur complete service.”

WILLIAM ARMS FISHER

Their letter states: “We have made arrangements witH
music publishers to accept for publication all songS
that Mr. A. sets to music. In consideration of this
arrangement, we deposit a sum of money with said pub¬
lishers assuring you publisher’s acceptance of your song
if it is handled by us.” Which, being interpreted, means
that a portion of the aforesaid sixty dollars goes to a
subsidiary or allied concern who, at a profit to them¬
selves, engrave and print a small, cheap edition that
never reaches the regular market. As the song is not
“published" in the regular sense of the term, the matter
ends there.
.,
To steady the victim’s mind, an elaborate Certificate
of Guarantee,” in engraved bank-note style, is enclosed.
This is duly dated and signed, and is an agreement to
“immediately refund to the author of The Ache in My
Heart for You every cent paid if we fail to comply with
every condition of the contract submitted.
The next tempting offer—a forty-eight-dollar proposi¬
tion—came from another Broadway “Harmony Studio’
farther up “The Great White Way.”
“After carefully studying your work I iam pleased to advise you that I believe the subject or idea eon tained in your
lvric is one which is quite suitable for s(mg purposes, etc.,
etc. You will note by the enclosed con tracts that I am
offering to compose the melody for your so
The printed records of the Copyright Office in Wash¬
ington show that in 1920 this truly prolific person had
entered in his own name, as composer of the music, a
total of 1,948 songs. In that year his single-handed (?)
product exceeded all the copyright entries for every class
of publication—vocal, instrumental, choral, band and
orchestral, as well as books of every kind—published by
Oliver Ditson Company, G. Schirmer, Carl Fischer and
Theodore Presser, the four largest publishers of highclass and educational music in America.
How the Pot Calls the Kettle Black
Accompanying the first letter were the usual contracts
in duplicate and the handsomest engraved MONEY RE¬
FUND CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEE issued by
any of the song-sharks. Their 50-page Song Writers
Manual and Guide opens with a portrait of this most suc¬
cessful of all the grinders out of music-while-you-wait,
and the encouraging statement, set in large italic caps,
“To serve you well and to the best of our ability is our
aim, to the end that we may earn the reward we seek—
your confidence.”
In the second "follow-up” was enclosed a large circu¬
lar devoted in part to answering in the affirmative the
question, “IS THE SONG WRITING PROFESSION
AN ESSENTIAL ONE?” But still more illuminating
is the ample expose of the methods of the song-sharks—
the other ones—heralded in great caps.
“AN APPEAL TO YOUR REASON. DON’T AL¬
LOW CERTAIN MAIL ORDER SHARKS IMI¬
TATING OUR BUSINESS TO MISLEAD YOU
WITH THEIR CAMOUFLAGED ‘GUARANTEE
OF PUBLISHER'S ACCEPTANCE.’”
In exposing their deceptive practices, to which no hon¬
orable or legitimate concern would stoop, we will point
out that their “Guarantee of Publisher’s Acceptance” is
in reality a guarantee of the failure of your song. The
lure they use in an effort to trap unsuspecting authors,
which appears in their advertisements and printed mat¬
ter, reads as follows:
“We guarantee to secure the ac
either a New York or Chicago nun,... ,.alty contract providing for the payment of three cents
royalty on every copy sold.” In this case, however, the
contracts will come either from an employee of the concern
offering the guarantee or a subsidiary which they own and
operate under the guise of a music publishing establishment.
This employee or subsidiary will, after plenty of delay,
finally issue an edition of one hundred and fifty or two
hundred cheap copies which are absolutely worthless for
publication purposes. Most of these they will undertake to
sell to the author at a price which will reimburse them for
the expense incurred in the printing of them. About six
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are sold no statement will be issued, ' Thus enrleth the
career of a song of which so much was ixpected. One party
in writing us that the royalty of throi cents on all copies
sold had been received, said: “Yes, ol _ _
_,
totaling nine cents.”
My next temptation—a forty-dollar proposition—came
not from Broadway, but from Harlem. The printed
matter at the head of their form letter states that their
president “is known, liked and admired for his square¬
ness by all Music Publishers from Maine to California.”
Of course, the letter says:
“The idea expressed in your song-poem is excellent and
its revision will be put into the hands of our writer of the
world famous-and other big numbers."
Their beautifully printed contract, in yellow and black,
calls for the payment of forty dollars, and states that
“The Company agrees to compose an appropriate Melody
and Piano Copy to fit said lyric FREE OF CHARGE,
to lithograph the inside music FREE OF CHARGE, to
furnish a title page design FREE OF CHARGE,” etc.,
Additional bait for suckers is found in their circular
entitled “This Is the Age of Specialists,” which says:
"Don’t experiment; it takes a Specialist to write the kind
of music that becomes a hit. In our Mr. B. we have a
specialist of the highest class who has written some of the
most wonderful songs of the present day. We stand ready
to cooperate with you in every way possible TO GIVE YOU
THE CHANCE YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR.”
My first reply from Chicago, dated “9 a. m.,” stated
that the company was “retiring from this branch of the
business,” but had “taken the liberty of turning over my
verses to the R. Company (located at exactly the same
address).” This company, after commending my “lyric”
in the usual fashion, states, “We agree to furnish you
the services of Mr. Q., one of America’s best-known
composers, with many successful songs to his creditsome of the biggest hits of the time.” After outlining
their sixty-dollar plan, they say:
“Remember—if we fail to do everything as outlined in
the enclosed contract—every cent paid to us will be re¬
turned to you without delay. You are dealing with a cor¬
poration incorporated and chartered under the laws of the
State of Illinois, with an authorized capitalization of
$40,000.”
Their printed testimonials, mostly from women, are
not only without street and number, but do not even
name the town or city.
The next Chicago letter, dated also “9 a. m.,” was
from Mr. Q., the noted composer himself:
"Dear Friend: As you know, I am to do the musical
setting for your song, which you submitted to the Blank
Music Co., in ease you accept their service. I pledge you my
best efforts in giving a song that will make us both proud."
His signature to this form letter was rubber-stamped,
and with it he enclosed a flier giving his smiling portrait
as “The Great American Composer,” telling the un¬
enlightened that “There is one composer to-day who can
be depended upon to give the people the kind of songs
they love to sing. That man is Mr. Q.”
This “modest, hard-working musician” must have been
busy in 1920, for the Copyright Office credits him with
having set 1,676 songs to music, but how could you ^xpect
less from the “Composer to the American People” ?
Since writing the above the postal authorities in Chicago
have arrested several of the officials of this very concern
and its subsidiaries for fraudulent use of the mails. Ac¬
cording to a Chicago paper this fake-publisher and songshark had cleaned up a million dollars in the past three
The Systematic Follow-Up Letters
Much more interesting was a twenty-seven-dollar prop¬
osition from another Chicago concern where “You get
the kind of music the bands play and the people whistle."
The proprietor, having examined my “poem with much
interest,” had “also shown it to the famous composer of
The Cat Came Back, He Never Smiled Again, etc.,
and he assures me that your subject is suitable and he
can develop a song harmonically perfect, of which you
should be proud. His opinion is authoritative and you
need feel no misgivings as to the results he will assist
you to achieve. Your song will have that professional
polish and finished detail so essential in music. I am
building my business for all time and it is as much to
my interest as it is to yours that the music I write for
you will meet your most exacting requirements.”
Notice his warning:
“You are not dealing with some concern incorporated
under the name of Music Company,’ ‘Studio,’ ‘Bureau,’
‘League’ or ’Aid’ where no one is individually responsible,
but with me personally, under my own name. 1 am proud
of my name and of my business ; and It is my aim to make
them each worthy of the other.”
A few days later a form letter (the third follow-up),
with a rubber-stamped signature, arrived from the author
of The Cat Came Back, as “Supervisor Composing Staff,”
stating :
“This morning, during one of my frequent informal con¬
ferences with Mr. Blank, he informed me that I would soon
be called upon to write music to your song and that I was
arrangement that would be a credit both to"you and to his
staff of composers.”

In one of the follow-ups was a brochure on The Mak
ing of a Song. It reminds “the earnest, ambitious and
enthusiastic” that “Song Writing is today the most lavored branch of literary endeavor. The writer of a song
need not be a master of rhetoric or have a umversi y
education; in fact, very few of them do.”
His fifth hurry-up call stated:
, .
"Yours is one of the songs I have set aside to be placed
in the hands of my composers next week for immediate at¬
tention. I am anxious to get your song under way—wm
you do your part by returning signed contract with remit
While gathering the material for this article, the
writer was shown three manuscripts from the pen of this
“real friend of the amateur” that had been offered simul¬
taneously to a prominent publisher. One came from Chi¬
cago, two from separate villages in New England. The
subjects were diverse, but the first two, in melody, har¬
mony and cadences, were almost identical. Both were
fox-trots in F. The third manuscript—its subject, needy
human hearts crushed by the tempter—was also a fox¬
trot in F, its melody slightly different but in sections
merely a variant of the first two made necessary by its
different meter. This eloquent advocate of “keeping the
song writing profession clean by exposing Song Sharks"
took it for granted that no one person would ever see
these three songs side by side.
Another Chicago man, also “proud of my name and
of the bond of good fellowship” he has “established with
authors,” makes a fifteen-dollar, guaranteed proposition.
Still another Chicago genius wrote:
“I have so much work on hand that I do not accept
outside work as a general thing, but if you wish to return
the enclosed poem together with remittance of $15, I will
be very glad to arrange music for this song. As stated
The copyright records show that this reluctant person
was so accommodating in 1920 that. 1,267 songs were
entered as composed by him.
Still another Chicago “friend of the Amateur strug¬
gling for recognition” wrote that—
“The Ache in My Heart for You" is a beautiful, poetic
.conception, with the lines well turned and dramatically ex¬
pressive of wonderfully potent sentiment. The construction
is original, and both metrical and rhyme schemes are well
maintained.”
Catching the Sucker
Take me to Chicago for real, unblushing appreciation.
None of the New Yorkers approached this.
But the song-sharks are by no means confined to New
York and Chicago. They play their game, more quietly,
perhaps, in Missouri, Indiana, Detroit, Buffalo, Colum¬
bus, O., Atlantic City and elsewhere, and their terms
A St. Louis concern of “New Methods—Better Re¬
sults” requires but sixteen dollars to start with. They
tell you that “The world’s greatest song writers have
sprung from the people—they are winning fame and for¬
tune for themselves.”
Another variant of the game is being played by one
of the largest music engraving and printing establish¬
ments in the country. The ridiculous Ache in My Heart
for You was sent to a small concern in their city that
invites song poems. No reply whatever was received
from them, but an answer came at once from this big
concern offering to have the music written for fifteen
dollars, and a thousand copies engraved, printed and
copyrighted for $54.75 more. They urged me to send a
dollar for their book, How to Write and Make a Success
Publishing Music. Obviously, the small “Music Com¬
pany” concern is a subsidiary organized to bait the
suckers.
One of my most interesting correspondents is located
in Ohio. In his first letter he wrote:
“It is much easier for a Composer to set music to a
Lyric that appeals to him than one that don’t. Also
you fl.ro assured of better music because then it is writtpn
appealsilto!>me^i therefore*1can'^iv^you Slower price on^t
ttoamuI8icOrfora|l^0rld' W1“ ^ the lyrie 811(1 set 14
A Detroit man, who claims “to have the best proposi¬
tion for song writers,” enclosed his circular, Beware of
Song Sharks. He truly says: “These fellows, indeed,
are the greatest menace to the amateur song writer.”
His closing advice is good:
.,,2 big song writers of to-day submit their songs to the
pubiishers in manuscript form, and that is the wav von
should submit yours. IF YOU SUBMIT PROFESSION*!
COPIES OF A SONG TO THE, PUBLISHER YOU ONTV
am!teur™NTI0N T0 the fact THAT *OU ARE an
He might have added, “Such copies go at once into
the publisher’s waste basket.”
Buffalo has a concern that works “on a cooperative
basis” and so avoids “injustice to capable song writers.”
Their circular warns at great length against “Schemes
to Fool the Beginner,” “Dishonest Guarantees,” “Our
Guarantees are Honest,” “Women Make Successful Song

Writers” etc., etc. They are apparently building up a
Sg business, and sent this follow-up letter that for
allurement puts even the Ohio mans sol.c.tude into the
shade:
‘^?oSrComposing department mM«er Mr J„ has just
.askf\me to writejou
the past
few days, but .till.
“d me t0 wrltB >OU Ugai“- And
thiLl8,"morning Mr. J- P^ked up your song-poem from my
having nothing to do just at that tune, he took it
?
fmdio next to my private office and n. pass away the
to 8 heean to work out a melody. Soon after he rume rushing

alfonceCaml "apread^ the 8newi ?—telEwhat

we*eanafet to work on the publication of your song."
Space limits forbid quoting further from the more
than thirty “song-sharks” corresponded with. T he gov¬
ernment has closed many similar concerns for obtaining
money under false pretenses, but plenty of them still
flourish.
A Comparison
A comparison of the fake publishers’ output with that
of the genuine music publishers is interesting An analy¬
sis of the copyright records for 1920 shows that the six¬
teen leading American publishers of high-clas, and edu¬
cational—as distinguished from “popular"- music entered
for copyright in that year 3.393 titles, which is but 10.38
per cent, of the 31,710 entries. This covers every class
of publication for the voice, piano, organ, violin, choir
and choral music, band and orchestra, and all the Ixioks
they issued. On the other hand, the entries i f sixteen
of the leading song-sharks for the same year was 7,797.
Remember, this is for machine-made songs alone, that
are not published or ever will be published, though many
are printed. This large figure is, however, far from
adequate, for only part of these written-to-order songs
are copyrighted in the name of the “composer" of the
music, and uncounted numbers are never copyrighted
at all.
If the present ratio is maintained throughout the year
1922, the entries of the musical moonshiners will aggre¬
gate 13,608. Estimating that this stuff costs the victims
an average of forty dollars per item, the copyrighted
fleecings alone for 1922 from the ignorant and simpleminded would amount to $544,300. Since only a portion
of this ground-out stuff is copyrighted, it is safe to esti¬
mate that this fraud costs its victims at least a million
dollars a year. The writer knows of one woman who
paid $360 for having nine of her “lyrics” set to music
by one of these sharks.
Ignorance makes this game possible, for to the lay
mind there is something mysterious about the writing of
music, something inspirational; whereas, anything can be
set to music of some sort—the butcher's bill, the ferry
time-table, the stupidest jingle or the most wonderful
poem. A broken-down hack in his shirt-sleeves in a
back room, with so-called “song-poems” and some music
paper on the piano rack before him, can grind out com¬
monplace music by the yard.
These seekers of easy money are of three classes—
first, those who merely grind out a melodv and piano
accompaniment and supply the author of the “lyric" with
one or sometimes two copies. These worthless manuscripts are perhaps sent by the victim to several genuine
publishers. Rejected, they come back too crushed by the
marls to send again, and are laid dejectedly by.
„
, seco,i dass supply a number of cheap, so-called
professional copies” for distribution to publishers. As
waMe baskets8
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to Tpnrh ” “What to Teach,” etc., and not technical
Ttls doormen, is desipned to *2TN^Mei property be,on, ,1,be Music*, Questions Answered
prevents per,*,*,„„ to *™£™ThTn"L uni Address must uccompuuy II imuiries.
Success in music teaching is dependent upon exactly
the same principles as success in any other profession or
business. Hence, we may well examine the careers of
those who have won distinction m any field of activity,
with the object of learning what were the determining
factors in their lives.
.
.
I have been interested in reading an interview recently
published in the American Magazine, in which Mr.
Charles Steinmetz, the wizard of the General Electric
Company, gives his opinion of what constitutes the winning qualities. “If a young man,” he says, goes at
his work only as a means to an end—like getting a raise
in salary, or making a million dollars I am not interested in him. I am interested in him if he seems to do
his work for the work’s sake! If he does it for the ,
satisfaction he gets out of it, and with the idea of making
the work itself accomplish more in the great scheme
of things, it is almost inevitable that he, too, will
advance.”
.
, .
,
As teachers, we may well take heed to these words,
for they voice a universal truth. The excuse, and the
only real excuse, for our work is a genuine love for
music and an enthusiastic desire to cause others to share
in its joys Filled with this spirit, we will hold before
the pupil’s mind a vision of musical accomplishments
that shall carry him over the dull spots, treating them
only as occasional thorns along the journey. We can
and should make the lesson periods a genuine pleasure
to pupil and teacher alike, by revealing at each lesson
new beauties of varied musical forms, of charm in melo¬
dic outline, of inspiring rhythms, of gracious harmonies.
Even the accomplishment of intricate feats of finger
motions may bring its own gratification of muscular
power and delight in regulated and efficient activity.
If we are thus to give out enthusiasm at each lesson,
however, we must take care to replenish our own supply.
And there is no better way to do this than to confer
frequently with others who are traveling along the
same road, to get their advice regarding our own knotty
problems ; and, in return, to suggest solutions to thendifficulties. Here is where our Round Table may be of
real usefulness—for almost every problem there indi¬
vidually presented will face each one of ^ sooner or
later. I claim neither completeness nor infallibility for
my own solutions. It would, of course, be idea if all
our Round Table members could meet occasionally and
thresh these problems out together; but the next best
thing is for each one to scan carefully the solutions
given, and if he has any criticisms or anything better to
offer, to pass the word along to me, with the promise
that his ideas will be used for the benefit of all. In the
letters listed below, for instance, questions are raised as
to plans for study, how to gain fluency m reading music,
etc. If you can suggest other or better ways, send them
along. I shall look for a full mail bag!

Assuming, however, that you have easy access to a
pipe organ, there are other cogent reasons.
2. Keyboard technic is more easily acquired on the
piano The percussive nature of the piano tone requires
a prompt, precise finger action which, if mastered before¬
hand is of inestimable advantage to the organist. In
playing the organ, one’s attention must be more or less
focused upon the manipulation ■ of the stops, or other
mechanical appliances, and upon the movements of the
pedals. But with the piano, one may give undivided
attention to the muscular motions, and may thus the
more readily acquire that unconscious control of these
motions which is so necessary for expertness of technic.
3 The sense of rhythm is better cultivated at the
piano. Dealing with the sustained, inflexible tone of
the organ, one is apt to drone along from one note to
another without the vitalizing precision of rhythm which
the piano easily expresses. Having cultivated this rhyth¬
mic sense one naturally transfers it to the organ, with
a consequent promptness and accuracy in defining the
time-divisions.
4 For reasons suggested above, rapidity of execution
is more easily attained at the piano. There is an
impetus about the incisive piano tone that suggests alert¬
ness just as the drawn-out tones of the organ suggest
slowness. In the same way, a xylophone is naturally
an instrument of quicker execution than a French horn,
or a violin than a bass tuba. Rapidity of execution is
of course not so often called for at the organ; but a
good performer should be prepared for anything.
Let me, then, advise you to spend at least a year or
two in earnest piano practice, with emphasis upon thor¬
ough technic and rhythmic alertness, before tackling the
organ. Having thus acquired the needed facility in
reading music and in managing your fingers, you will
be prepared to meet the demands of the organ mechan¬
ism, and will, in consequence, advance at a much more

The Pipe-organ versus the Piano

1 am weu aware mat n o u *
,
up the study of the organ directly, but I believe
this is the age of the un sual and the era ol s
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It is of course possible for any one to study the pipe
organ directly, for many have done so, and have come
out good players. There are, however, several reasons
which may be cited to show that a previous study of
the piano may furnish the very “short cut” for which
you are looking. These reasons are as follows:
1. The piano is a much more available instrument for
practice than the organ. A piano is constantly at hand
in one’s own home, without any embarrassing difficulties
of access; while an organ, if obtainable at all, is, as a
rule, remotely located in some church or hall, which
is by the way, often dismally cold in winter. The organ
must be blown, too, by hand or by motor, necessitating
expense to some one.
.
, ,
,
The chief historical reason, indeed, why keyboards
were applied to stringed instruments is because the
need was keenly felt for a simple house instrument,
which could be used as a preparation for playing the
large church organs.

Grade
.
3
Grieg'. Dance Caprice, Op. 28, No. 3.
4
Beethoven: Bagatelle, Op, 33, No. 1.
Bach: Gavotte in D major (Wm. Mason).
5
Schubert: Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 2.
5y2 Mozart: Fantasia in D minor.
6
Schumann : Des Abends, Op. 12, No. 1.
7
Mendelssohn: Scherzo, Op. 16, No. 2.
Haydn: Andante con variazioni in F minor.
8
Rubinstein: Kamennoi Ostrow, Op. 10, No. 22.
9
Chopin: Ballade in A flat.
10
Liszt: Forest Murmurings.

™As tTteachers’ fees, these vary so widely as to pre¬
clude anything like a fixed statement. I should say
that for a good teacher of either piano or organ, you
should be prepared to pay from two to five dollars per
lesson.
College Degrees. A Graded List
Please state the requirements necessary to obtain
B. A. degree in any good musical college in this
?mote country place, and want
I ani living
practice. I seem able to masto keep up m grade„ piece.
If you could give me an
ter any fifth
ct-ndy from the third grade
outline of a course-,
ciate it.—G. F. W.
up, I would greatly appreci
The degree of B. A. (Bachelor of Arts) is given only
by a reputable college for the successful completion of
a course, which generally extends through four years,
in cultural subjects—such as languages, history, philoso¬
phy, art and the sciences. Most colleges now include
music as an elective study. Credit towards the degree
is then given for courses in musical theory or apprecia¬
tion. and in some colleges, for courses in practical music.
Of Eastern colleges for women, for instance. Smith and
Vassar give credit for work in practical music—piano,
violin, voice, etc.—under certain restrictions; but Welles¬
ley does not.
.
The degree of Bachelor of Music is offered by a
number of the State universities, such as Illinois, Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado, Missouri and Washington. For
this degree, candidates pursue courses in theoretical and
practical music during four years, together with certain
other studies, such as English and modern languages.
In all cases, however, it is necessary to become a duly
matriculated student of the college or university, by
meeting the requirements for admission.
If you wish further information regarding the above
matters, I suggest writing to the college in which you
are interested for their yearly catalog.
In last month’s Etude I gave a graded list of studies,
ranging from the very easiest to the most difficult. I
am now adding a list of pieces representative of the
classic composers, which extends upward, beginning with
the third grade, as you request. The grade numbers,
placed before the pieces, are those given in Pressers
general catalog.

Essential Materials for Piano Instruction
A boy of ten who has studied piano with me for
two years has been away for some time and has
no? touched the piano, but will soon begin regular
lessons. The course I have pursued so far has been
to aive him at one time a technical exercise, such as
a scale, next a study, next a piece; and I keep up
the exercise and study along with the piece. The
- and- ■keys i• -He study and piece are analyzed.
chords
What course would ou advise when he begins
M.
again” T[. D.
" ”
The course which you outline seems a very sensible
one, and should produce good results. Doubtless the
lad’s muscles will need special drill after his long vaca¬
tion from practice, so that technic will be first in order.
Begin by relaxation exercises, in which the hand especi¬
ally is kept loose from the wrist; and then proceed as
before, to finger exercises, scales and arpeggios. Choose
studies, if possible, that will carry out the principle
involved in his technical exercises; and let the first
pieces be mainly technical in character—Pacher’s Austrian
Song, for instance.
There are several desirable items which may soon be
added to the lesson-period. Ten minutes, at least, should
be devoted to review and memory work, so that he may
keep pieces, already studied, well under his fingers, and
may improve in their interpretation. The last five
minutes or so may be devoted to two subjects, one of
which may be treated at each lesson. The first of these
is ear-training, by which the pupil names or writes down
intervals, chords or melodic progressions from hearing
them played. The other is sight-reading, which should
include as an important feature the playing of duets.
By emphasizing all these phases of the subject, you
will not only advance his piano playing, but will also
give him a broad and valuable general musical training.
I should be glad to hear again from you as to his
progress.
Practice Plans
s pupils in the fourth and fifth grades,
whom practices about an hour and a half
This is my plan : a half hour to scales.
If teen minutes are to be given to lighter
music, such as accompaniments to school songs,
and fifteen minutes to sight reading.
In your opinion, is this too much work? Would
it be best to practice Bach a half hour, leaving out
Chopin? Do you think a half hour too much time
to devote to technical materials?—M. H.
Your scheme for practice seems to me essentially a
good one. The half hour devoted to technical work might
well be divided about equally between exercises and
etudes. I do not consider this amount of time at all too
much for these subjects; it might occasionally, at least,
be lengthened.
I suggest that if a pupil is studying a classic (Bach)
and a modern composer (Chopin) at the same time, one
of these represents advanced work and the other review,
or finishing work. In the afternoon, too, I should devote
say ten minutes of the time to the review of former
pieces which have been thoroughly learned and memorized
—since one of the most important items of the pupil’s
study is concerned with the list of pieces which he should
have in readiness to perform at any time.
Struggle, the Talisman
Of those who do achieve success, some are born to
the purple and so have the avenues of approach thrown
open to them. But most of us are obliged to struggle
in the press of those who throng the Muse even to touch
the hem of her garment.—David Bispham.
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THE “FATHERS” OF MUSIC
Much deserved tribute is paid to the
mothers of great composers, but less at¬
tention is given to their fathers, in spite of
the genealogy of the great Bach family.
There were at least eight generations of
musical Bachs, Johann Sebastian being
both the descendant and progenitor of
gifted musicians. A less gifted but equally
interesting case from a genealogical stand¬
point was the Philidor family of France.
Felix Mendelssohn’s father spared neither
money nor effort in developing the great
gift of his son, not to mention his daugh¬
ter, Fanny. And where would the genius
of Mozart have been without old Leo¬
pold’s loving care? Domenico Scarlatti had
a great sire in Alessandro, and in turn
handed on something of his own genius to
his son, Giuseppe.
In Robert Schumann we have the singu¬
lar case of a father fostering his son’s
artistic talents against the mother’s wishes,
for the stubborn old lady did her best to
make her son a lawyer, not having the wis¬
dom of Madame Gounod, who also wished
her son Charles to be a lawyer, but event¬
ually let the boy have his own way. And,
of course, Robert Schumann’s wife, Clara,
owed the development, of her musical
genius to her father, Friedrich Wieck. If
Siegfried Wagner failed to inherit the
musical genius of his father, Richard, and
his grandfather, Franz Liszt it was not for
lack of encouragement.
Fathers, concerned by the fact that
“there’s no money in music,” have usually
gone in opposition to a musical career for
their sons; but in Beethoven we have the
singular case of a father cruelly forcing
his son to study music in the deliberate hope
of making money out of him as a
“prodigy.”
Probably the most remarkable case of
musical talent inherited and fostered from
the paternal side in America is that of Leo¬
pold Damrosch with his two sons, Leopold
and Frank.
DO YOU "KNOW" YOUR PIECE?
Does a player “know” his piece when he
can play it accurately from memory?
Many would think so, but Arthur
Hackett, the tenor, interviewed by Musical
America, holds a different opinion. “Mem¬
orizing is the easiest part of a singer’s
work,” he told the interviewer, “yet some
singers seem to think that knowing a song
means knowing it without music.”
The interviewer cited the case of a
young lady (she must be very young 1) who
learns her songs en route from one recital
engagement to onother.
“I can do better than that,” said Mr.
Hackett with a laugh. “I can learn the
notes and words of a song in half an hour.
But learning to interpret it? That takes
weeks!”
And so it should—whether it be song or
piece for violin or piano. An. actor thinks
nothing of the memorizing of his lines. He
is often letter-perfect, or nearly so, before
rehearsal even begins. It takes him much
longer to extract from his part all the
drama there is in it. And so it should be
with the singer or player.
There are artists so keenly analytical,
so swiftly sympathetic that they get nearly
“all there is” out of a piece in a very short
time. Some even declare they play a piece
better the first time of reading than at any
other. But these are not beginners.
It may be news to our readers that some
of the most famous opera and other inter¬
pretive stars are poor music-readers, and
have to be “coached” a good deal in their
work. It is said that Calve, for instance,
learned the airs of “Carmen” a good deal
by ear; but she kept on studying them
till they became part of her own self.
There has been no greater Carmen.
In music, like all other things, be hon¬
est.—V IEUXTEMPS.

The Musical Scrap Book
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive
and Interesting
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT

typewriter COMPOSERS
Somebody has again invented a machine
for typewriting music, by which composers
will be able to dash off their little im¬
provisations, much as newspapermen pro¬
duce what they disrespectfully describe as
their daily “blurbs.”
The typewriter has immensely increased
the quantity of verbiage printed annually;
but it is doubtful if we are much better
off as regards the production of such
literary masterpieces as Thackeray and
Dickens, Balzac and Hugo, not to mention
Shakespeare, produced with the laborious
use of a pen.
Beethoven is said to have been marvel¬
ous at improvisation; and it would be
interesting if some of his efforts could
have been preserved. But Beethoven him¬
self showed us how little he trusted to
“inspiration.” His notebooks, fortunately
preserved, show that he spent years over
his compositions, revising his themes over

and over, selecting, rejecting, improving
and shading his works into perfect archi¬
tectural masterpieces. Plainly he didnt
trust to happy accident.
Of those composers who were more pro¬
lific and less pains-taking—Mozart, Men¬
delssohn, Schubert among them—a surpris¬
ing amount of their music is forgotten to¬
day, and would be worthless but for the
memory of the illustrious composers.
Chopin could improvise; but he never
trusted the gift wholly and he left per¬
haps a smaller quantity of written music
behind him than any other of the really
great composers. It nearly all bears the
hall-mark of his genius. His posthumous
works nearly all show the wisdom of his
own critical judgment in refusing to let
them go.
A musical typewriter that is cheap and
effective will doubtless give us a greater
quantity of music; but—quality?

VON BUELOW AND HIS "GINGER”
In his new book, “Interludes,” Sir
Charles Stanford has some interesting
things to say about conductors, chiefly
Ricnter and Von Buelow. Of the latter he
gives the following interesting little
glimpse.
“Von Buelow was often extravagant,
Richter, never; but the extravagance was
of his nature, not of his calculation. It had,
like himself, a certain amount of natural
spice. As he put it to me, the most striking
piece of orchestral instruction he had heard
came from an American conductor, whose
comment was, ‘A little more ginger, please,
gentlemen.’ He rejoiced in such condi¬
ments. A rehearsal of the overture to
‘Oberon’ was a case in point. In the open¬
ing he played all sorts of tricks, some of
them somewhat strong, importing quick
passages from the theme of the fairies and
arranging with the orchestra to give their
loudest fortissimo at the close, while he in¬
dicated it by an almost invisible flip of the
fingers. At the performance lie turned
partly round to see the audience jump. But
all these eccentricities had an underlying
theory which was quite sound; lie wished
to train the orchestra to play freely and
with all possible elasticity.”

THE IMPRESSIONABLE VIOLIN
The writings of Heinrich Heine include
more references to music than those of
most poets; for, surprising at it may seem,
the gift of poetry does not always include
a liking for music. Heine’s critical notes
on the musical season in 1841, which have
recently been reprinted in the Musical
Quarterly, show a surprising sensitivity to
musical effects. As usual, the poet rhap¬
sodizes—which is typical both of Heine and
of the age in which he wrote; but he does
so with extraordinary vividness.
“In the case of the violinist, in any
event,” he writes, “virtuosity is not purely
and solely the result of mechanical finger
dexterity and mere technique as with the
pianist. The violin is an instrument which
is almost human in its moods and which
stands in a relation of sympathy with the
moods of the player. The slightest unease,
the faintest emotional shock, a breath of
feeling, here finds its immediate echo, and
is caused, no doubt, by the fact that the

violin pressed so close to our breast, can
hear the beating of our heart.
“This is the case, however, only with
artists who really have a soul. The more
matter of fact and heartless a violinist is,
the more monotonous will be his execution,
and he can rely upon the obedience of his
violin at every hour in every place. Yet
this lauded sureness is no more than intellectural narrowness, and it is just the
greatest masters whose playing has not in¬
frequently depended on external and inner
influences. I have never heard anyone play
better than Paganini, and, at times, I have
never heard anyone play worse.”
It will be news to some of our violin
students that the violin “pressed so close
to our breast,” is able to “hear the beating
of our heart.” Most violin-students suffer
agonies learning to hold the instrument well
away from the breast! But a poet must
have his little license.

THE MODESTY OF CLARA SCHUMANN
Those who pride themselves on reading
accompaniments “at sight,” might read with
profit this little excerpt from “The Life
of Liza Lehmann.”
“Before I left Frankfort,” the composer
of “In a Persian Garden” tells us, “Ma¬
dame Schumann issued invitations for a
musical party, at which she proposed to
play my accompaniments. This was not
only a great honor,to me but also a com¬
plete joy; for those who have heard her
caressing touch upon the keyboard can
easily imagine the delight of singing to her
accompaniment. Naturally my little warhorse, La Channante Marguerite, had to be
one of my songs even there; and I remem¬
ber how Madame Schumann carried off

the copy several'days before the reception,
in order; as she said, that she might prac¬
tice it.
“With what gratitude have I often
thought since of her modesty and conscien¬
tiousness when I have had to contend with
some villainously played accompaniment.”
Readers of Clara Schumann’s diary will
know that she got her meticulous careful¬
ness in such matters from her husband,
Robert Schumann. In her early concert
days as Clara Wieck, she often played
comparatively trivial music with none too
much care. Robert, with his immense rev¬
erence for the art, cured her of that by
helping her to study Bach.

EXPLOSION BY MUSIC
Major Harold C. Woodward, late of the
United States Army, has invented a method of setting off explosives by the use of
sound-waves—a useful invention for those
conducting blasting operations, if it is
effective.
It is suggested that in the next war our
vessels will sail out to meet the hostile

fleet with nothing more dangerous on board
than a brass band. On sighting the enemy
the band will commence playing “Nearer'
My God, to Thee,” whereupon the exnl '
sives on the approaching battleships will be
set off and the enemy crews gently hoisted
in accordance with the suggestive title of
the hymn.
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WAS TOLSTOI "AFRAID" OF
MUSIC?
Many musicians resent Tolstoi’s atti¬
tude to music as revealed in “The Kreutzer
Sonata,” one of the most famous of his
novels; but Romain Rolland, the French
author and critic, tells us that the attitude
of Tolstoi in respect of music was the
outcome of his fear of the art.
“He was far from disliking music,”
says Rolland in his book on Tolstoi.
“Only the things one loves arc feared as
Tolstoi feared the power of music. Re¬
member what a place the memories of
music hold in Childhood, and above all in
Family Happiness, in which the whole
cycle of love, from its springtide to its
autumn, is unrolled to the phrases of the
Sonata quasi una fantasia of Beethoven.
Although Tolstoi had studied music very
indifferently, it used to move him to tears,
and at certain periods of his life he pas¬
sionately abandoned himself to its influence.
In 1858 he founded a Musical Society
which in later years became the Moscow
Conservatoire.It was really fear
he felt; inspired by the stress of those
forces which shook him to the roots of his
being. In the world of music he felt his
moral will, his reason, and all reality of
life dissolve.”
THE FIRST WOMEN ORGANISTS.
So many women play the organ in church
these days that it is surprising that none
has as yet achieved any very great distinc¬
tion, considering the lightness of touch of
the modern organ. Probably the first wom¬
en to achieve distinction in this field were
Ann and Elizabeth Mounscy, two English
ladies who lived in the first half of the
nineteenth century. The elder of these,
Ann Sheppard, held important posts in
London, and we learn with interest that
“in 1843 she gave the first of six series
of Classical Concerts at Crosby Hall, Lon¬
don, for one of which Mendelssohn com¬
posed ‘Hear My Prayer’ for voices and
organ, first performed January 8, 1845.’
The younger sister, Elizabeth, was for
many years organist of St. Peter’s, Cornhill. Besides the organ and piano, we dis¬
cover with some amazement, she was also
a virtuoso on the guitar and appeared in
public as a performer on the instrument.
This is as bad as Dussek, the virtuoso
pianist, who also played the musical
glasses.
Perfection should be the aim
true artist.—Beethoven.
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UNDER THE SWAYING BOUGHS

A characteristic teaching piece by a well-known and successful writer, new to our Etude pages. Grade 2

In swaying rhythm
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In the correct Polonaise rhythm. Note the accented note on the second half of the first heat in measures 1,2,3,4,5,6 etc, and the ending of the theme on the sec-
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LITTLE TREASURE
^VIELLIEBCHEN-GAVOTTE

Very expressive and melodious. To be played
ed in graceful style and not in strict txme. Grade
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THE NEW HALL OF FAME
OPENS ITS DOORS
to admit another Great Artiste

—SIGRID ONEGIN
An Important Announcement by Brunswick
Among other great names of concert and operatic
stars inscribed in the New Hall of Fame comes that
of Sigrid Onegin—distinguished internationlly.
It is with unusual pride that Brunswick makes this
announcement. For it bespeaks, with silent eloquence,
the marked tendency of famous artists of to-day to
choose Brunswick as the means best fitted to per¬
petuate their art.
Mme. Onegin’s contralto voice is one of the most
beautiful in the annals of musical art.
Her control is
masterly. Her interpretation spirited—her art so mag¬
nificent and her presentation so striking as to gain
instant recognition as a sensation of the present
Metropolitan season.

Her First Record
For her first Brunswick recording, Mme. Onegin has
selected Samson et Dalila (My Heart at Thy Sweet
Voice), and Carmen (Gypsy Song)-Brunswick Gold
Label, Double-Faced Record, No. 50018. Two selections
on the same record. To hear it on any phonograph is
inspiring. But to hear it on a Brunswick is sublime,
for here is phonographic reproduction brought into
the realms of highest musical expression.
Brunswick records play on any phonograph.

Bruns

wick phonographs play all records.
' For a demonstration, call at your nearest Brunswick
dealer.
the brunswick-balke-collender co.
Manufacturers—Established 1845
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
CINCINNATI
TORONTO

s W I c IC

AND

RECORDS
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WALTER
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Tn singing style, to be well sustained throughout. Grade 3*.

piano work

Andante
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The Original of all the Graded Courses of P.ano Studies

STANDARD
GRADED COURSE OF STUDIES
IN TEN GRADES
Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
Price, $L00 Each Grade

and institutions of Learning Throughout the Whole Country
become a household musical word in America
This is the first and best compilation of studies culled

it is but

from the works of all of the world’s greatest writers and

natural that many other courses, senes etc., should sprmg
up from time to time; but m spite of all this, The Standmd

pedagogues, all selected with extreme care and brought to¬

Graded Course

gether in logical and progressive order.

larity.

continues to grow both in use and in.popu¬

No imitation ever equals or supplants the original.

This is a work of to-day, not of the past; since, in addi¬

Although this course is complete in itself, from the

tion to the imperishable things of the past, the gems of

very beginning up to artistic perfection, it may be used also

modern thought and inspiration are being added contin¬

as the basis for the most exhaustive study of piano music ;

ually, each volume being enlarged for that purpose.

since each volume contains carefully prepared

The

lists and

active advice and cooperation of many of the world s great¬

directions for expanding and supplementing the work o! its

est teachers and players have been, and are being, enlisted

respective grade.

The Standard Graded Course

in this compilation.
It has been said that “Imitation is the sincerest form
of flattery/’

Hence,

The Standard Graded Course

having

may well be used as the

back-bone of any legitimate method or system of piano
instruction.

WHAT EACH GRADE DOES
nin note names

GRADE FIVE. The Trill is featured in

le names of the keys, the

’ best of all, an interesting ad*

preceding, introducing the ' Arpeggio, ele¬
mentary chord-work, and an advance into
style and interpretation.
GRADE FOUR. Introduces octaves and
more advanced passage-work. Classic writ¬
ers represented are Bach, Handel, Mendels¬
sohn; modern writers are Schumann, Jensen,
Heller, Henselt, Schytte, Lack and others.

GRADE SIX.

Wonderfully interesting

nic "well to^ the fore. The writers range

store anywhere for the regular list price and subject to the best
discounts, or any or all of the ten volumes or the supplementary
will be sent for examination and comparison to any interested
subject to return, with no cost but that of postage. The volumes
printed on good paper, strongly and durably bound for hard usage
at our usual large professional sheet music discount.

material
teacher
are well
but sold

maninoff represented, and includini
etudes by Seiss, Seeling, Leschetits
selt and Godard.
GRADE TEN. Virtuoso equip!
eluding concert etudes by Liszt,
Schulhoff, Schumann. All famous

All Tending to Develop the Best of Technic and Musicianship with a
Minimum of Trouble
Melodious, Interesting and Stimulative Throughout
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H. D. HEWITT

POLKA
A lively polka caprice, lying well uuder the baud.. Grad. 8

Tempodi Polka

«8

A b„,d

len

baud .uel.dy, - *b. aty!. -

doy.ua F—t. Good fob s.udy „ —' Grade ,1

WALTER ROLFE
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Edited and fingered by
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PJIE etude

M. LEVINE
Grade 5.
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TO A WOOD VIOLET

Arr. by N.L.Frey

IDYL

A very expressive modern lyric, requiring .a singing tone and tasteful delivery.

W. M. FELTON
poco a poco

aWith tenderness
VIOLIN

PIANO.

SWING SONG

ISSSs....®.
Registratio: <ch< soft strings
'Ped. Bourdon Ch.to Ped.
An excellent opportunity

„

f

SIBLEY

a PEASE

Ti.i(, number will prove effective on any organ.
.

-

MANUA
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/Gt: Soft Gamba & Elute 8' Sw. coup.
\ Sw:8' with Voix Celestes
1 Ch: 8' (piano)

THEME FROM ‘AIR VARIE”
H.VIEUXTEMPS

. „eSr«.d violi= solo; a show, recital dumber for any organ.

Allegretto Jd.v J-Cft

MANX!
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TAN GO in D

■ ♦
wn in 1861 For a reference to this fine composition,
I. Alheniz, Spanish composer and pianist, was horn in 1861.

mmDE

WHERE the highway steps along
TOD B. GALLOWAY

genuine Tango, see the article by Thuel
g

L
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ALBENIZ

(Not too slowly)
Moderato

Burnham in this issue.

Andantino_grazioso
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Is This the Music America Likes Best?

SEEK THE LORD IN PRAYER
ROBERT HUNTINGTON TERRY

Words

wSy 11 ?-*-**•****»"•

tee etude

Th...»gi..^.hureh.»g.

Andantino

tn Scribner’s Magazine of last July, Sweet Song,” "The Palms,” “One Fine
Allen D Albert, a well-known Chau¬ Day,” from “Butterfly,” Tosti’s “Good¬
tauqua lecturer upon public health and city bye,” the aria “My Heart at Thy Dear
nlanning, describes the inclinations of de¬ Voice,” from “Samson and Delilah,”
mands of Chautauqua audiences. His com¬ “Aloha Oe,” “The Song of the Evening
ments upon the music sung and played Star,” “Absent,” “I Hear You Calling
Me,” the “Cujus Animam,” from the “Stawill be of interest to Etude readers .
Consider music: they love the old songs bat Mater,” the Beethoven “Minuet in G,”
the Rubinstein “Melody in F,” Dvorak’s
and the popular classics.
There used to be on the circuit, until “Humoreske,” the “Largo” from Handel’s
“Xerxes,” the “Pilgrims’ Chorus” from
its leader became head of the department
“Tannhauser,”
Mendelssohn’s
“Spring
of music in a State university, a quintet
of conspicuous musical character, the Song,” and the “Meditation” from “Thais.”
What a creditable list it is. And what
leader made a specialty of explaining each
number, and did it with such charm that an interplay of influences it evidences!
his hearers were loath to have him retire; Can you not feel in one number the reper¬
and at night, as a prelude to my own lec¬ toire of a daughter home from boardingture that season, he nearly always pre¬ school, in another a roll well worn out
sented a program of numbers requested on the player-piano, in another the phon¬
ograph, in another a special service in
by persons of his afternoon audience.
Toward the end of the tour he and I church, in another the band concerts on
went over his diary. We found that the the “square” of a summer Thursday
whole number of selections which had been evening?
What a superiority to jazz! According
asked for more than once or twice only did
to the calendar, jazz should now be rising
not exceed nineteen.
to its height in Chautauqua programs,
Know, then, the nineteen favorite selec¬
since it is passing from the cities. Yet
tions of representative Chautauqua assem¬
more than one Chautauqua company made
blies from Jacksonville to Manistee, as
its way through the season last closed with¬
nearly as I can remember them (which I
out a single note of jazz! In these United
think is decidedly near, indeed) : “A Per¬
fect Day.” “Annie Laurie,” “Love’s Old States of America! In 19211

Gleanings from Musical Annals
In chronicles xxiii. 5, David appoints
four thousand of the Levites to praise the
Lord with instruments. The number of
those who were instructed and cunning in
song was two hundred and eighty-eight.
In these times there would be a much
smaller number cunning than instructed,
and the inference might be made that
the singing-schools, in Bible times, were
better than at present. But, as that would
not suit the self-esteem of musicians of
this time, it is perhaps best to say that,
like moderns, they thought they were cunning.
, ,
The habit of singing through the nose
is as old as Chaucer’s time, for he de¬
scribes the singing of the “mincing prior¬
ess,” as Dryden calls her:
“And she zvas eleped Madame Eglantine,
Full well she sange the service divine
Entuned in hire nose ful swetely.”
In 1565 a new singing-book was pub¬
lished. The manner of singing from it,
and also the usual custom of that time,
may be learned from the following extract
from it. Tljere were four staves, and at
the highest was written, “This Contra-

tenor is for children;” before the next,
“This Meane is for children;” at the next,
“This tenor is for men;” and at the low¬
est, “This Bass is for children.”
Claude le Jeune was an eminent com'poser and musician who acquired much
celebrity by a circumstance which is re¬
lated by his friend Embry. At a great
wedding he caused a piece of music to be
sung which was so full of spirit that a
person there seized his sword and swore
that he would fight some one; upon which
Claude caused an air of another kind to be
sung, which soon restored him to his senses.
We think that most people will suspect
the cause of the poor fellow’s excitement
was as much owing to what is so well
described in the twenty-third chapter of
Proverbs, from the 29th verse to the end,
as to any music which Claude wrote or
played. We suggest that an effort be made
to recover the last tune which he played
upon that interesting occasion; for if it
had the virtue ascribed to it, it would be
very useful in these times.—Joseph Bird,
Boston, Mass., 1850.

The Economy of
IVERS & POND
Quality
The quality product invariably proves
more economical; especially is this true
of pianos—which should possess richness
and durability of tone, beauty of architec¬
ture, utmost integrity of construction.
These fundamentals are always present in,
and explain the nation-wide prestige of

IVERS & POND
PIANOS
Musical directors in over 500 American
Educational Institutions have selected the
Ivers & Pond, significant evidence of the
esteem in which it is held by these quali¬
fied judges, while cultured musicians
everywhere give preference to this highgrade piano.
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Prodigious Memories
How to Buy
By Lynne Roche

Paderewski is said to have had some¬
thing more than two thousand compositions
in his memory. A few starting notes
would enable Wagner to complete any or¬
chestral part. Mozart often composed a
complete work mentally, carried it about
in his head for weeks and then put it
down in notes.
Liszt knew all Beethoven’s works from
memory and an immense repertoire from
the other masters. Von Bulow is said to
have been able to read a long composition

Where no dealer sells IVERS & POND pianos

for piano, on the train, and afterwards
to sit down and play it complete. Jenny
Lind knew the vocal and piano scores of
fifty operas, as many oratorios, and hun¬
dreds of songs. Leopold Stokowski con¬
ducts from memory the entire Eighth Sym¬
phony of Mahler, a work requiring about
two and a half hours for its performance,
and evidently follows and feels the leading
of every part of the colossal score for
orchestra and chorus.
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To-morrow it may be too late.
Thousands are made happy by beautiful music.
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SINGING, to be successful, must be purely
natural. It calls for an extremely fine
and exquisitely balanced correlation and
coordination of physical and mental activ¬
ities.
Voice is breath. Breathing is the foun¬
dation of all great singing. Correct breath¬
ing must be mastered, first of all, for upon
this is built the entire vocal structure. If
the singer understands how to breathe cor¬
rectly and has the voice placed naturally,
singing may then be indulged in for an
indefinite period without fatigue.
The first step in the attainment of proper
breath control and muscular relaxation is
to straighten the body. A vocal student
must learn to sit and stand perfectly erect.
The following exercises are for the ac¬
quirement of breath control and the devel¬
opment of diaphragm muscular relaxation:

The Singer’s Etude
Edited by Noted Vocal Experts

1 Vocalist s Magazine Complete in Itself

Spontaneous Naturalness in Correct Singing

A as in day. Chin and base of tongue
lowered, soft palate raised.
I as in might. Jaw dropped. Combine
this vowel with the “ah” sound.
O, as in come. Jaw loose. Permit the
sound of the consonant K to precede this
V°XJ: as in you. Chin forward, lips pro¬
truded, corners of mouth closed.
E.'as in end, Very nasal. Lips in same
position as in day.
I as in will. Nasal resonance, lips in
same position as for O In come.
OY as in joy. Lips rounded as for 0
in moan, but much looser. The first sound
of this diphthong is broad “A.”
OU, as in thou. Base of tongue lowered
freely! Combine with “ah” sound. At the
close of this tone the lips move around the
teeth.
In the beginning the voice should not be
used more than a quarter of an hour at a
tinK!j and then wlth only long toneexercises and fragments of scales within the
most comfortable range of the voice.
The tones should flow from the mouth
(ike a stream> freely and naturally. Whenever the throat muscles are constricted the
flow 0f tone is impeded.
Judging by the sound of the tones, the
experienced teacher knows at each lesson
the exact condition of a pupil s voice. He
is never in doubt what exercises are needed
{or the next stage Df its development,
individual differences of temperament
and taIent must be considered, and the right
teacher adapts his instruction j the individu4l „eeds of each pupil,
In conclusion, a slight reference to cov¬
ered tones might prove helpful to pupils
who are just beginning vocal study.

By Stanley F. Widener
__
own ear It is imperative that the student exactly as they should be made, and withtarn to mentaWhear true tone quality out interfering in the least with tonal qualPractical Exercises
nt nerfet nTtch of all tones before at- ity by unnecessary effort.
Exercise No. 1. Stand with feet close
naturalness
O, as in moan. Chin dropped loosely,
together, arms hanging loosely at the sides. and perfect pitch
Empty the lungs “of all breath possible. friTpoise isto be attained. ’Thoughtful pu- lips rounded, slightly pouting.
Inhale full breath through the nose, while a. P
earl in the study that al00, as in moon. Chin forward, lips
.
lifting the arms above the head.[. wasp
Clasp Pr ,
fr tone whjch the ear de- protruded, nasal quality.
’ 'Ugh ™°La"d
", ^ the"vnic
Zp voice can be produced in this
A, as in ah. Lower jaw dropped, lips
the hands and stretch upwards, as though
trying to touch the ceiling. Remain in t^«
thiS mands
natural'manner.
ot me
That soul, mind and body normal. Enlarge the cavity in back part
position while counting five, mentally,
", st ‘bine each in its own functional of mouth by lowering base of tongue as n
a slow tempo. Release the hands, and snhere in producing beautiful tones and yawning. Corners of mouth drawn slightly
’
P
back.
bring them back to the sides slowly, while sp
E, as in breeze. Chin forward, lips in
slowly exhaling the breath through an im¬
a smiling position, showing tips of upper
aginary pipe stem.
.. . ,
found helpful for development of
„ , ,
„ .
„uallly H5 Well as proper pronunciation in front teeth. Seek for a rich resonant qualin ^advance
t. Exhale ah
alf the *»*?•
advance ^of
of the lef
left.
g. ; ’ “por vocalizing in long tone work, ity; avoid any suggestion of nasal twang.
breath possible. Bend upper part of body the tone® ot'fte
of the chord -of C, building upA, as in that. Lower jaw dropped very
forward until you touch the finger tips. ward from middle C, may be used. Pro- low, throat wide open
Straighten slowly to an erect position while
W"^ nunciation should be developed to the highA, as m fair. Vocalize this on the syllataking a full breath through the
”point of perfection, so that the singer ble fay, bringing the letter r in at the
arms being raised above the head. Clasp
mate all the vowels and consonants close of the tone.
the hands, turn to the left, as far as possi¬
Open and Covered Tones
ble, without moving the feet, then to the
The change from the open to the cov¬
right, holding the breath all the while.
ered tones is more marked in the male than
Correct Tone Productions at the First Lesson
Turn to the front, release the hands, and
the female voice, yet the principle is the
bring them down to the sides; exhale
same. It must be remembered that all
By Geo. Chadwick Stock
breath slowly through the closed lips, as
tones, open or covered, must have perfect
in the former exercise.
seconds,
then
three,
then
longer.
Be
freedom of form and action. The covered
Thebe is a way of getting a sure hold on
Exercise No. 3. Feet close together,
that
the
one
second
of
sustainment
tone has larger
form than the open tone,
- production at the very first
.
knees pressed firmly back, hands gently correct t
- - it a tone that is perfect before attempting the longer for the reason that the mental conception
gripping the sides. Bend forward toward vocal lesson. By this is meant a
musical and free from any throat strain, periods. Perfect progress is measured by shows the form more elongated.
the floor, then to the left, then to the right, “•»
fr“
from
anv
thr'
imperative that the beginner gains perfect achievement, not by ground covered.
The tones which change or cover lowest
without
moving
-,
“ .the, feet.
. . Resume
..
. erect
.u at once a working knowledge of the prinThe idea is this: Get your cue as to in the male voice are “e,” as in breeze, and
position, and exhale slowy
g
^ Qf correct tone production, other- what-correct production of the singing the Italian sound of “u,” known as loo, or
closed lips.
e he wdl staft in a stumbling way on voice is, through the medium of a correctly 00> as in moon. These tones change or
How Voices Are Destroyed
his vocal career. It must be remembered spoken syllable or word; then apply this cover on G or G sharp, second line tenor
n, bv the nrnner use of the diaphragm that the vocal student is wholly in the dark principle of tone production to the sung cief. Two other tones quite low in the
Only by hei(f°P r^a°f.*e£at the outset of study and the teacher’s syllable or word.
scale> “i,” as in will, and “u,” as in would
muscles for support c
® g
supply first business is to make sure that he ilIt will be to the advantage of singers, These tones cover or change on A or A
S the Wh'nelessaw in correct singing luminates with clear and steady light the young or old, to resort repeatedly to this sharpi sec0nd space.
of the breath
diaohraem- first few feet of the path ahead.
simple practice of speaking and then smgOpen tones may be carried a whole step
The gra!iua'^
You may ask, “How can a singer whose ing words as above suggested. Any easy highPer when SUng forte, and covered tones
atic and intercostal
automatic tone is faulty and perhaps pretty firmly word will do. This expedient should not may be introduced a whole step lower when
placement and relaxation automatic. ^
^ ways of produCmg tone faff at the first lesson to make clear to the sung piano. A, as in day; E, as in end, and
The greater thedegreeof
quickly produce a faultless tone?”
The student’s mind exactly what free, faultless
an. cover the bass v
rochet is not only unnecessary, but answer is this: If he is able to speak a tone production sounds and feels like
or C above the bass staff; in the baritone
absolutely ruinous to tone. All breathing single word, for instance the word “man
Do not fail to get a clear idea of this voice, at C or C sharp, and in the tenor
should li gentle Low abdominal breath- or “on,” or “ram” correctly as to tone and simple principle of tone production and about E flat or E. fourth space, tenor clef
should De gem
,
ffort has intelligibility, he can be shown how to sing apply it time and time again as above
0, as in on; O. as in come, cover a half
destroyed countless numbers of voices’.
a tone correctly and will so sing it, no mat- directed. Men and women who are obliged step higher than those just given. A, as in
When voice pupils are taught that voice ter what may have been his previous fault to do a great deal o speaking will be ah> and I; as in nlig,n, are the most open
culture means first the development of a of tone production. For example, ask the greatly benefited by following out this line in the voice> and covcr higher than all
true concent of what voice really is, and its student to say “on,” first with rising in- of vocal work.
....
others; in the bass voice, C sharp or D;
h-ue source instead of anatomical refer- flection as though asking a question, “on?
Extend the range of the voice half-tone
the baritone voice, D or E flat; in the
euces nertainhig to the movement of the Then repeat it with falling inflection, “on.” upon half-tone, going higher only as the tcnor E or F_ fifth line in tenor clef,
ences pena
g
machine then they Now see if the word “on” can be sung notes are sung with freedom and ease.
catch the first glimpse of the natural meth- with the same ease and naturalness of tone It is best to keep practice between C and
Correct Placing Aids Carrying Power
nd taught by the old masters, the one and production on the pitch of middle C then C for awhile using various kinds of interIn singing naturally the voice will carry
onlv method remaining unchanged for D, then E, and so on upon G second line vals and scales within this octave Low far. With correct placing and proper
more than a centmy.
treble clef. Try to get the idea of “talk- voices can safely go lower than is here breath control the voice can be heard at
Fortunately, it is generally admitted that ing on a tune,” as F. Davies, a former in- indicated but voices whether high or low a ,ong distance, as wel, as jt ca„ twenty
the voice comes from vowel sounds; that structor of the writer, used to say
had better keep within this limited range feet away. h is not necessary to sing any
each vowel is a perfect whole. The cruAt first sustain the tone on this word until correct tone production becomes an louder to be heard in a ,arge ha!1 than in a
cial pS then, is the means used in start- only for a second, as- in speech, then for established habit.
small room. The element of quality rather
ing the voice on the road to correct action.
—----■
than quantity should always be uppermost
There are five qualities to be developed,
Tenors and Contraltos “Rare”
in sthought
namely—Form, which is governed by the
....
As was said in a foregoing paragraph
law of shaping the lips. Intensity and
Strangf.lv enough it is the upper range ties disclosed that about seventeen per cent, one cannot lay down unchangeable rules
Resonance, which are governed by the of the male voice and the lower tones of of German men haye tenor voices, and that will fit all voices and temperaments,
law of placing the tone. Purity and Flex- that of the female that are most limited, about the same per cent, of the ladies’ However, simplicity, ease, spontaneous
ibility, which are governed by the law of Interesting investigations have recently voices were of contralto range and quality, naturalness: are the cardinal principles toquantity.
been made along this line by the Prussian Perhaps this accounts for our greater en- ward vocal proficiency for any pupil who
The Divine provision for the guidance Academy of Sciences.
.... ]oy™ent of volces of such compass and has a voice with inherent possibilities and
of the singer’s vocal organs is the singer’s
Extensive tests, made in varying locah- quality.
the stick-to-iUv^Tto ick ft up.
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Tone Talks
By George Chadwick Stock
The voice is so close to us, so wrought dents who are likely to do a certain amount
into the fibre of our being that we are of incorrect practicing. If this practicing,
however, is light the chances of doing
blind to the wonder of it.
The voice is the finest and the most mar¬ serious harm are considerably lessened.
The first lesson should reveal clearly to
velously formed instrument of sound in the
the beginner the way to produce a musical
There is scarcely a sound or tone either tone, a tone free of the slightest throat
natural or artificial that cannot be dupli¬ strain or over-tension. From such a begin¬
ning will grow a scale of beautiful tones
cated by .the human voice.
Its most important element is vitality and which is the foundation of artistic singing.
Vocal technic must be first acquired and
this element is at its best when it springs
from perfect health and fullest develop¬ then absorbed. It is acquired through the
ment of the mental, physical and spiritual diligent practice of vocalizes and exer¬
cises; through the study and singing of
The vocal instrument is a living thing. songs and through repeatedly listening to
All other instruments of music are arti¬ capable singers.
Breathing exercises - should be few in
ficial and made of dead material. “The
number and always in accord with the nat¬
sound of music that is born of human
ural laws of respiration. Over-exertion in
breath comes straighter from the soul than
the use of the breath is a common fault
any strain the hand alone can make.”
This should be the easiest of all musical among singers. Even artists of experience
sometimes take in too miich breath, forget¬
instruments to play upon for several rea¬
ting that it is not the big amount inhaled
sons :
that counts but that which is really needed
It is a one part instrument.
It is always ready for instant use, can and can be perfectly controlled.
If a student were to practice faithfully
be taken anywhere.
_
all the different breathing exercises given
A thought instantly adjusts it for pitch
in even one of the many text-books on sing¬
ing, he would have little time left for voice
°fIt yields tone of indescribable and incom¬
parable sweetness and purity to the faint¬ practice.
est touch of breath; or, on occasion can
send forth a note that will sound over and
above the tumultuous volume of a full or¬
chestra and chorus.

Intelligence and Vowels
Intelligible utterance of vowels, conso¬
nants and words in songs is possible with¬
out resorting to printed diagrams visual¬
izing the various movements and formations
Tongue Depressors
of lips, tongue, palate and larynx. The
It is as God made it, perfect and com¬ conditions necessary for correct enuncia¬
plete. Why then use clumsy and unnat¬ tion are vocal organs unhampered by stiff¬
ural devices such as tongue depressors and ness of action, and a desire neither to over¬
jaw-openers? Their use prevents natural do nor underdo the work in hand.
It is the American singer’s business to at¬
play of the vocal organs and so ideal tone
tain to the highest possible perfection in |
production is impossible.
Used with care the strings (vocal liga¬ the enunciation of English, our motherments) do not deteriorate or break, 4he beU tongue, and the tone accompanying them
lows (lungs) never give out, none of the must be as musical as may be. Every in¬
parts have to be replaced. Its one pipe telligent singer knows the correct pronun¬
and set of reeds (vocal cords) yield a far ciation of vowels, consonants a^id words
greater variety of tone than the thousand and this knowledge furnishes the one and
pipes of a great organ. It can be used day only basis upon which to build correct
in and day out for a lifetime with never enunciation.
.. ,,
The student’s ear is his most valuable
a thought given to the adjustment or re¬
guide and should be trained through repeat¬
adjustment of its mechanism.
Every human being is in possession ot edly hearing good voices, good tone Produc¬
one of these instruments and, given an ear tion and good singing of songs plus think¬
for music and talent for singing, is justi- ing alert receptivity during instruction
periods and close attention and observation
fi:d in cultivating it.
Vocal instruction should be and can of his own individual vocal work.
Vocal progress is the inevitable result of
be so presented as to be as clearly under¬
stood as the problem of two and two mak¬ training that rests upon the fo^n.dat‘°“ of
ing four. If it does not do this it counts instinctive play of the voice, and this f ounda¬
for very little. Every step should be tion is built by permitting the voice losing
thoroughly gone over and no additional one naturally, musically and normally^ Abnor¬
taken until that preceding is mastered. Such mal vocal training is too common and be
instruction implies learning levels. The ex¬ cause it is artificial, mechanical and con¬
treme heights of artistic proficiency can fusing, prevents real progress.
be reached only by stepping up one level
Amazing Credulities
at a time.
.
. ,
Wrong ideas subsist on credulity and
The student should be taught to sing with¬
out fixing his attention on the position or there is too much of it among singers.
action of the jaws, tongue, lips, palate or Singers, whose minds are filled and con¬
larynx. Neither should he try to con¬ fused by many irrelevant and superflu¬
sciously control the complicated inter-re a- ous details of scientific vocal instruction,
tion of the various breathing muscles, in who are told to consciously control the ac¬
natural singing the vocal organs act in¬
tion of their vocal organs; who use up val¬
stinctively, not by direct attempt to control
uable time and energy to no purpose m
them. If the work done by the throat and
watching and studying the movements of
breathing muscles is flexible, elastic an
the diaphragm and other breathing mus¬
automatic, the singer’s tone wilt retiec
this correct and comfortable condition. It, cles • who are directed to place tones at dif¬
however, the work done at these points is ferent parts of their anatomy, to say noth¬
forced, rigid or excessive, the singer s tone ing of pages of bewildering rules and reg¬
and manner will reflect discomfort and un¬ ulations and expedients, will never smg at
naturalness.
The acme of good voice training lies m
learning to sing as unconsciously right as
the singer formerly sang unconsciously
wrong.
.
.. .
Right practice is light practice. 1 nis
an excellent rule especially for young stu¬

KIMBALL
“Quality made the name-the name insures the quality
AS a fitting resolution for the
x\. coming year we suggest,
“more and better music in the
home.”
Decide upon a
KIMBALL and you will realize
all those desirable qualities which
. a superior musical instrument
should possess. KIMBALL
Grands,Uprights, Player Pianos,
Reproducing Pianos and Phono¬
graphs are representative of the
highest degree of manufacturing
excellence, and have won encomi¬
ums everywhere for purity of tone,
durability, and visible beauty.

KIMBALL
Grand Pianos
Upright Pianos
Player Pianos
Reproducing Pianos
Phonographs
Pipe Organs
Music Rolls

W. W. KIMBALL CO.

W. W. KIMBALL CO., Dept. KE
306 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
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On Singing, Singers, Teachers and Critics
By J. H. DUVAL

“Read it Singers! It’s Written for You—
To Help You.”—N. Y. Tribune
$2.00 All Music Dealers and Booksellers
James T. White & Co., 70 Fifth Avenue, New York
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HAVE YOU SENT FOR THEsT?
THE LITTLE HANON, by Robert J. Ring

.

.

•

„,v enough for the Beginner and which yet may be used to great
Svanttge by students in the Intermediate Grades. The work reflects the
basic ideas of Hanon’s “Virtuoso Pianist.

HOWARD WELLS says:
Piano teachers who specialize in children*i
for technical material which is both attractii
well to use THE LITTLE HANON. It is the
have seen in a long time.

$1

it work of the kind I

FROM THE VERY BEGINNING, by Phyllis Lucy Keyes
wit^accompa’lodn’g v^ordT'whic^i’b'y'their’remime’ntTmate the^nfood o^the
music and thereby teach the tiny to*
* J sketches’ deftly help to tell
is^to be played with expression. Sir

FALL AND WINTER HOLIDAYS, by Florence P. Rea,
six pieces, each 25 cts; complete 50 cts.
First grade pieces exploiting a nice variety of technical and musical diffi¬
culties for the young pianist. The titles indicate the character of each
number : See Saw Mlrgery Daw. Fairy Trumpets. Camp Fire G.rls, October
Frolics. Grandma's Clock, The Snow Man.
ALL RECENTLY PUBLISHED BY

^ It is no wonder that so many persons hes¬
itate to take vocal lessons when disastrous
results of wrong training are of such com¬
mon occurrence. The great diversity of
opinion as to what constitutes correct vocal

CLAYTON

F.

SUMMY CO.

429 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Conducted by

Arthur de Guichard

The Cushing Baton
Young Singers

What They Should
Know
Rosabelle Temple
A short course in elementary the¬
ory with practical suggestions and
“Don’ts” for Concert goers.
For sale at Music Stores, 75c net
A FINE PIANO RECORD
Played by OLGA SAMAROFF
Ride of the Valkyrie*-Wagner
Piano transcription by Ernest Hutcheson
VICTOR RECORD 12 inch $1,75^
Mail'orden^for ncordsandsheet
THEODORE PRESSER CO.

ADVANCE OF PUBUCAT,ON OFFER

Sacred Song Albums
For High and Low Voices
solos'one'for high and the other for low
voice. They will be suitable for the aver¬
age choir soloist. None of the selections
so there is no risk in ordering one of these
books in advance. Our advance price for

Advance of Publication eaah price, 35c. each

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFER

ORATORIO SONGS
We will issue shortly four volumes of oratorio songs, one for each of the four voices,
soprano, alto, tenor and bass. They will
volumes will not be large nor expensive, but
will include a number of arias that have
"ate DalidPBUpham w™ to haveTeen ;he
editor, but we will now have a special editor
for each volume. Every singer should pos¬
sess one of these volumes. They may be
ordered singly, each 50c postpaid if ordered

promptly filled
Philadelphia, Pa-

Evangelistic
Piano Playing
By GEORGE S. SCHULER
PRICE, $1.00
Every Pianist Will Find This an Extremely
Helpful Work—Full of Interesting,Practical
Hints on Effective Hymn Playing
Very often the playing of hymns as they are
written is not easy nor effective upon the piano.
The effect of the singing of the four parts is usually
the main thought in the mind of the composer,
not the question of how many notes the right arm
left hand shall play, or whether the performance
is, murnn, physically easy.
^ showing
how " adaptedphlTo'^com^nimenntohymnand'this^k'wSl'hdrth"teSwbh“Vo°u1d become
more proficient in playing religious songs in w

Advance of Publication, cash price, 50c. ..eh
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Music Publishers and Dealers. Est. 1*83
1710-12-14 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BUEHLMEYER, Dept. 3
Hoboken, N. J.

1302 Bloomfield S.
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Practical Working Out of a
Church Service

THERE is no doubt that the organ as an

instrument is no longer associated in
the public mind exclusively, with the Church
Hints to the Young Organist
and sacred music. The ever-increasing
number of organs used in the motionpicture houses even show a marked change
The young organist will naturally ask
in the character of the instrument itself,
“How can I, with my facilities, approach
An Organist’s Magazine Complete in Itself
and the better salaries paid by the theaters
an ideal requiring so many qualifications?”
are turning the minds of organ students
Answering this question, it must be as¬
from church work to the more remunera¬
sumed that the organist has had sufficient
tive field of the theater.
Edited for January by R. HUNTINGTON WOODMAN
training to be able to “play the service.”
Nevertheless, the organ will remain in
We meet occasionally piano players who
our churches and there will be some men
essay the organ on Sunday without any
and women who will regard the church
Other qualification than digital dexterity.
position as something more than a mere
Choral effect is an unknown quantity, and
money-getting business, and consider it
voice production a mystery; but “bluff”
The
Theory
and
Practice
of
the
Church
Service
more as a musical ministry, worthy of as¬
A vital factor in the singing of anthems and “bravura” bunco some of the people
sociation with the preaching of the Gospel.
Given a minister in sympathy with his
who,
unfortunately, do not know any bet¬
The writer, after a church experience church music and an organist consecrated by a choir is often overlooked—diction. ter. A good “organ technic” should be
of over forty years, offers the following to his work, let us consider the details of It is absolutely necessary that the congre¬ acquired before attempting any service
consideration of the theory and practice of a service, and try to work them out on gation should be able to understand the
playing. With a fair piano technic as a
church musicianship to the serious-minded lines as nearly ideal as possible. In pass¬ words. It is well to print the words of an¬
foundation, a year’s study under the direc¬
younger organists and organ students of ing, it may be said that inasmuch as the thems; or, if that is impracticable, they
tion of a good teacher, or intelligent prac¬
Episcopal and Roman Churches control should be read or announced by the minis¬
the country.
tice (without a teacher, if necessary), with
.
their music by Church rules, these sugges¬ ter.
The Theory
Enunciation must be continually prac¬ the aid of such articles as appear in the
We all frequently forget that music in tions will apply more appropriately to the ticed by the choir, consonant sounds re¬ Etude and other journals, will enable a
non-liturgical
churches,
where
music
is
left
the church is not primarily for itself, but
ceiving special attention. But, if the music young organist to do acceptable church
is intended to be music for the sake of more generally to individual taste or whim. happens to be involved, it is difficult, even work if the requirements are only moder¬
religion. Hence, we must place the church
with experienced singers, to “get the words ate.
The Service Plan
organist and choir director on a plane with
Let us imagine a young organist, with
A necessary feature in a Church Service over”—hence the advisability of printing
the minister (at least as an ideal) and look
a fair technic, going into a new parish and
them.
at the subject from a religious viewpoint is its plan and balance. It must have a
Long custom prescribes an opening and organizing or reorganizing the music along
definite
point
of
climax
and
all
portions
of
as well as musical. Hymns and Anthems
a
closing
organ
selection
and
sometimes
really
“church” lines.
and organ voluntaries are appropriate only the service should bear upon and lead up an “offertory” number. The first should
when they, in some manner, give a relig¬ to that. This climax can generally be be of a contemplative character, suggesting
Organizing the Choir
ious impression. Hymn singing is, theo¬ found in the subject of the minister’s ser¬ religious meditation, in keeping with the
His first step is the organization of the
retically at least, an expression of religious mon or sometimes in the special season of subject of the approaching service; and the
choir; and doubtless his difficulty will be
feeling by the congregation. Anthems are the year; such as Lent, Easter, Christmas,
offertory (if any) should be of the same to find men’s voices in sufficient quantity
theoretically supposed to impress a. religi¬ or the New Year; and hence regulair
style.
to balance the women's voices. If found
ous sentiment upon those who listen, the consultations between minister and organ¬
impossible, the choir can be very accept¬
sentiment being that of the text to which ist are necessary. The writer has known
Organ Postludes
ably made up of women. There is a large
the music is written. An organ voluntary, of a minister saying to his organist, “Don’t
The Postlude is generally used by or¬
particularly before service, should, to be bother me about the music; I’ll attend. to ganists to exhibit all the power of the organ quantity of music published in two or three
appropriate, create in the listener a medi¬ the preaching, you look after the music.” and the digital dexterity of the performer. parts which can be used, if tenors and
tative and receptive mood. The more Under such conditions a logical service is This should not be, even if the piece is not basses are lacking.
After selecting the voices with as much
nearly we can approach this ideal of what a matter of chance, and mutual support listened to, and the congregation is depart¬
church music should be, the better will we is impossible. Where there is cooperation, ing as rapidly as possible. There are al¬ care as possible, the regular rehearsals
fill our positions as church musicians. hymns, anthems and even organ voluntaries ways a few to whom the music will make will begin. To keep the interest of the
How to do so depends on many things, can be selected to bear upon the central a special appeal; and the true church or¬ choir members the organist and director
thought; and unconsciously the people will
some of which we will try to discover.
ganist will “play for them” and not for his must by his own enthusiasm and ability,
Whether one is working in a wealthy be led into the attitude of mind to receive own glory. A misfitted postlude can mar establish a choir spirit. Here is where his
urban church or in a small country parish, the message delivered by the preacher.
the effect of an otherwise impressive personal qualifications will show. The
By
balance
of
a
service
is
meant
the
prop¬
a vital necessity in developing the music
more he can inspire others to work, the
is a minister who is willing to let music er proportion of anthems and congrega¬
Solo singing must be recognized as an better will be his success. A sufficient sup¬
have its real part in the service. This ar¬ tional hymns, and this will necessarily vary important branch of the church’s music. ply of new music should always be on hand
ticle has to do with the church musician according to conditions obtaining in dif¬ The appealing effect of a solo voice upon to keep the singers interested; and unless
and not with ministerial shortcomings; ferent churches.
a congregation can be 'utilized with fine this can be had, continued interest will
In most churches the largest part of the
but it must be said, in passing, that an
effect. A good church soloist needs much surely fade. It is a necessary expaise
unsympathetic minister can foil the best music will consist of Hymn Singing by the the same qualifications as the organist. which the church must be prepared to meet,
intentions of the most conscientious or¬ congregation. This branch of church mu¬ Forgetfulness of self is the prime factor in not extravagantly, but with sufficient lib¬
ganist. The minister need not be musical sic is too often neglected, particularly in all kinds of church work.
erality to meet conditions. If the director
(provided he knows he is not) ; but he wealthy city churches maintaining wellTo properly conduct the musical service is keen for his work, and is well prepared
must look on his music as a help and not paid choirs. This is all wrong; for if we
requires a musical equipment on the part of for it, rehearsals need not be over one
as a rival in the work of the church. As¬ organists remember that the music we di¬
the organist which must be three-fold: hour and a half in duration. After a
suming, then, a sympathetic minister, the rect is for the sake of religion, we should
technical, moral, and personal. The lack choir gets tired, time is almost wasted. A
church organist must have several impor¬ use every possible means to create or ex¬
of any one of the three is a serious handi¬ short recess (if for any reason a rehearsal
tant attributes if he wishes to make his press a religious emotion; and it must be
has to be prolonged) can be made the oc¬
cap.
church service, musically, all that it should conceded that there is no better method of
A good fundamental organ technic and casion of a little relaxation. The writer
be or can be with the facilities at his com¬ voicing one’s feelings than in singing a
had at one time in his choir a man who
good hymn and tune in common with others musical knowledge is always in use by the
mand.
organist. He must play with ease such could recite a serious or a humorous poem
First, he must go at his duties with ear¬ in a congregation.
with great ability; and during the recess
In these columns, a year or two ago, the music as is required and have sufficient in¬
nestness and consecration, remembering
in an occasional long rehearsal the choir
sight
into
its
construction
to
be
able
to
that his is a musical ministry, cooperating writer gave some suggestions on “How to
make the music express all there is in it— would have a chance to laugh at some
with the work of the clergyman—all for Improve Congregational Singing;” and
the
better
his
musical
education,
the
more
funny story or verses and then would get
that article may be of further assistance
the Glory of God.
respect will he obtain from his choir and down to business again with renewed vigor.
Second, he must have the technical to some who read this one.
the people. Real musicianship is vital to This man has since taken a solo position
ability to play properly the hymns and an¬
But hymn singing alone does not suffice
real success.
and is greatly missed. New music of an
thems required. This of course means con¬ to make a balanced service. If the people
A church musician must have a spirit of interesting character should be always on
tinual study and practice, at least to a de¬ had to do all the reading of the prayers
gree commensurate with the requirements and sermon they would soon be tired. So, reverence and a feeling of moral responsi¬ hand and occasionally the director himself
bility
for
the
work
under
his
charge;
and
can raise a smile and keep everybody hap¬
of the position, and concerns the technical just as the minister offers prayer, reads
an interest in the activities of the church, py. while working hard. All favorable
side of an organist’s training.
Scripture, and preaches a sermon while the
Third, much depends upon the “Per¬ people reverently listen, the choir may, particularly in small towns, will be of comments on the singing of the choir
should be communicated to them at rehears¬
sonal Equation.” Adaptability to the pecu¬ most appropriately, sing one or more an¬ great assistance in his own branch.
Personal good-fellowship will do much als, and if well merited, the organist may
liarities of other people, personal attract¬ thems bearing upon the thought of the day,
iveness, and a goodly amount of tact and impress upon the listening congregation to build up a choir and keep it together very properly add his commendation. «
his judgment does not agree with the opin¬
(particularly in dealing with a possibly un¬ the “atmosphere of the subject.”
after organization.
ion of the outside critic, he can tell the
musical minister and music committee),
choir so at the same time, and exhort them
are essential to success, especially in
Degrees < >r Ducats
to do better, so that the friendly commen¬
churches maintaining a volunteer choir.
It is not generally known that the late material way. He wrote humorously to a dation will be deserved the next time.
In short, the necessary qualifications of a
William
T.
Best
was
offered
his
choice
of
true church organist must be such as to
friend: “I have decided in favor of be¬ Teach a choir to criticize themselves 1
a
knighthood
or
a
life
pension
from
the
inspire musical respect, personal coopera¬
Generally speaking, young people like
coming a Knight of the Golden Bath and
tion, and good-fellowship in its highest Civil List amounting to $500 a year. It
to sing; and, outsidfe of the critics, choir
did not take him long to decide in a very am now taking Parr’s longevity pills.”
membership is eagerly sought. If the or-
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The Musical Genius of

JZESUSo C ADM AIM
£ nowhere more clearly shown than m
L 62 of our “Octavo Series entitled
“EVEN-SONG,” an anthem for Mixed
Quartet (or chorus) with Sop. Obbligato.
U The net price is 9 cents per copy if billed,
or
cents per copy if payment s made
W We have about 500 other Octavos of
merit besides an unusual list of Choir Can¬
tatas by the foremost English and Amer¬
ican Composers.
Catalog on Request
tullar-meredith CO.
161WAVERLYPLACE NEW YORK, N. Y.

ganist can keep a cordial spirit of friend¬
ship and at the same time a little personal
reserve in his dealings with the choir mem¬
bers, he will have little difficulty in keep¬
ing up his choir membership, always pro¬
vided he can hold their musical respect by
a knowledge of his work.
Tact in dealing with the minister, wheth¬
er or not he is musical, is a necessity.
Disagreements have only one result; the
dismissal of the organist sooner or later.
He must remember that the minister is
the superior officer; and, if his musical
judgment is warped, it is the organist s
business to gently and tactfully lead him
into clearer vision.
The Gospel Hymn Clash

Probably there is no single subject on
which educated organists and unmusical
ministers are more likely to clash than on
The Emmons Howard Organ Co.
the so-called “Gospel Hymn.” Ministers
WESTFIELD, MASS.
seem to think that there is an inherent
power for good in them; while an organist
sTsouthern fantasy knows that a good tune and a better hymn
for PIPE ORGAN. By Ernest RBnh £** 75c
fheodore Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa. will produce equally good religious effects.
Nevertheless, if a minister cannot see the
matter in that way, the organist must give
way and leave the question to be settled
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possible.
The various types of personality, in min¬
isters and singers, against which an organ¬
ist will run in the discharge of his duties,
make the work varied, interesting, and psy¬
chologically instructive.
To sum up my advice to a young organ¬
ist, I would say:
First, prepare yourself musically to play
the organ and conduct a choir.
Second, know the music you are to use
thoroughly, so that mistakes can be quickly
detected and corrected and more time giv¬
en to interpretation and expression.
Third, keep your choir busy at rehearsals,
wasting no time. If long rehearsals are
necessary, don't tire the singers. Keep
them interested and happy.
Fourth, in all personal contacts culti¬
vate tact; and remember, particularly in
the case of the minister, that no two people
have the same opinions on one subject.
Fifth, respect yourself and your profes¬
sion and act accordingly and thereby win
the respect and confidence of others.
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[AUSTIN ORGANS]

phases through which it has passed, the V— -JHE number of Austin Organs
Writing in The Lutheran, Rev. J. F.
influences it has encountered. He should
manufactured in the past
Ohl, himself a skilled musician, has some
have a large acquaintance with the music
twenty years is over eleven
very pertinent things to say regarding the
of the different periods and schools. He
hundred. Of these nearly 400
choice of music for the Lord’s service.
should be as familiar with the ancient plain
Giving, as he does, two sides of the organ¬
are three manual and nearly
song as with the modern chant; with the
ist’s position, his words are most convin¬
1 oo four manual. An unusual¬
purely vocal works of the old Church com¬
cing. Surely, the writer is justified in his
ly generous proportion of
posers as with those of modern writers;
opinion that no spirit of devotion ever will
famous instruments.
-with the stately and vigorous choral melo¬
be inspired by melodies associated, in the
dies of the German Protestant Church as
minds of the congregation, with sensuous
with the best tunes from other sources;
operatic scenes, and yet his outlook is
with the substantial organ compositions of I 165 Woodland St. Hartford, Conn. J
broad enough not to condemn any good
Bach and his school as with the produc¬
music of a master, written in an uplifting
tions of recent times. It is only such knowl¬
mood, even though it may not have been
edge that enables the really sincere organ¬
given a churchly title. In fact, many of
ist to select compositions that will not con¬
such are much more highly devotional in
flict with the character and spirit of the
spirit than some of our so-called ecclesi¬
Church’s service as an act of worship.
astical music.
Discussing the position and responsibili¬
Don’t Blame the Organist
ties of the organist, Rev. Ohl says:
“Nevertheless, the blame must not al¬
Dr. William C. Carl, Dir.
“His position is next in importance to
ways rest on the organist. Some years ago
that of the minister. He can do a great
A Distinctive School for serious students.
I said to one of Philadelphia’s leading ordeal to further devotion and a vast deal
' ganists: ‘If I were pastor of a church and MasterClass. Free Scholarships. Students
to hinder it. The latter he is almost sure
you were my organist and played what I aided in securing positions.
to do if he is not a Christian. How can
Write for Catalog.
hear in some churches, either you would
one, who does not himself know the sav¬
leave or I would.’ He answered: ‘I know
17 East 11th Street, New York
ing, life-giving power of the Gospel, enter
what belongs in the church, and what not;
into the spirit of that worship which only
but suppose the congregation demands the
God’s word and grace can beget ? How can
kind of music you oppose, and your living
he have a holy reverence for the place
depends on holding your position, what
which to him is not really ‘the house of
would you do?’ I could not reply. Here
prayer’? How can he feel what befits the
was a man of fine ability and superior in¬
holy place and its holy services, and what telligence, who was obliged, against his
not? Such a person has no business on an will, to profane the house of God to please
organist’s bench, nor should any Christian a less-reverent congregation. I am not
congregation that wants a godly man in its sure but some organists of Lutheran
pulpit ever give the next most important churches have had the same experience.
lecinl “ORGOBLO JUNIOR”
ror iteed and Student Organ*
“‘What does your organist play? is
place to one who is not.
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY
“The organist, moreover, should be mu¬ therefore not only a question to be con¬
- 0r*“ P°'"r "“""^CONNECTICUT
sidered
by
the
one
who
presides
at
the
or¬
HARTFORD
sically intelligent. He should not have only
gan, but it is equally pertinent to the con¬
the technical ability to handle his organ
gregation. Let both remember the psalm¬
well, but he should also be fairly conver¬ ist’s words, ‘Holiness becometh thine house,
sant with the history of music, especially
of church music, and should know the O Lord!’”

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.l

GUILMANT
Organ School

By IRA B. WILSON
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at some future time in another manner.
A minister may be led into using good
music, but driving him is practically im¬
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THE ETUDE
Care of the Player-Piano and the Phonograph
By Horace Johnson
Children should be told not to touch the
tabs; servants must use care in dusting
them, so as not to disturb their position.
The tracker-bar is made usually of pol¬
ished brass and tarnishes easily. It has
been found that a liquid metal polish is
best for the removal of this sediment, as a
powder polish works into the holes of the
tracker and interferes with the mechanism.
In operating player-pianos all movements
should be firm and deliberate, never hur¬
ried and sudden. As in driving an auto¬
mobile, you are taught never to shift gears
with a quick jerk, so you should neves
shift your rewind lever suddenly. Move
it deliberately and firmly so that the teeth
on the sprocket-wheels mesh smoothly.
So also the foot-pedals are best played
Od must not be put upon any part of the by firm, even strokes. A sudden down¬
motor that is not metal, and for lubricating ward pressure of the foot is liable to snap
the metal chains and sprockets it must be the steel V-shaped spring which supports
used very sparingly. Two drops of oil the bellows, resulting in an inactive pedal.
once every six months will be all that is
By lifting out the base-board panel of the
necessary. Indeed, two drops of oil is a
piano this broken spring is located, and,
sufficiency; for, if three drops are used,
with a screw-driver, can be removed. If
the one little extra drop may cause consid¬
the broken pieces of the spring are sent to
erable damage, and a sadly depleted pocka piano-dealer it is possible for him to
etbook in case it decides to fly against a
match it. The new spring can then be ad¬
justed where the broken one was removed.
Reproducing pianos are similar in con¬
Loss of Tempo
struction to player-pianos, except that' all
The most common trouble a player-piano are driven by an electric motor and the
suffers is loss of the correct speed or tem¬ rolls are electrically governed. The oilpo at which the rolls are supposed to op¬ cups of the electric motor behind the base¬
erate. This is caused by damp weather in board panel should be filled periodically.
almost all cases. The slides of the motor For the rest of its mechanism no oil is
are made of wood, and a prolonged spell
of very humid weather often causes them needed.
The reduction of power in reproducing
to swell so that they move with effort, thus
instruments is due to all the troubles playeraffecting the speed of the motor. It is an
pianos experience, with the added weakness
easy matter to loosen slightly the screws
which the loosening of one of the leather
which fasten the motor-arm to the idler
belts of the driving-motor brings. These
and thus give the necessary freedom of mo¬
belts can be tightened with little difficulty,
tion. However, do not attempt this rem¬
though it is preferable to have a pianoedy until you have had your piano-tuner
tuner or an electrician fix them. In fact, if
show you where these screws are placed
and how much to loosen them. Only when your piano seems ill and you diagnose the
the motor drags should the motor-slides trouble as electrical, it is better to call an
be tampered with, for your motor oper¬ electrician, for time may be saved in locat¬
ates at maximum capacity of speed and you ing a cross-circuit which the tuner might
can gain neither strength nor force of tone not observe.

There is as much difference between a
piano and a player-piano as between a btcy^
rip and a motorcycle. Though a piano and
a player-piano are fundamentally the same
typeof instrument, just as a motorcycle
and a bicycle are alike, the player-piano
has many added features in its complicated
interior, and therefore needs more care.
The motors of player-pianos are placed
in the upper right-hand corner of the pianocase They are usually made of wood and
rubberized material, and have very few
metal parts.
Accordingly, they are no
very strong, and it is therefore essential
that they be treated with great care an
consideration to have them operate cor-

by conducting experiments.
Perhaps you have noticed tiny holes in
the folds of the material which cpvers the
wind-bellows of your motor, and suspect
there is loss of pressure because of them.
Unless such holes have assumed sizable
proportions, the motor will continue to per¬
form its duty in spite of them; but if you
feel convinced that in them lies the root
of all difficulty, call your tuner for exam¬
ination. Certainly refrain from patching
the holes with adhesive tape, tire patches
or other material of heavy texture, for it
will only result in further reducing the
speed of the motor.
Fuzz off the rolls, which is sucked into
the tubes, in time collects so thickly that it
prevents the air from passing through and
weakens the action of the keys. The firstaid instrument is the hand-pump, which
mpst piano dealers sell for this particular
purpose. The best kind operates with a
double action and is made of aluminum.
A vacuum cleaner may be used, but care
must be taken that the force of suction
does not affect any other part of your in¬
strument than the holes of the tracker-bar
over which the roll passes. A bicycle-pump
can also be used in an emergency, provided
the nozzle is changed so that the pump
sucks out instead of blowing in the holes.
Some makers of player-pianos have met¬
al tabs placed at either end of the trackerbar which follow the edges of the roll as
it unwinds. Let me warn you to be partic¬
ularly careful not to move these guides
from their proper alignment. Their dis¬
placement will cause the rolls to tear and
wrinkle, and the piano to play discords.

Lack of Current
Many of the mysterious performances
reproducing pianos render are the result
of increasing the burden on the feed-wires
in your neighborhood by playing the piano
when all the lights in your house are be¬
ing used, or when the neighbors are rival¬
ing Broadway. If your trouble is due to
lack of current, it would be well for you
to apply to your power company for better
service.
.
The above hints, with the brief advice
which follows, is all the necessary admoni¬
tion for the care of the piano and playerpiano :
1. Put your instrument in the hands ot
a competent tuner and leave it to him.
2. Keep it away from excessive heat or
excessive cold; from excessive dryness or
excessive dampness.
3. Do not meddle with what you do not
understand.
The care of the phonograph differs in
every particular from the attention re¬
quired for efficient service of a piano or
player-piano.
With every phonograph
there comes a book of instruction on how
to oil the motor. If you have no such
pamphlet, get one from your phonograph
dealer before you attempt to overhaul your
machine. This book will tell you how to
unscrew the winding-crank, remove the
turn-table, move the tone-arm out of por¬
tion and unscrew the motor-board. Make
sure, however, not to take out the screws
which hold the motor suspended to the
motor-board. I cannot caution you too
seriously to do all this correctly according

graphite in the spring-box, or to the con¬
to the diagram'plotted for you in the in¬
Every Woman who reflects
gealing of the grease around the bearings
struction booklet, for even the slightest
and sprockets because the motor is cold.
quality in her appearance and
variation in the method of procedure may
Just as an automobile motor freezes in
her dress—naturally wears
cause great damage to your phonograph.
cold weather, so also the phonograph motor
Having accomplished the breathless feat
is affected by low temperature. It is often
of lifting the motor from the cabinet, wash
necessary to allow the machine to run
all parts in kerosene to remove all foreign
freely for several minutes until the motor
substance.
Then oil the machine thor¬
—FOR—
has warmed up and the congealed grease
Hose
Supporters
oughly with machine oil. Do not be afraid
has expanded before records can be played.
of using too much oil for this treatment,
The reproducer into which the needles
because she knows that they
for any superfluous fluid will drain off and
are fitted must always be handled with
not only hold but do protect the
you can do no damage to the machine, be¬
care. It is very sensitive and the mica
cause all parts of it are metal. It is well
thinnest gauze stockings.
The
shield cracks easily. If such an accident
to do this three times a year.
happens, the reproducer can be removed
Oblong All-Rubber Button
Never
attempt
to
take
your
motor
apart.
TO^DUCATlWrOFTHE
from the tone-arm and, m case your dealer
It has more parts than a clock and is much
clasp—an exclusive feature of
is not at hand, taken to a watchmaker who
MUSIC TEACHER
harder to put together. Also much serious
may be able to fix it. This part of your
the Velvet Grip—will not rip or
damage may be done to you and your
By Thomas Tapper ^ ^ .^‘“e^who
phonograph can always be replaced at a
tear the sheerest hosiery.
household furniture if the coiled motor¬
slight expense, varying with the quality of
Regardless of your manner of
spring should slip out of its position and
!_
escape. I assure you that no batch of reproducer desired.
corseting, you will find it worth
Needles should be changed after they
home-brew has the latent force that is con¬
while to insist on having Velvet
have played two records. It has been
the music life and how
cealed in the spring of a phonograph.
found that repeated usage of _ the same
Grip Hose Supporters on your
Therefore, once a year I would suggest
TO SUCCEED IN IT
needle wears channels which impair the
favorite corset.
that you ship your motor to its manufac¬
tone of the record. Be watchful that the
By Thomas Tapper
Pric®’se?L*
turer or the dealer from whom you pur¬
used points are thrown away. If left loose
GEORGE FROST CO., BOSTON, Maker* of
chased the machine and let him overhaul
upon the motor-board they often crawl
it thoroughly. Such attention costs about
Velvet Grip Hose Supporters
under, the turn-table, and their vibrations,
two or three dollars plus the shipping when the machine is in motion, cause the
EMBELLISHMENTS OF MUSIC
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charge.
By L. A. Russell
(
Pnce.J1-^
records played to give forth mysterious
Almost all phonograph- breakdowns are
blasts
which
are
attributed
to
the
repro¬
BOOKS-ON MUSIC
lertta h'nd seldom thoroughly understood subject
centered in this dangerous mainspring.
ducer. In changing needles be sure that PRIVATE LIBRARY-220 vols^r
has bri ll omitted. Copious ^lustrations aid m
Many times a defect in the tempering of
the new point is fastened securely in the
the steel from which the spring is made socket of the reproducer. Loose needies
results in its breaking. The manufacturer
MISTAKES AND DISPUTED
are very often responsible for the poor tone
is not to blame for this, for such a defect
Faust School of Tuning
POINTS IN MUSIC AND
is discernible only through usage, and It of a record.'
___
STANDARD
t AMERICA
MUSIC TEACHING
may happen to any machine. Over-winding
As a last word, I would suggest that you
ALUMNI OF 2000
By Louis C. Elson
Price, $1.50
also is the cause of the breaking of many dust the surface of each and every
Piano Tuning, Pipe and
Reed Organ and Player
springs. Treat your phonograph as gently record of your library with a piece of vel¬
Piano. Year Book Free
as you care for your watch or the clock in our or Wilton carpet once a month, this
27-29 Gainsbcro Street
your front hall.
'
can be done best by placing the records on
BOSTON, MASS.
One other common motor trouble is what the turn-table of the phonograph, starting
BUSINESS manual for
is known as “knocking,” a perceptible jolt the machine, and holding the duster on the
or jar which becomes apparent while the surface of the record. Such attention will
MUSIC TEACHERS
phonograph is being played This is due
By Geo. C. Bender
Price, $1.25
greatly lengthen the life of your discs.
either to lack of or the hardening of the
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A Music Bath
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Eight Songs
from

Green Timber
Lyrics by
Charles O. Roos
Music by
Thurlow Lieurance

AMERICA has

many great and
beautiful stretches of outdoor
country that are unequaled else¬
where. The valley of the St. Croix
River is one of these marvelous spots,
and it is an unusual treat to have the
wonders and magic of this Green
Timber country presented in inspired
verse and music that blend in giving
songs carrying the heart beat of tins
enchanting valley.
I
These songs are unusual offerings
for the singers’ repertoire and they
will appeal to any music-lover who is
also a lover of the great outdoors.

Gladys was tempted to become angry.
The unwashed dishes were yet on the table.
And now the girls were quarreling over
who should wash them.
Then Gladys recalled that music can
soothe and rest. “Come, girls,” she in¬
vited, “I’ll do the dishes later.
In the parlor she played for the family.
First she chose a brilliant number to
attract attention; then she played MacDowell’s To a Wild Rose, and Ferber s In
The Mountains to soothe her sisters ruf¬

fled feelings. She ended with Liebling’s
Spring Song. The sprightly, dainty num¬
ber invigorated them all.
Half an hour later the three girls re¬
turned to the kitchen to wash the dishes.
“I feel like I have taken a music bath,”
Minnie confided. “Your playing was a
treat.”
■‘You make me feel as David must have
felt when he dispelled Saul’s troubles with
his harp and voice,” Gladys answered.
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Making Laggard Fingers Limber

Care of Strings

JANUARY 1928

TAKING into consideration all the vio¬

Unlike many musical instruments, the
violin, viola, 'cello and bass must be kept in
lins in the world, it is doubtful if there
playing condition by the player himself,
is more than one in a hundred which is in
and
there is no class of instruments which
absolutely perfect playing condition, and
requires so much experience and care to
in such a state of repair as to give forth
get the best results from them.
. the best tone of which it is capable. The
The proper care of strings and keeping
cheaper grades of violins sent out from
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
the violin properly strung is of the great¬
factories often have many defects, and
est importance. Of all the strings manu¬
their owners either do not know that these
factured
it is probable that fully half are
A
Violinist’s
Magazine
Complete
in
Itself
defects exist or do not care to spend the
ruined before they are ever put on the
money to have them corrected. As long
instrument. Gut strings dry out and de¬
as they will “make a noise” their pos¬
teriorate rapidly if kept exposed to the air
sessors let it go at that.
or if left tumbling around in a twisted
The violin is a very fragile instrument,
mass in the string compartment at the end
Getting the Best Out of a Violin
and, even if it leaves the hands of the
of the violin case. Not long ago I exam¬
maker in perfect condition, it is in many
The Pegs should be of ebony, rosewood ined the string compartment of a young
cases not long until it gets out of condi¬ indrical piece of pine wood, placed back
or
boxwood,
preferably
of
ebony,
and
pupil and here is the inventory : 2 lengths
tion, through wear, parts becoming un¬ of the right foot of the bridge, to conabove
everything
they
should
fit
perfectly.
A strings, 1 length D, 1 silver G, which had
glued, or through accident. Very fre¬ duct the vibration of the belly to the back.
quently, the owner of the violin tries to The grain of the sound post must run at Most of the patent pegs on the market cost the pupil $1, wound into a small coil
make the necessary repairs himself, or right angles to the grain of the belly. The are an abomination. If the ordinary style and ruined in the operation; 1 new cake of
entrusts the instrument to some one who top and bottom of the post must be cut of pegs are fitted properly by a good work¬ rosin, 1 old cake of rosin broken into small
does not know how to make them, and so as to exactly fit the arch of back and man, they do not give the slightest trou¬ pieces, and into rosin dust, which had be¬
this with melancholy results. This is very belly. Size, location and fit of the sound- ble. The only excuse for using patent come smeared over all the rest of the con¬
poor economy, if one expects the violin post have much to do with the tone, con¬ pegs is in the case of very young children, tents ; 1 mute, pieces of broken chin rest, 1
to give forth the best of which it is sequently much experimenting must be whose fingers are too tiny to turn the string gauge, small broken pieces of strings
ordinary pegs. The worst form of patent and bits of wire E strings, and a miscel¬
capable. Let us see what is necessary
done to get the best results. Here again, pegs are those constructed with cogs like
for the violin to be in the best- possible
laneous lot of junk. Everything had been
the services of a master repairer can work those used on guitars. Those form such forcibly jammed down into the compart¬
playing condition.
wonders.
It
is
almost
incredible
what
a
a weight at the end of the violin that the ment, and the result was a tangled mass of .
The body of the violin must be liter¬
player
feels
as
if
a
flat-iron
were
hung
ally as “tight as a drum.” By that I change can be made in the tone of a vio¬
strings, sticky with rosin, bent, twisted and
mean that none of its parts must be loose lin having a badly constructed and to the end of the violin, making playing crumpled so that they were practically
or unglued.
There must be no open wrongly located sound post, by changing extremely tiresome.
worthless and could not possibly give good
cracks. Cracks do not hurt the tone to a properly constructed, well-located
results when strung on the violin.
Fixing the E Tuner
of a violin if they are glued by a re¬ one.
A violin string is like a watch spring; it
The
E
Tuner
should
be
tightly
adjusted
pairer who understands his business. If
should never be bent or twisted. A piece
The Bridge is of the greatest possible
open, they detract from its sonorousness. importance in getting the best results from to the tail-piece. In this little device there of iron wire can be broken h> continual
Sometimes a crack has to be repaired by a violin. A bridge of first rate quality is a nut which clamps the tuner to the bending at the same point. While this can¬
placing cleats across the crack, inside the should be used, different violins requiring tail-piece. This is very often left loose, not be done in the case of a violin string,
instead of being screwed down tight, with the latter is more likely to break at the
instrument.
wood of somewhat varying hardness. The
the result that it sets up a distressing rat¬ point where it has been bent double, and 1
It is very rarely that we find a crack
feet of the bridge must fit the arch of
or injury which cannot be remedied by
tling noise while the violin is being played. the bending injures its tone to a certain ex¬
the
belly
perfectly,
quite
a
neat
bit
of
a skillful repairer. Sometimes they are
I knew a woman who sent a valuable old tent. So important is it that the string
so bad that new pieces have to be in¬ workmanship to accomplish by any but a violin from Seattle, Washington, to New must not be bent or twisted that the manu¬
serted in the belly or back, or a new rib skillful repairer. The bridge must be York City to a repairer, to see if he could facturers of very high grade strings often
cut with exactly the correct arching at
may be put in when cracked.
find the cause of the rattling in her violin. send them out in straight lengths (not
If much dirt has accumulated inside, the top, and with the notches for the
She paid over $10 express and insurance. coiled). High grade silver G strings are
it can be cleaned by taking the top or strings at exactly the correct distances
invariably sent out in this manner, in air¬
back off the violin, and dusting out the apart. It must be of such a height that The sole cause of the trouble was that tight cylindrical pasteboard boxes, with a
inside, or a quantity of grain can be each string shall lie at the proper dis¬ the little nut in the tuner was loose.
metal screw top. The violinist should pro¬
The Fingerboard has much to do with
poured through the sound holes and tance from the fingerboard. The bridge
cure one of these boxes to keep an extra
shaken around inside the violin. The is lower of course, on the E string side, good tones. It should be of genuine ebony supply of G strings and others which come
grain is then shaken out through the as the E string should lie closer to the (not stained hard wood often sold for in straight lengths.
sound holes, by holding the violin upside fingerboard, and the G string higher, on ebony) correctly beveled and leveled. In
Gut strings which come coiled can be
down, bringing the dust out with it. This
a certain length of time (governed very kept in a glass jar with a ground glass stop¬
account of its smaller tension.
avoids the necessity of taking the top or
largely by the pressure exerted by the per, or in a tin box with tightly lifting lid.
back off the violin.
left hand fingers) the strings wear little Small circular boxes of aluminum, with a
Care
in
Adjusting
the
Bridge
The neck should be of the properMany experienced violin students try grooves in the fingerboard. When these screw top, made flat, so that they will go
length. Many violins, especially old ones,
grooves become deep and the strings are into the string compartment in the case,
have necks that are too short. If such to adjust their own violin bridges. They
pressed into them, a false, twanging tone can be obtained from the music dealer.
a violin is worth the expense, a new neck seem to think that one can buy a bridge
Some violin cases are provided with a strip
can be inserted. In such cases the origi¬ like he would a lamp chimney, and stick results, which makes good playing im¬ of satin ribbon fastened along the inside
nal head is grafted back on the new neck. it on. Bridges are not of standard size possible. The remedy is to have the fin¬
of the case, to hold a G string so that it
One of the greatest defects in the aver¬ and neither are violins, so a great deal gerboard scraped until it is again smooth
will not have to be coiled. The only objec¬
age violin is that the neck is often put of skillful fitting is required to put on a and level and the grooves are eliminated.
tion to this is that the string being exposed
on at an incorrect angle, so that the end bridge so that it will give good results.
This can be done if the fingerboard is
to the air is liable to dry out. As silver G
of the fingerboard is either too close to
thick
enough;
but,
if
it
is
thin,
a
new
The Nut is a seemingly insignificant
strings are not liable to break, and as they
the belly, or too high above it. In the bit of wood over which the strings pass fingerboard has to be put on.
are expensive, it is a good idea to keep the
first case a bridge which is too low
The above enumerates the principal de¬ extra supply of silver Gs in the long air¬
into the string box.
However, much
would have to be used, and in the second
trouble can come from a wrongly con¬ fects which militate against a violin tight box at home, and keep a cheap G
case a bridge which is too high. The neck
sounding
at
its
best.
It
is
really
aston¬
string in circular string box in the violin
must be set at such an angle that a bridge structed one. If the nut is too low, the
ishing how many players continue to use case for emergencies.
of the proper height can be used, so that pressure of the bow on the strings causes
The string compartment in the violin
the strings will lie at the correct distance them to grate against the fingerboard violins which are all out of condition,
case should be kept free from rosin dust
when
a
few
dollars’
expenditure
would
re¬
while
vibrating,
setting
up
a
false,
discord¬
above the fingerboard. A skillful repairer
can change the angle of the neck so that ant sound. If too high, the fingers (es¬ sult in a wonderful improvement. I have and from all kinds of rubbish. Nothing is
more
disagreeable than to get the strings
the fingerboard will lie at the correct dis¬ pecially the first finger in playing notes often seen owners sell their violins and
tance above the belly. The neck must a semi-tone from the nut) have difficulty buy others at a higher price but not as smeared with rosin dust which sticks to
not be too clumsy or thick, especially for in pressing the strings to the fingerboard. good as the ones they sold, mainly because the fingers when playing and makes it im¬
players with small hands.
The nut should be high enough so that a the ones last purchased were in good play¬ possible to do proper fingering.
It is not necessary for the violin student
The Bass Bar must be correctly placed, playing card can be passed between string ing condition, and the ones they sold were
to keep a large supply of strings on hand;
and of exactly the correct size and shape, and fingerboard at the nut.
one or two strings of each kind is suffiadapted to the model of the violin in
„ cient, but he should take great care to see
which it is placed. Many a violin can
that he is not left entirely without them.
be wonderfully improved by inserting a
Some violin scholars are singularly improv¬
different bass bar. It requires a repairer
Mr. Albert Spalding, the notably successful American Violin
ident in this respect, and some of them will
of great skill and experience to decide
Virtuoso, has been interviewed by Mr. Otto Meyer (assistant
even go to a concert without a single extra
this matter and make the necessary
to
Sevcik
and
a
pupil
of
Ysaye)
on
Practical
Violin
Playing.
string on hand.
change.
It is best to buy the very best quality of
This interview is one of several violin interviews scheduled
The Sound Post has much to do with
strings, since they cost only a trifle more
the tone of a violin. It is so important
for future issues.
than the poorer grades and give such a
that the French call it: “L’ame du Violon”
J vastly superior tone.
(soul of the violin.) It is a small cyl-
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the etude

By George Gilbert
—a characteristic strathspey form. Old
Scotch pipers and fiddlers will allude to
these sixteenths as “driven notes, refer¬
ring to the snap and clearness with which
each must be set off from the following
note And the grace-notes, too, must be
clear, not slurred; the triplets, not blurred.
Aside from the drill in fingering, these
strathspey measures are most excellent for
the bow-arm. Once “Bonnie Lassie is
mastered in its original key of A minor,
practice it in other keys and with the up¬
per or lower half of the bow, alone; in the
middle of the bow alone. Learn to play
it in the second position for which it is a
most splendid exercise; and though not so
well adapted to it, try it in the third too.
Other fine strathspeys are Lord Elgin s
The Lassie With the Yellow Coatee, Duch¬
ess of Athol’s, Look Before You, Strathcam, Loch-Na-Ga, Rob’s Wife, Lord John
.Campbell’s, Lady Mary Ramsay’s Car¬
michael’s and Up and Waur ’Em a While,
Wullie!
.
,
The rhythm of the strathspey is compel¬
ling, unique. Once mastered, the pupil has
acquired a rhythm that will occur in many
other kinds of music later, but never with
the same charm as it is possessed of when
heard in all its ancient simplicity in one of
the tunes of the days when Scotland’s sons
followed their chiefs to battle or danced in
the green nooks of the high hills when the
It tells of men marshaling in the glens, of toil of a day of labor was well done.
Good popular editions of dance tunes
bagpipes skirling, claymores- flashing. It
hurries, hurries, hurries, the laggard bow should contain some or all of the strath¬
and fingers. It has a rhythm all but sav¬ speys here mentioned. I believe they could
age in its insistence. The sixteenth notes be had of any standard music house or a
must be short, sharp, clearly set-off from search in the albums of old time friends
the dotted eighths.
may reveal them.
The second, contrasting section is:
The strathspey is not recommended as a
steady diet, but as something that will put
speed into lazy fingers, force and assurance
into the timid bow-arm, when given as a
tonic and as a treat for the progressive
pupil who deserves a tuneful novelty to
Note how now the sixteenth notes pre¬
pay for long hours of faithful practice.
cede the dotted eighths in certain measures

The teacher of the violin often has pu¬
pils who are persevering, but who seem to
have fingers that lag, especially on routine
practice pieces, yet who seem to crave for
something outside the usual in the way of
tunes. And quite often, too, bright pupils
need something that will shake them up
and jar them out of a rut. Or a bit of
novelty may be desirable for a recital.
Permit me to suggest that one of the olden
Scotch strathspeys is just what will fit the
situation.
The best of the strathspeys are ancient
and honorable. They are severe in struc¬
ture and a wild, stimulating melody swirls
(This is ’way below the regular price)
Each issue of THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE contains out from under the bow of the one who
plays one with spirit. And who could play
to°twentyt°hriiling short stories, besides special d(
meu„ __.‘o"Radio, Mechanics,.Electric
them without spirit, for they have that
lar Science, Athletics, Physical Training, Stamp Go
tangful zest that compels action and
retina. Outdoor Sports, Amateur Photography, La
tooning, etc. Beautiful big pages with handsome covei
earnest application.
in colors. Profusely illustrated throughout. A big lc
Let us take one, a very ancient, very
°!
“^“wouM^as boot', at bast Sq2a00
beautiful one, “Bonnie Lassie, and con¬
b Yt-cial
the awara
award oi
of ?220.p0m
A soecial feature
ieature is tne
m cash priz,
for the best amateur work in many subjects. There is sider some of its elements. The opening
no reason why YOUR boy should not win some oi these measures are:
nriyes Remember, only 50 cents for eight months. It
you are not satisfied we will refund your
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venient. On sale at all news stands 10c. a copy.
--TEAR OUT HERE -The SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., Inc.
9238 Main St., Smethport, Pa. ^
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Off Days
By John P. Labofish

VIOLIN STRINGS
ETUDE BRAND
Used by the Leading Artists of the
Philadelphia Orchestra
Etude “E” String, 3 lengths .. $0.20 net
Etude “A” String, 2 lengths
.20 net
Etude “D” String, 2 length*.20 net
Etude “G” String, 1 length..
.20 net
Bundle Lots (30 assorted Strings) 4.25 net
‘Prices Given JIk Vgd-Vgo ‘Discount
THEO. PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

mentally and physically disposed to play.
Every violinist is subject to a peculiar
If you try to play under such conditions,
affliction popularly called “off days,” when
you will not improve as you should but
his instrument seems to be bewitched, his
you will really do yourself harm. What
bow slides all over the fingerboard and
shall be done? Go to the root of the
perhaps even across the bridge, and his
trouble. Pack up your violin, and take
fingers refuse to do their work.
Then his best tones are scratches and a rest until you feel better disposed.^
Spend your spare time resting in the
squeaks, his intonation is fantastic, and he
open air, either in the parks or in the
feels tempted to throw his fiddle into the
country. Take some light exercise; get
trash can and never to touch another one
as much sleep as your system will soak
as long as he lives.
up, on a sleeping porch or in a room
Whenever you take up your violin, and
with all windows open. Do not hurry or
you cannot play as you usually do, the
worry; pay strict attention to your health.
probabilities are that you have a case of
Indisposition is purely a physical prob¬
brain fag and general nervous and physical
lem and only reflexly a mental one. Treat
fatigue. Even an artist cannot do
himself justice unless he is psychically, it as such.

Good Company
Achd,»st«ri,r^«rf.otaveSaW
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j ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFER |
MAZAS’ 30 SPECIAL STUDIES
for the VIOLIN

One of the books winch nearly every violin
student has to take, is the set of studies by
Mazas, Op. 36. One does not have to be very
far advanced to take these studies, but they
serve as a splendid preparation for the larger
works to be taken up later. Book I, which is
to be added to the Presser Collection, con¬
tains 30 studies and these studies cover all
phases of Auger techuie^bovur*, rtyle, ptoj
JT edition has been prepared

Advance of Publication Cash Price, 30 cents, postpaid
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The Song Hour
(Formerly named Songs for Assembly
Singing and Rural Schools)
The broad scope and general usefulness
of this new book has decided us to give
it a shorter and happier name, “The Song
Hour.” It will be just as useful for city
schools as for rural schools. Book I
(special advance of publication price, 15
cents) gives the words and melody of the
songs without accompaniment. Book II
(special advance of publication price, 30
cents) is identical with Book I except
that Pianoforte accompaniments are added.
Both books coordinate, number for num¬
ber. Book I is issued in the more com¬
pact form so that school boards may save
expense.
We want to impress our
patrons with the fact that this is not a
hodge-podge collection of “any old ma¬
terial”
gotten
up merely to sell, but a
Mail
Order
Music
Buying
NEW WORKS.
carefully prepared and edited selection of
Conveniences and Economies
the best possible elementary school songs
Aside from the fact that a multitude of In the Forest
Advance of Publication Offers—
made
under
the
supervision of famous
musical people must necessarily send Nine Nature Studies
school experts.
The Song Hour will
away from home for music simply because By Homer Grunn
surely succeed. Better get acquainted
no supply house is within easy reach,
This is a most delightful little set of with "it through our money-saving advance
there are at least an equal number who, pieces. They can be used in five different
regardless of location, find it not only ways: First, they are easy songs to smg offer plan.
more convenient but also more satisfac¬ and play between the first and second
Pictures from Nature—
Easy Spaulding Album.• • • • • • • • ■
tory and economical to plac- their music grade of difficulty; second, they can be
Elementary Etudes, Op. 161—F. T. Liftl
orders where the service is standardized used as recitations with musical accom¬ Characteristic First Grade
Etudes de Style—Nollet.
Exhibition Pieces .••••••••
and unfailing. This is particularly true paniment; third, they can be used as Pieces for the Pianoforte
First Piano Lessons at Home—Hamilton
as
regards
teachers
and
the
varied
needs
Five First Position Pieces for Violin and
piano solos; fourth, as studies m rhythm, By Mae Aileen Erb
of their pupils; it is only natural that the pupil playing the rhythm with the
Piano—A. Hartmann..
One cannot have too much material for
Forty-four Studies for the Organ—J.
a very complete stock of music should right hand and tapping the regular beats use in work with very young beginners.
Schneider, Op. 48 (See Organist’s
be
the
really
dependable
source
of
supply.
with the other; fifth, as a short play in Variety is always needed and the music
Etude, Page 57).•••■.
There are but a few such stocks in the costume with a woodland scene. They must be of a character to hold the inter¬
Golden Memories—Mrs H. B. Hudson. .
In the Forest—Grunn.
country and none is more complete nor are quite descriptive, intensely original est of the student. Miss Erb’s new book
Intermediate Study Pieces...
more expertly managed than that of and attractive. Mr. Grunn is one of our is one of the best of its kind. It is all in
Let’s Go Traveling, Operetta, Dodge. .
Theodore Presser Company. This com¬ very best writers in America. He is a the first grade, all of the pieces are tune¬
Living Christ, The, Cantata—Stults.....
Mass in Honor of the Holy Spirit—Marzo
pany has built up an immense mail order concert pianist and his home is in Los
Mazas’ 30 Special Violin Studies, Opbusiness by observing certain definite Angeles, where he ranks among the best ful and each piece has a bright and il¬
lustrative text. This book is suitable to
36. Book 1 (See Violinist’s Etude,
policies, notably; promptness, courtesy, in the musical profession.
supplement or to follow any short instruc¬
and moderate prices, joined with liberal
Musical Pictures from Childhood—KopyThe special advance price will be but tion book and the pieces will prove de¬
low .. ■ ■ •.
treatment as regards sending music sub¬
25 cents.
lightful to use as recreations.
Musical Progress—Finck....
ject to return if not used, easy terms of
Music Study in Germany—Fay.
The special introductory price in ad¬
settlement and o“her advantages all com¬ Melodious Elementary Studies
Newman Album of Classical Dances-.
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
, Oratorio Songs—4 Vols. (See Singer s
bining in one general result: “Good for the Piano
postpaid.
Etude, Page 54) each..
Service.” This service and all that it em¬
Peter Pan. Motet—Beach. . . . . • • • • • •
By
F.
J.
Liftl,
Op.
161
braces is always available to Music
Pictures from Nature—Mae Aileen Erb
Franz Liftl is a modern educational Music Study in Germany
Play and Sport—A. Sartorio.
Buyers everywhere.
Popular Drawing-Boom Pieces........
writer who leans toward the classics. By Amy Fay
Sacred Song Album—(See Singer s
Calendars
These new studies, which are of the
We announced in our last issue that we
second grade and a little beyond, will were to become the publisher of this very
Sacred Song Albums—High or Low voice
for 1923
(See Singer’s Etude) each..
A Calendar in every home, office and serve as an excellent preparation for the popular work and those who have never
Secular Mixed Chorus Collection
studio is, of course, a necessity, and m Sonatinas of Clementi, Kuhlau, and read it now have an opportunity of pro¬
Seventeen Short Study Pieces—Green¬
those of Music Lovers it should also be others. While they are not polyphonic in curing a copy at a very low rate. It is
wald .
Short “Melody Etudes—Bilbro .
something appropriate. Our Calendars character, they require a little more inde¬ the most inspiring and uplifting work in
Sixteen Recital Etudes—Schytte.Jij
pendence of the hands than is usually
Song Hour, The, Book 1.
;30 for this year will prove to be an artistic found in studies of this style and grade. all musical literature. We believe there
are more copies of this one book sold
ornament pleasing to the most refined
Song Hour, The, Book ..
taste. The base is of heavy cardboard, At the same time they are not in the than of any other work on musical litera¬
6% x 10 inches, in the center of which, least dry or uninteresting and they are ture. We urge every one to purchase a
Easter Music
pleasing in effect throughout. Some of copy for their library and for their pupils.
Easter Sunday falls this ye.ir on. April outlined by an embossed border, is a
them in fact are very pretty.
The work gives in an enthusiastic man¬
first and it is not too soon for Choir Ui splendid portrait of a Master of Music.
The special introductory price in ad¬ ner the methods of Tausig, Kullak, Liszt
The color scheme, including the ribbon,
rectors to plan for the festival serv^
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, and Deppe. The book is already in the
We are adding a new R. M. Stults Can is a subdued brown.
postpaid.
Bach,
Beethoven,
Chopin,
Handel,
press and will be on special offer only a
tata to our fine list of Easter music and
very short time. It can he procured for
we are sure that this new work, which Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schu¬ Exhibition Pieces
bert, Schumann, Verdi and Wagner are
only 90 cents, until published.
he lias named The Living Christ jff1
for
Piano
Solo
the
subjects
offered
at
the
reasonable
many friends among those who have used
price
of
ten
cents
each,
or
one
dozen
for
All
advanced
players
need
to
have
on
Musical Progress
Mr. Stults’ Cantatas in the past It pos¬
hand
a
certain
number
of
exhibition
a
dollar,
postpaid.
sesses musical value of a high order with
By Henry T. Finck
pieces, such pieces as serve to display not
excellent solos and interesting choruses
Mr. Finck’s gift of writing in.such in¬
The
Living
Christ
only
technical
proficiency
along
certain
About thirty minutes are required for
formative, inspiring and fascinating man¬
lines but also brilliancy of interpretation. ner that one is loath to put down one
Choral Cantata for Easter
In our new volume will be found included of his books unfinished, was never
reOther" Easter Cantatas in our catalog By R. M. Stults
just such pieces. These pieces will lie in
In this Easter Cantata the writer has
brought out in more forceful manner than
RV<T)awn of the Kingdom, by J. Truman used the fact of the Resurrection as his grades Seven to ten, inclusive, with a in his coming book, Musical Progress. All
thorough proportion of pieces in each of
theme. The texts are scriptural, or wellof his subjects have to do with matters
^Victory Divine, by J. Christopher known hymns with new musical settings. these grades. It will be found very con¬ in which the great critic, naturalist and
There are solos for each voice and the venient to have on hand a volume of this philosopher is personally interested. Each
M Greatest Love, by H. W. Petrie.
organ interludes have been made particu- nature in which such an unsurpassed chapter has a practical value to the
Immortalitv, by R. Mq,,.
larlv pleasing. The music is all joy, all assortment of exhibition pieces have been teacher, music lover and student. The
From Death Unto Life, by R. M. Stults. brightness, as fits the Easter thought and assembled under the one cover.
book is well named—Musical Progress—
The special introductory price in ad¬
Wondrous Cross, by Irenee Berge
the concerted parts are most grateful to
as it will mean progress for all who read
Choir directors are invited to send for the singers. The time required for ren- vance of publication is 50 cents per copy, it in the liberal and enlightened spirit in
postpaid.
sample copies on our “On Sale Plan and dition is about thirty minutes.
which it was written. The advance of
investigate their merits.
, .
Our advance of publication price is Brahms’ Album
publication price is 80 cents, postpaid.
JMr. Baines has written two new choir 30 cents, postpaid.
for the Piano
Anthems-To the Place Game Mary
Popular Drawing-Room Pieces
Weeping and Glory Be to God. These Short Melody Etudes
This large and important work is now
are eminently suitable for volunteer By Mathilde Bilbro
nearly ready. The preparation and the for the Piano
This will be a new volume printed from
choirs. Mr. Stults also gives us a new
We take pleasure in announcing a new making of the plates have entailed con¬ the special large plates and containing an
Anthem, King All Glorious.
siderable
labor.
The
engraving
is
all
done
set of Etudes by this most popular
unusually large number of pieces. None
We have grouped, from our catalog, a
author of elementary works. These little now and the final proofs are being re¬ of these pieces will be found in any other
number of anthems that are representa¬
read.
The
work
has
been
very
exacting
studies all have some technical points
volume. They are all in the intermediate
tive and these will be sent for inspection
but the melodic features have not been and it has been' impossible to hurry it.
to those interested. We are also prepared
grades and all well worth playing. By
neglected. They range from grade one Our aim has been to make the most care¬
to assist soloists in the selection of suit¬
fully prepared and the most correct vol¬ drawing-room pieces we mean those which
able material and samples of services for and a half to grade two. Each etude has ume of Brahms on the market. It con¬ are both tuneful and ornate in character,
an appropriate title which adds additional
Easter celebrations in the Sunday Schools
such as will give a showy and brilliant
interest. Teachers will find this set of tains all of the best-known piano pieces
are now ready for distribution. Organ¬
studies equal to Miss Bilbrd’s other of this master and it will prove a valuable effect when well played. These pieces are
ists looking for festival solo numbers will
by the best contemporary writers.
addition to any musical library.
works
and
will
not
run
any
risk
in
order¬
find ample material in our catalog Our
The special introductory price in ad¬
The special introductory price in ad¬
ing anything from this gifted writer’s pen
“On Sale” privileges are at your service
Our "special advance price will be but vance of publication is 75 cents per copy, vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
Write to-day for a selection ot any class
postpaid.
postpaid.
25
cents,
postpaid.
of music in which you are interested.
Peter Pan—Cycle of Songs
For Three-Part Chorus
of Women’s Voices
By Mrs. H. H. A. Beach
One of America’s greatest woman <pro¬
posers here offers her Opus 101, a worthy
new work and a great addition to chora
literature.
Every club director will
rejoice over this splendid short cantata
or motet, for women’s voices with text
of singular charm by Jessie Andre'''s‘
Peter Pan is caught in all his moods and
the musical setting of the poem, while not
id \ to ing, is very beautiful. Club pro¬
grams can be made very attractive by the
introduction of this work. The entire
cantata is to be sung as’ one number,
there being no break between the songs.
The advance of publication cash price
is only 30 cents, postpaid.
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First Piano Lessons at Home
By Anna H. Hamilton
We expect to issue these little lessons
anrine the present month but our presses
are'overcrowded and for the first time in
we shall have to call on outside
onoravers and printers to help us out.
Our output in the Publishing Depart¬
ment has almost doubled this year and
Ms is the reason that we have not been
nhle to issue this little work by Mrs.
Hamilton. A full description of these
hooks was given in former issues of The
Etude Mrs. Hamilton is an experienced
writer’ for children. The work is in two
Darts, one part being the very simplest
duets for the very youngest beginners,
the other is a little writing book for the
children. It was first intended by the
writer that these studies should be used
bv mothers or elder sisters but they are
ouite as well adapted for teachers’ work.
Those who have very young pupils will
find this work exactly in their hne and
we take great pleasure in recommend-

Prosperity ?

Listen to This

Early in last November we wanted to “get a line, on the
possible musical prosperity of the country for this year.
Accordingly we wrote to several of the larger manufacturers
of fine pianofortes and found that practically all were so
rushed with orders that there was little chance of coming
anywhere near meeting the demand. Some reported that they
were oversold for many months ahead. Others were running
their plants day and night. Here are some quotations:
“ So far as we are concerned, the demand is so large that we
will not be able to deliver more than 25% of the orders on our
books during 1922 ”
“ We are running our factories overtime to supply the de¬
vour factory is and has been running for months to full ca¬
pacity. The demand far out-runs the supply. ’’
« Our factories are far oversold until well past the begin¬
ning of the New Year. ’
,
«
“ Our entire output for the balance of the year has been con¬
tracted for. This notwithstanding the fact that we wo'-feej
full force throughout the summer months and accumulated

inOur special advance price is but 50
cents, postpaid.

a very nice reserve stock. ”
Easy Spaulding Album
for the Piano
Our new Easy Spaulding Album will
comprise a veritable collection of gems
for young players, including such prime
favorites as Climbing Blossoms, Vanities,
Swaying Trees, Flag Day, In Slumber
Land
A Mountain Pink, etc.
Mr.
Spaulding has proved one of the most suc¬
cessful of all writers of teaching pieces
for young players and in this new volume
we have incorporated the very best speci¬
mens of his work along this line. This
book must not be confounded with the
regular Spaulding Album, published some
time ago. The new book will not go be¬
yond the second grade.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Play and Sport
By A. Sartorio, Op. 1235’
This is a set of new and very bright
study pieces lying just midway between
grades two and three. These pieces are
extremely well contrasted and contain a
variety of technical material. They are
all tuneful and full of rhythmic go, hence
they a re interesting to practice and not in
the least dry or commonplace. Mr. Sar¬
torio is very favorably known as a writer
of educational piano music but his Studies
are invariably among the best things that
he produces.
.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Sixteen Recital Etudes
By Ludwig Schytte, Op. 58
Schytte ranks among the best of the
modern composers. His studies are equal
to those of Heller, Jensen and others ot
the same class. They are also of about
the same grade. Sehytte’s Op. 58 is
comprehensive in its educational qualities,
affording opportunities for work in tech¬
nic, style, touch, phrasing and interpreta¬
tion. ‘All of the studies are original m
melody and rhythm and the harmonic
tendencies are all toward modern treat¬
ment.
,
The special introductory price m ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.

What more optimistic outlook could there be? And this
in the day when Grand pianos cost far more than they did
before the war.
Many of these instruments will be playerpianos, but most of them will be finger-played. Both mean
larger opportunities for the music teacher. Many conserva¬
tories now use the player-piano for lessons in different phases
of interpretation. In the home it often serves as a model, as

Newman Album of
Classical Dances
We are hoping to have this volume
ready right after New Year as the work
is well under way. In order to illustrate
the reading matter more fully, it has been
necessary to prepare various drawings
and diagrams. The original diagram by
Mr. Newman, illustrative of his original
system of locating the various foot posi¬
tions by means of a circle and the points
of the compass, is, in our judgment,
alone worth the price of the book. Apart
from the value of the separate numbers
in connection with the various dances to
which the music is adapted, the musical
numbers in the book, all of which are
complete and by the best classical, mod¬
ern and contemporary writers, are most
interesting to play.
.
.
,
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 75 cents per copy,
postpaid.

well as a spur to the ambitious student.
Our harvests have been glorious, our factories are roaring
with industry, our markets are beehives of activity. Oppor¬
tunity is here for everybody. We trust that everyone who
is interested in music will realize that never before m the history
of our country have conditions been more propitious for the
advancement of the art as well as for their material personal
advancement. No wonder so many of us want to help the
suffering folk across the sea.__
Golden Memories
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson
Mrs. H. B. Hudson is always full of
good teaching ideas, especially for very
young students. Her device of using cap¬
ital letters for young beginnfers instead ot
the usual notation has met with much
favor, and, beginning with the ABC of
Music, has been carried ou“ through a
series of successful books. In the newest
volume familiar tunes are used, including
some of the old hymns, and these are
arranged in the easiest possible manner,
using the capital letters. In addition to
the capital letters, however, the regular
notation will be found right on the same
page in each case. This will prove a most
interesting little book.
.
.
,
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Seventeen Short Study Pieces
for the Piano
By M. Greenwald
These second and third grade
pieces partake of the nature both ot
studies and recreations. They are suffi¬
ciently educational in character to make
good practice pieces but at the same time
they are tuneful enough to be used as
recreations or even as little recital
numbers. They are well contrasted m
rhythm and tonality and each one intro¬
duces some conventional point in technic.
Mr. Greenwald has been particularly suc¬
cessful in this line of work.
.
,
The special introductory price m ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Intermediate Study Pieces
for the Piano
This is one of our new collections made
up from the special large plates. By a
study piece, one does not necessarily
mean an exercise or anything of the sort
but merely a piece in which some special
technical figures may be introduced which
render it more profitable for study pur¬
poses. Many of such pieces are exceed¬
ingly attractive in character, particularly
those of the intermediate grades. _ These
are usually in characteristic vein and
bear appropriate titles. It is just such
pieces as these that will be found in
goodly numbers in the new volume.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.

The Crimson Eyebrows
A Fantastic Romance
of Old China
Musical Comedy in Three Acts
By May Hewes Dodge and
John Wilson Dodge
The catchy music, the snappy <haiog
and the quaint costumes of Old China
make this real comic opera a most satis¬
fying entertainment. The staging is very
simply done and the music is very easily
learned. The characters are all Oriental
and the scene is most picturesque. The
comedy throughout the play is most upto-date and schools and colleges will find
the references to mythological subjects
very humorous. Amateur Companies can
very easily produce this fascinating
musical comedy because all the music, the
costumes and all the stage settings a
well within the reach of such organiza¬
tions The Stage Manager s Guide con¬
tains sketches of the principal characters
in costume together with all directions
for dances and action of all numbers.
Our advance of nublication cash price
is 35 cents, postpaid.
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ished Heller’s Studies, Czerny’s Velocity
and could very well take the place of
Czerny Opus 740. The composer stands
among the leading French composers of
the present day. For an interesting, ad¬
vanced set of studies it would be hard to
find the equal of these by Nollet.
Our special advance price is but <55
cents, postpaid.

Five First Position Pieces
for Violin and Piano
By Arthur Hartmann
Mr. Arthur Hartmann, who is so well
known as a concert violinist, is also a gift¬
ed writer for his instrument and a very
successful teacher. In his newest work,
a set of Five First Position Pieces, he has
combined his skill as a composer with his
experience as a teacher and has evolved
a set of teaching pieces for the violin
that are really worth while. Although
they do not go beyond the first position,
they are thoroughly artistic. They are
well contrasted in character and will
prove usef.l as recital numbers and as
studies in style, interpretation and tone
production.
The special introductory price m ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Collection of Anthems and
Oratorio Choruses
A bound volume of the best choral
numbers for the advanced choir. How
far advanced, you ask? Well, here are a
few typical numbers:
By Babylon’s
Wave (Gounod), Like an Azure Veil
(Cui), Rejoice, the Lord is King (Berwald), And the Glory of the Lord, from
the Messiah (Handel), Night (Tschaikowsky.) Most modern choirs with am¬
bitious" aims and opportunities for con¬
tinuous practice for a reasonable length
of time, graduate from the very simple
choir music and need just such a collec¬
tion as this material; not too difficult, but
lofty in its conception and in keeping
with the spirit of the modern choir. In
this book there will be a few secular num¬
bers such as those which the modern choir
needs for use in high class choir concerts.
The advance of publication price is 35
cents.

Secular Mixed
Chorus Collection
A volume of choice choruses selected by
a number of expert authorities. There is
not a number in the book that is dull or
uninteresting and the variety among the
selections makes it a volume which may
be used for many occasions. This gives Let’s Go Traveling
the chorus librarian one book to handle
instead of many loose sheets. The value Operetta for Children
of this is- evident and the collection will By Cynthia Dodge
This bright little musical play is educa¬
fill a great need among music club and
chorus leaders or even choirmasters who tional as well as entertaining. No fairies,
also have occasion to rehearse secular nor flower story, but a real humorous
plot
that real wide-awake boys and girls
works.
The advance of publication cash price will enjoy. Miss Dodge has written the
dialog and the bright, tuneful music
is 35 cents.
and also has made pen and ink drawings
of all the characters in costume. Her
Etudes De Style
drawings1 render the costuming very easy.
By E. Nollet
This work is on the press at the pres¬ All the stage directions with actions for
ent time and it will be published about the entire play are printed in each book.
the time this issue reaches you. We are The music is very simple to learn, being
very favorable to this set of studies as all in unison. Only one stage setting is
they contain features that are not always necessary and this is very easily provided.
found in studies of this kind. First of all The operetta may be used at any time of
they contain musical interest, they also the year and it is short enough to go in
have particular significance, while the with any other form of entertainment.
Our advance of publication cash price
technical is by no means forgotten. They
can be taken up after the pupil has fin- is 40 cents, postpaid.
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Musical Pictures From
Childhood, Opus 52
By A. Kopylow
These fourteen characteristic numbers
form one of the most interesting sets of
little pieces that we have had the pleas¬
ure of playing for many years. To our
taste they exceed Schumann’s Album for
the Yount,. They are about that grade
and contain an equal amount of original¬
ity This new edition has been very finely
edited by H. Clough-Leighter. The set
was originally published in Moscow and
also in Leipsic. You will miss something
quite unusual if you do not procure at
least a sample copy of this interesting set
of pieces.
.
'
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Mass in Honor of the Holy
Spirit For Mixed Voices
By E. Marzo
There are several reasons why this
latest work of an inspired writer of
Catholic Church music should appeal. It
is strictly liturgical, complying exactly
with all church regulations and, while
decidedly musical, is of an easy grade and
well within the scope of volunteer choirs.
It is also very melodious and, while suf¬
ficiently brilliant to be appropriate for
special and festal occasions, it avoids the
florid or theatrical. The violin and cello
obbligatos provided are very well scored
and also add to its utility for such occa¬
sions. Mass in Honor of the Holy Spirit
is one of Mr. Marzo’s best musical in-

Just a Few Tempting Premiums
Which Have Proved Popular
Is Ready
This Fall
The attractive 1922-23 Ervne Music
For One Subscription
Magazine Premium Catalog °®ermf d
A Neat Silver Memorandum Pencil.
wards for securing subscriptions is reaav.
Favorite Manicure Set—5 pieces. Ivory
Drop us a post card and we will be glad
to send you one. The rewards offered are
Individual Salt and Pepper Shakerselected from standard merchandise of
reputable manufacturers and guaranteed set of two, Nickel.
by them to give good service.
For Two Subscriptions
A five-piece Aluminum Spoon Set—with
Add a Splendid Music
Don’t Hold Subscriptions
Album to Your Collection
r<1Manicure Set—Fabrikoid case.
Non-receipt of magazines means incon¬
At Little Expense
Powder and Puff Container, hammered
venience to your friends and subscribers
During this and next month many sub¬ and causes complaint, with its attendant Silver, including powder puff and powder
scriptions will expire. If you will send expense, both to you and ourselves. It compact.
your renewal ($2.03) ind 25 cents addi¬
Pie Knife—Sterling Silver handle.
the premium you desire requires more
tional, only $2.25 in all, we will send you than one subscription, let your order tor
For Three Subscriptions
without further cost, your choice of any
the one you have come along and we will
one of the following piano albums:
Bread Tray—Nickel-plated.^
give
you
credit
for
it.
When
the
sub¬
Celebrated Compositions by Famous
Vegetable ' Dish—Pyrex Glass with
scriptions necessary to secure the pre¬
Composers.
Celebrated Pieces in Easier Arrange¬ mium are received by us, we will ship ^Florence Brush, Comb and Mirror Set.
it promptly to you.
ments.
. ,
Concert Album, Vol. No. 1, Classical.
Concert Album, Vol. No. 2, Popular.
Album of Miscellaneous Piano Compo¬
sitions, by E. Grieg.
Parlor and School Marches.
Album for Pianoforte, by George L.
Spaulding.
PIANO: Solo arid Four Hands
Album of Transcriptions — WagnerLiszt.
VOICE: Solo, Duet and Chorus
Send your own renewal with one new
VIOLIN-PIPE organ
subscription and $4.00 and we will pre¬
sent to you, with our compliments, any one
ny of these Publication
of the above-mentioned works, postpaid,
y sent for examination
without additional charge. When remit¬
ting, will you please refer to this issue.
LAWRENCE, May F.
8370 The Path, E flat-g.

The dreamy Hawaiian music, the cos¬
tumed girls, the Hula dances, all make a
most fascinating work that can be used
by any school, college, community or club,
indoors or outdoors, afternoon or evening.
While the play is short, it can be length¬
ened by introducing specialties in order
to make a well-balanced, full evening's
entertainment. The stage setting and cos¬
tumes are easily arranged.

Announcing the Issue
of New Works
We are pleased to announce that the
following works, which have been on spe¬
cial offer at low prices if ordered m ad¬
vance of publication, have now appeared
from the press and all advance orders
should be in the hands of subscribers by
thThe7oilowing is a particularly valuable
list and we desire to impress upon our
patrons that they may make an examina
tion of these works at merely the [cost
any of these vjorks
'•-of transporta
s on our catalog aje
or any tithed
examination.
cheerfully self
ist. Six Orientals for
ge_ Tompkins. Price
the Pi>
.
Ihim grade collection
$1.00. Here.*
characteristic pieces.
of most interej
' of the poetry and
They are all's)
i’a real novelty by
romance df th<
dean writer.
a very promising]
'ian-oforte Playing.
Science in Mod
k
Following the
By Mrs. Noah t
Mason, Mrs.
principles of Dr.
Brandt, a highly suctefful teacher of
the Pacific Coast, has; Here set down how
technic and tone can' be developed along
rational lines, even though most modern.
Pictures and illustrations of examples
and positions make the book as near a
personal lesson or a series of lessons as
could be done. We ask extensive ex¬
amination of this very meritorious work.
Woodsy-Corner Tales and Tunes. By
H L. Cramm. Price 75 cents. Charm¬
ing second and third grade pieces for
children, “practice-makers,” fanciful pieces
that please the little folks and induce
them to practice far more than they
would ever have thought of doing. Twelve
well-balanced, fascinating little pieces
that we know will receive a hearty wel-
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The New Premium Catalog

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Mail Delays During
and After Holiday Rush
Magazines are prone to go astray dur¬
ing and after the holiday rush. If for
any reason The Etude does not reach
you within two weeks after the date of
publication, which is the first of each
month, be sure to let us know. Of course
second class mail comes in for its share
of delay, but all copies should be deliv¬
ered by the 15th of each month regularly.
If your copies do not reach you at that
time, do not wait, but drop us a post
card so that we can investigate. We are
here to serve you and any cause for dis¬
satisfaction will receive our careful and
immediate attention.
Change of Address
We again wish to remind our subscrib¬
ers that it is absolutely necessary to give
both the old and new address when mak¬
ing changes.
Our lists are compiled
geographically and unless the old address
is given we cannot make the change to a

PIANO SOLOS

' ALKAN, C. V.
18407 Prelude Melodiqi
ANDRfe, carl
18344 Moonlight P
CRAMMOND, C. C.
8350 Fairyland Echoes, Op. 140
8352 Reception March, Op. 135.
8349 Through Sunny Fields, Op. 139.
DE LEONE, FRANCESCO B.
8402 Valse Caprice No. 2.
8333 Sonatina, Op. 168, No. 1 ..
HORVATH, GEZA
8381 Antics, Scherzetto.
JOHNSON, WALLACE A.
f 'Easter"Bells, Op. 69. No. 3

Iplaying for the folks
Six Characteristic Pieces for the Pianoforte
By WALLACE A. JOHNSON

18318 Little Soldiers, iKeep Step!
18319 Little Waltz, iOoe, Two, Th
18320 Evening Chimes

29 Silver Lake, The, Op. 6$ No. 6
.2*
10 Autumn Reflections, Idyl, Op. 461 • 3l/
09 Playful Wavelets, Valse de Salon, Op.^

Don’t Overlook Your
Avoid disappointment by sending in
your renewal for the Etude Music Maga¬
zine promptly. The date on which your
paid term expires is printed on the wrap¬
per opposite the name. Make it a point
to send $2.00 thirty days, if possible, be¬
fore the final copy is mailed.

You Can Save Money
On a Two Years’
Subscription
In these times of high prices and ex¬
cess living costs, every penny saved is
two pennies earned. A yearly subscrip¬
tion is $2.00, two years $3.50. You can
save 50 cents or more than 12 per cent
by subscribing for two years instead ot
one. This is a big saving and should
Secrets of the Success of Great Musi¬ prove decidedly popular.
cians. By Eugenio Pirani. 320 pages il¬
lustrated with portraits of famous musi¬ Magazine Catalog
cians well-printed and well-bound, giv¬
The new Magazine Catalog showing any
ing a practical view of this inspiring
number of Combinations of Etude Music
collection of biographies of the great Magazine with other high class period¬
masters. Mr. Pirani, composer-teachericals has just come from the press, Vou
pianist, with a musical experience of can save an appreciable amount by makthree countries, knowing personally some ing your selection from the catalog.
of the subjects, is most qualified to pro¬
Practically every popular magazine for
duce this excellent collection of material. men and women, old and young, is listed.
No earnest student should be without You can depend upon quick service.
A request will bring one of these catalogs
thGhZu' of Hilo (Heelo), Hawaiian
to you at once. It’s a handy thing to
Operetta for Young Ladies. By Paul have. See inside back cover of this maga¬
Bliss
Price $1.00. The latest work of zine for attractive combinations.
this popular and experienced composer.

KKTE1.BEY. ALBERT 1
I Sunset Clow. Rove
MARTIN, GEORGE DUDLEY
18307 Valse Fleurie.
MORRISON, R.S.
ROBERTS, I. E.
18404 Dancing Butterflies.
ROLFE, WALTER

se De Ballet . . .5
18358 Parfum Exotique Valse
WILLIAMS, T. D.
18396 Melody in D.. . . ..*
Z1MMERMANN, J. F.
18355 Little Slovak Polketta.2
18356 Sflver Star, Reverie.Z

PIANO-FOUR HANDS
MOZART—MOSZKOWSKl
__
‘Don Juan“.3
RENARD, PIERRE
18393 Bugle Calls, March.2#

VOCAL SOLOS
ARDITI, L.
18377 The Kiss, 11 Bacio, c-b.
HAMMON, GRACE A.
18331 Dusky Sleep-Song, E flat-F. ..
18332 Dusky Sleep-Song, c-D

PROTHEROE, DANIEL
18399 Cling To The Crosa E-g
18400 Cling To The Cross C-E.
SAINT-SAENS, C.
ly He
Heart■At Thy Dear Voice (Mon
18373 My

18374 My Heart At Thy Dear Voice (Mon
s’ouvre A ta Voix) a-F

CHICAGO and VICINITY

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Announces Engagement of

XAVER SCHARWENKA
Master Piano Instructor of the World

SUMMER MASTER SCHOOL

!

June 25 to July 28, 1923
ENROLLMENTS NOW

free

VOCAL DUET

Private Lessons with Auditors
Auditors to Private Lessons
Repertoire-Interpretation, Teachers’ Classes

scholarship*

open competitive examination, is
"
Mr. Scharwenka will m:
Complete catalog on request.

VIOLIN and PIANO
PIPE ORGAN

FELIX BOROWSKI
President
CARL D. KINSEY
Manager

(Five Weeks)

Private Lessoru

MR. SCHARVVpiKA^tra^^naented to award^^Free^ScholarAip^of^

'Application'blank’no^on’request°

...for this
.. . teaching
.—m.. engagement
only.
special trip to America
engagement only.
Summer catalog ready January First. Dormitory accommodates.
College Building
!0 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

_
JOHN J.
HATTSTAEDT
President ]

ANTHEMS
Mixed Voices
HANDEL-BLISS
20222 Hallelujah Chorus, “Messiah” (School
SPOHR, 1..
127 As Pants The Hart, “Crucifixion”
Women’s Voices
GOUNOD-BLISS
225 Praise Ye The Father, Two Part Chorus
Men’s Voices
GOUNOD-MORRIS
20199 Praise Ye The Father

PART SONGS
Mixed Voices
WATSON, M.
20226 Anchored (Unisonl.
Women’s Voices
Two Parts
PINSUT1-BL1SS
20229 Welcome Pretty Primrose Flower.
i nree rarts
MOZART-GEST
20202 Moon-Night.
STULTS, R. M.
20221 Captain Butterfly.
20219 Little Girl in a Calico Gown.
20220 Summer Song.
Men’s Voices
ADAM, A.
20228 Comradea in Arms.
STULTS, R. M.
20204 A Pickaninny Lullaby.

SCHOOL CHORUSES
By IRA B. WILSON
20190 The Dance of the Leaves (2 Parts'
20230 In May (Unison )....
20231 Spring Song (Unison

Theodore Presser Co. cSmim Philadelphia,Pa.
Music Publishers and Dealers

Schools and Colleges

Established 1883

INNER FEELING ) EAR
reasoning
(-eye
DRILLS
) TOUCH
Applied to Seven Subjects in Music

DUNNING SYSTEM
TJ.V nemrmd for Dunning Teaches Cannot Be Supplied. Why?
NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS:
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING^Or^rnnlor. 8 WesMOth SL, New York
Calif., Jan. 22nd, 1923; New York C.ty, Aug. l*t,
Mar, E. Breckisen, 354 Irving St., Toledo. Ohio.
Harriet Bacon MacDonald, 825 Orchestra Hall, Chicago, IL. Anna Craig Bate,. 732 Pierce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

•

' ^EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
UM West 45th Street
New York City
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD MUSIC SCHOOL.Inc.
218 So Wabash Ave.-Suite 950-960. Chicago
Wabash 4279
Address “PEREIi,” Chicago

t*r.7«-Wm.Fn C^fekfw £'<*«. St, Portland, Oregon, March.
Mr.. W.sley Port.. Muon. 5011 Worth S.„ D.lln, TonVirginia Ryan, 828 Carnegie Hall, Now York Crty, Docomh'U
^ (chfc>f0).
Carrie Munger Long, 608 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago, Cla
p . Cal. Class, 1245 DivUadero St.,
Laura Jones Rawlinson, 554 Everett St.. Portland, Oregon .-San Franc ,
Ruby Franco.’Jahn, Dalla. Academy of Mu«. Mte.
u wood Blvd., Kaniaa City, Mo.
Maud Ellen Littlefield. Kon... City Cen.«rv.t«y .1 Mn.lc, 1515 Ln
Cara Matthew., San Marco., Texa..
d June 18th, 1923.
Isobel M. Tone, 469 Grand View St., Lo. Angel.., C.L, Aprd 16lh
Mr.. Beatrice S. Eikel. Kidd-Key Con.., Sherman, Tex...
Mr.. H. R. Watkin., 124 East llth St., Oklahoma C.«, uk .
K,
March;
Add. C Eddy, 136 W. Sandusky Ave., Beliefontaine, Oh,.; Mtaun, Fla.,
Columbus, Ohio, June.
T
Mrs. Anna W. Whitlock, 1100 Hurley Aye., Fort Worth,
Mrs. S. L. Van Nort, 2815 Helena St., Houston, Texas.
Miss Ida Gardner. 15 Weal 5th Street. Tulsa. Okla.
Dora A. Chase, Pouch Gallery, 345 Clinton Ave.,
,7lh 1923.
Oar. B.Lochridge, 1116 Cypres St., Cincinnat, Oh.., Feb.
,
Alii. E. Barcus, 1006 College A,.., Fl. Worth. T«.Maift.n, Tex...
Travis Sedhcrry, Gruuland, Memohis,Teon. Forb«*l
_ _
■
j nij- QorJtane. Wash.
_„„
_____

-

iyceum
Splits
Qjp H SER.VATO R.Y

AMERICAN
JONSERVAJORY
Chicago’s Foremost School of

MUSIC Ill

tral Instruments, Dramatic Art. Expi_essmn.
Modern Languages. Dancing. Theatre Organ
’fiio'rmalTmi'ni^ ScWW.
Ipplies Teachers
s.r

aasshte
.a-sgs? 2*2.
dormitory accommodations. Unnvaled free
Thirty free scholarships.
Application blanks
furnished. Make early request.
37th yNe«aSri^roaUe3fr,Mfr n°W’
571 KIMBALL HALL.
CHICAGO, ILL.

A SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART

SKffif’rSSS* XS&jjjjgt jggfjarasSi
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The COSMOPOLITAN
SCHOOL of MUSIC
and DRAMATIC ART
An eminent faculty of 60 artists offers to
prospective students courses of study
based upon the highest standards of edu¬
cation, also courses in collegiate studies
for students unable to attend university.
For information, address Dept. E
E. L. STEPHEN, Manager
16th Floor Kimball Bui’ding, Chicago, 111.
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Educating the Piano Owner

The Right Nerve Balance
By Sir Hugh Allen
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A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
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Detroit Conservatory of Music

The piano is rightfully known as the
universal instrument.
It is universally
t. V.*, M. A. P»
Y“’. Eli..lwth Johnson. »
loved, universally used, and universally
abused. Each year some three hundred
thousand or more persons spend several
o,
SS'SCtS —
hundred dollars to become the proud own¬
ers of pianos, and think they are dicharg¬
ing all their obligations toward the instru¬
faculty of ten teachers.
Student
ment when they pay the monthly install¬
odward Ave., DETROIT, MICH. Ft
ments. Many are amazed after a few
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary.
years to find their instruments sadly
deteriorated.
The piano merchant is largely responsi¬
ble for this condition, because he fails to
C irmlete one and two year courses leading to certificate and diploma
educate his customers in the proper care
PIANO, VIOLIN, VOICE, ORGAN, PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
of their instruments. There is evidence
S (\
enter at any time.
Low Tuition Rates.
Room and Board $6.50 per week,
SYSTEM. Improved®!!
that he has seen the error of his ways, for
tu en s m y
catalog Free
100 Teachers
much effort is now being spent in this
Nicollet at 8 Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota
direction, especially since the advent of the
player-piano; but it will be many, many
years before all piano owners are reached
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music
by his instructions. Naturally the layman
and Operatic Ke
St., ptlladelpWi
will not be able to adjust or repair his
Couls" for'Tramfn/su^^Jor! and teachers of punion
piano any more than his watch Or auto¬
To^tdng «pe^sanetTofexceeda“ dX£^«k^ TZn'and fee. exceptionally low.
mobile, but there are a few simple rules
which, if followed, will do much to miniMichigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich.
1 mize the necessity for such repairs.
Really, every piano sold ought to be
Lake Forest School of Music
accompanied by a leaf of directions, just
MUSLCC -.OGIST. LECTURER, 72 Hunting
■A MILINOWSKI, Dir.
like any expensive machine. The following
rules have the indorsement of leading
School of Music
piano manufacturers:
(Accredited)
Don’t let your piano go longer than one
°arAH^w York City year without tuning. Twice a year is
VALPARAISO, INDIANA
better. The best time for this is when
The University School of Music offers courses in
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory and Public
summer weather has definitely set in, and
School Music. Students may attend the Music
when you have started your furnace “for
School and also take the regular work at the
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
University.
keeps” in the fall.
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
Don’t let any tuner work on your piano
Tuition 350.00 per quarter of twelve weeks.
unless you are sure he is competent. When
Board with Furnished Room, 854.00 to 890.00 per
quarter. Catalogue will be mailed free. Address
in doubt let your merchant guide you.
Valparaiso University,—Dept. 24, Valparaiso, Ind.
Quack tuners have damaged many pianos.
■sbsj
STUDENTS MAY ENTER AT ANY TIME
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean
Keep your piano in a room of fairly even
temperature. The strings are of steel, and
will contract or expand as the temperature
Minneapolis School of Music,
changes. A sudden cold draft may throw
it entirely out of tune.
540 E. State Street, Tr
Don’t expect it to stay in tune indefinite¬
ith St.. So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
ly. Bear in mind that the piano is the only SCHOOL °f j
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, California, Pena*. stringed instrument which does not require
MUSIC J
tuning at each performance.
If the action squeaks or rattles have it
attended to at once. A stitch in. time saves
WESTERN
I mlDon’t load your piano down with heavy
draperies, vases or ornaments. You will
deaden the tone if you do. The same
9 COURSE OF MUSIC
MTJSIC STUU
_ B
STUDY
effect will obtain if you push it flat against
PERCY FULLINWIDER
VIOLINIST
a wall.
If possible keep it away from outside
Head of Violin Department
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
walls and radiators. The moisture will
.'OR SALE—Conservatory or Music, Got
APPLETON. WIS,
LI. Business established 20 years. Selli
rust the strings and spoil the finish.
MASTER
TEACHER
account of ill health. Write Conservatoi
If you must close your house for any
e of Etude.
length of time then cover your piano.
Quilts or blankets will do if you cannot
FOE SALE—Very
• CONSERVATORY OF M
obtain a cloth piano cover.
Don’t smear your piano with patent
GUIDE TO NEW TEACHERS ON
polishes. Most of them contain acids that
TEACHING THE PIANOFORTE
will in time destroy the varnish. Finger
A booklet full of helpful information for piano
marks can be removed with warm water
teachers, giving advice on works to use from the very
ANNOUNCEMENTS
start Send a Postal for It Now.
to which a little pure soap has been added.
Theodore Presser Co., Phila., Pa.
'sOOFineArtB Bldg., CHICAGO Dry it with a soft cloth’or chamois skm.
MUSIC COMPOSED; manuscripts revised.
Don’t let your piano stand idle for fear Band and Orchestra arranging. Complete and
of wearing it out. It was made to be guaranteed instruction in Harmony by mail.
Rode Jacobsen, 2638 Milwaukee Ave.,
played upon. The action grows heavy .T.
Chicago, Ill.
from neglect.
Don’t keep the keys covered to prevent
MUSIC COMPOSED—-Send words. Mannthem from turning yellow. Darkness yel¬
lows ivory faster than light does.
If yours is a player-piano, learn to use
ression buttons or levers, and you
oduce real music. Don’t try to
SIGHT READING
a brass band. Your merchant will
Write
nstruct you.
onestly built piano will last a lifeH. J. PEARCE, President
th proper care. Remember that it
BRENAU COLLEGE
lusical instrument rather than an
, Ga.
Df furniture, and that you owe it to
f, friends and neighbors to regard

ALBERTI
beechwood
BUTLER-REDFERNf!
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Don’t! Don’t! Don’t!
By B. H. Wike
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Valparaiso University
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TRENTON-

DANA’S
By Gertrude Greenhalgh Walker
A great many piano students take lessons
merely to be able to play “Songs” and
their accompaniments. Before Edison
gave the world the talking machine a stu¬
dent had to rely updn some fellow student
for ensemble work and the results de¬
pended greatly upon the moods and ability
of each other; but now we have worldfamed artists and music ranging from
nursery rhymes and cradle songs, up to
the most pretentious operatic selections at
our command by simply buying a record
and the required accompaniment in sheet
music. The records are made in tune with
the piano either by playing the record
slower, making a lower pitch, or faster,
making a higher pitch. That is regulated
by a little thumb screw in the corner of
the instrument, the various speeds indi¬
cated by a little finger. Of course, if
the song is recorded by a tenor, buy the
music in a high key, and if a bass is sing¬
ing, the low key is required. It is advis¬
able to place the victrola just as the real
artist would stand, that is, just a little in
front of tile piano. When using the record
close the lid to keep the buzz of the needle
from being too predominant.
. There are two ways of learning accom¬
paniments to the records. The first way
allows comparison of interpretation be¬
tween your way of playing and the re¬
corded. Study the solo part and accom¬

paniment separately and get your own in¬
terpretation of the piece. Then put on the
record and see if the interpretation differs;
see if the artist takes more liberty and try
to find out why that rendition is more ar¬
tistic. The second way is quicker and
allows no mistakes, although it leaves no
room for comparison of renditions. Put
on the record first, and as it plays listen
to the solo part. After the interpretation
is clear, try the record again and get the
“swing” of the accompaniment. Then you
are sure of correct interpretation im¬
mediately. The great artists never tire or
change their interpretation and are ever at
your service.
Playing with the records is a great time
study. Rubato time is easily heard and
distinguished by the student after a few
hearings of the song and strict time can
be taught with dance records. A little
later, transposition may be featured by
regulating the record either higher or
lower than the piano accompaniment, and
the student transposing to the new key.
A few records that the writer used suc¬
cessfully at a recent recital are Perfect
Prayer by Stetson, On the Road to Manda¬
lay by Speaks, A Dream by Bartlett, sung
respectively by Gluck, Wheeler and Evan
Williams. The parents were delighted with
the practical demonstration, proving that
the students could accompany those great
artists.

MUSICAL

INSTITUTE

WARREN, OHIO

Accompanying Great Artists in Your Own Home

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
Address LYNN B. DANA, President

BJlENALh
i
COLLEGE
^

I, CONCERVATORY

Desk E, WARREN, OHIO

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Class for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
Write for Booklet
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA

Atlanta Conservatory of Music

BRENAU,

Box T

Gainesville, Ga.

THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere
Students may enler at any time. Send for
Catalog.
GEO. F. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia
e-s
i AtSLiSHt-D 1857
ESTABLISHED

PFAROIW

1

CONSERVATORY

1
BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

Burrowes Course of Music Study SSYSSS,,I“
WHY YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE IT
Because .t is the BEST and most RESULTFUL on the market. Teachers, parents and pupils
*n‘h““s‘"rTn™™™UM 0fua,CqUlrem,ent with MINIMUM of labor. Teaching material
CHARMS CHILDREN.
Winter address: KATHARINE BURROWES,
Write for complete information.
D. 201 Calhoun Street, Charleston, S. C.
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Corporal and General

nnd Colle^t^T^I
NEW YORK AND
NEW ENGLAND
STUDY AT MY HOME
To a limited nui
’concert oratorio and
lo, Room 120, onWednesBulldlng, on

GERTRUDE RENNYSON

Institute of Musical Art

of the City of New York
120 CLAREMONT AVENUE
corner 122nd Street, West of Broadway

A short time previous to leaving for
America Joseph Bonnet, the French or¬
ganist, was with his regiment at the fron¬
tier. At that time Bonnet was a corporal.
One day when passing through a village it
was iearned that the parish church con¬
tained an organ. The men, who had al¬
ready heard of his fame, immediately
asked Bonnet to play for them. The church
was quickly filled with blue uniforms and
the organ loft with officers of. the regiment.
Bonnet held his hearers spellbound with
his marvelous playing, now so well-known
and appreciated in America. As soon as
he had finished the commander, grasping
his hand, enthusiastically exclaimed', “If he
plays like this as corporal, what will he do
when he becomes a general ?”

Early Concert Halls

Theatres have existed from time im¬
memorial, but rooms exclusively devoted to
musical performances seem to be modern.
In
Handel’s days concerts were sometimes
Serbian Singer, Conductor and Composer
given at the house of Thomas Britton, the
Special Classes for Advanced Pianists and Teachers,
“small coals man”, and a musician of parts.
from February to Aprd, under
After his death “Clayton’s House” was
CARL FR1EDBERG
estblished in York Building at which
information apply to the Director.
Thomas Clayton, an indifferent composer,
gave a few concerts.
The first Concert Room of importance
established in London was ’’Hickford s
Room”, a great dance hall in the fashion¬
able quarter, at first in James Street, HayMarket, but later moved over to Brewer
Street. A series of concerts was given
here as early as 1714. . The number was
Carnegier-Huff, New York
increased in later years, and many noted
For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and
musicians appeared there, including Do¬
teachers menico Scarlatti, and the fascinating Anas¬
The SIGHT, TOUCH and HEARING tasia Robinson. But perhaps the concert
System of Teaching. WriteforBooMet most of'us would have preferred hearing
at Hickford’s Room was one which took
place in 1765, advertised in the following
Crane Normal Institute of Music glowing terms:
Training School for Supervisor* of Mu*ic
“For the benefit of Miss Mozart of thir¬
^
BOTH SEXES ,
harmony
teen, and Master Mozart of eight years of
age; Prodigies of Nature.
Hickford’s
Great Room in Brewer Street. This day
tfims-in^Bcgeif cit^wid’nonna^ichooS.
May 13 will be a Concert of Vocal and In¬
53 MAIN ST.,
POTSDAM, NEW YORK
strumental Music. With all the Overtures
of this little Boy’s own composition. The
The Courtright
opp”“ mtv for tc.c
vocal part by Sig. Cremonini, Concerto on
System of Musical to^“'writetorparticoial
the Violin by Mr. Barthelomon, Solo on
Kindergarten
correspondence course.
the Violoncello by Sig. Cirii. Concertos on
Mrs. Lillian Conrtright Card, 116 Edna Aye., Bridgeport, C
the' Harpsichord by the little Composer
and his sister, each single and both to¬
gether, etc. Tickets at 5s. each to be had
of Mr. Mozart at Mr. Williamson’s in
Three Characteristic Pieces
Thrift Street, Soho.”
for the Piano
Most of us would have been willing to
BY
pay “Mr. Mozart” a dollar and a quarter
CONSTANTIN STERNBERG
_OP. 116_
.
for a ticket to his childrens’ concert, even
if “Sig.” Cremonini and “Sig.” Cirii had
I A Novel Set of Piano Pieces I
| Especially Valuable for Teaching Purposes |
been absent.
FRANK DAMROSCH, Director
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Virgil Conservatory
MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director

32nd year begins September 25th, 19^2
Unparalleled Success

Virgil Method:

Artistic, Reliable, Rapid

Vireil “Tek”
«r.

How to Play Chords

7x/3 Octave Practice Instruments

.1 Two and Four Octave Portable Instruments
in Suit Case. Perfect touch. Graded weight

Virgil

Studies and pieces, grades I to VI

Unequalled for teaching and recitals
Virgil
Child’s pedal economical and durable.
Virgil Send for Catalogs. Inquiries solicited.

VIRGIL

CONSERVATORY

120 W. 72nd St., New York

PIAN^^fOOL

The Dolls

FLORINDA—The Shepherdess Doll
Catalog No. 15870—Grade 3—Price, 40 cents
A poetic sketch of a shepherdess sing¬
ing to coax her lambs to the field and
after a brief space of their graceful gam¬
boling she plays upon her shepherd pipe
later resuming her singing to coax them
homeward Very effective when proper at¬
tention is given to the indications of
shading.
JACKEY—The Sailor Boy Doll
Catalogue No.lS871-Grade 3—Price, 40 Cents
Expresses the two principal moods of a
sailor boy by a cheerful danc
longing
iV In the allegro pai
, and s
teaching points tome w m nun
anciani e part when the right hand should
flay r rith a round ringing tone while the
left is judiciously supported by pedalling.
CHING LING—The Chinese Doll
Catalog No. 15872-Grade 3—Price, 40 cents
A clever contrast between the Oriental
and the Occidental. The melody adheres
to the Chinese scale while the accompani¬
ment is Occidental. The doll is invited
to change from the Chinese Dance to the
American wav and the gracefulness of the
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

The Feminine Motive
By

s. B.

It was after the evening service, while
the choir members were removing their
gowns preparatory to going home, that
the caustic contralto approached the tenor
soloist and said, so that all might hear:
“You did splendidly in your solo to-night,
Mr. Greene, especially in the higher parts.”
Mr. Greene, who was insufferably con¬
ceited over his none too good vocal ability,
and in consequence, quite unpopular,
preened himself at this unusual compliment
so openly paid, and replied;
“Yes, I was in even better voice than
usual to-night,” and loftily, “the ‘Ninety
and Nine’ is a difficult piece.”
“You handled it magnificently; I never
heard anyone sing it before who sounded
quite so much like a sheep lost on the
mountains as you did to-night!’

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST

The Greatest of All Teaching Methods

The University of Rochester

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
■xcelled Building and Equipment, Offering Complete
An Endowed School,
’ Education In Music
Decree Bachelor.of Music
Courses Leading to Eastman School Certificat
uses and Special Courses in All Branches of Music Including Orchestra Playing and

bourses Le

s Year
■o Whici
A Distinguisihed Faci
Selim Palmgren, Composition, Orchestra! x^uccu
ir Resnikoff,
Viol
Joseph Press, Violoncello
Max Landow, Piano
\
.
Jeanne Woolford, Voice,
Dezzo D’Antalffy, Organ Accompaniment for Motion Picture
Fall Term Opened September 18, 1922
For Catalogue And Information, Address
The Secretary, Eastman School of Music,_Rochester, New i oi

:NEW YORK SCHOOL
148-150 RIVERSIDE DRIVE, NEW YORK

OF MUSIC
IrNAlt
AND ARTS

Ralfe Leech Sterner, Director

dutiful location, overlooking Hudson River. Ideal home life for refined, cultured Students. Day and
boarding pupils. PUPILS CAN ENTER^ANY DAY.^ ^
the entire winter to commemorate
A special senes o
e^TlETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SCHOOL
^
added°to our cekbrated faculty.
Outdoor life and all recreational and social advantages.
VOICE, PIANO. ORGAN, VIOLIN, HARP, AND ALL INSTRUMENTS
DRAMATIC ART, CLASSICAL DANCING, LANGUAGES.
DRAWING AND PAlNIING
Send for Illustrated Booklet
Mehlin Pia o Used

JTHACA (CONSERVATORY

of

1 DeWitt Park, Ithaca, N. Y.
Special advantages to those X/TUSIC
looking to educational or J-’-l
concert work.
All instru¬
ments. Vocal, Dramatic Art and Physical
Training. All graduates eligible to teach
in N. Y. Public Schools. Ten buildings,
including Dormitories, Auditorium,
Gymnasium, Studio and Administration
Buildings. Year Book Sent on Request.
MASTER COURSES
ned September 19th

/YFFERS Teaching Positions, Collesres. Conservatories. Schools.
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF APPLIED MUSIC

"litas given to we
my dear old Itacle,

Artist and \
a11 !t'
Master Coursed
as well as courses for
the less advanced
Special Courses for Teacher^
For Catalogue and Circulars address
J. LAWRENCE ERB
Mar
g Dire
212 W. 59th St,
New York City '
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Speed
Little Miss Takes
By Myron C Wood

I’ve played if each day
In r*y whimsleal way
dinee I was even a

Metropolitan College of Music
THIRTY-SEVENTH YEAR
Piano \ Kate S. Chittenden, Dean
PedagogX
and a ^
s sy \
FACULTY OF
Courses
\
SPECIALISTS
Lead to
\
teaching
Certificates and DiplomX
Music in

Self-Examinations

New Year Resolutions
Do you ever give yourself an exami¬
nation ?
Perhaps you shudder at the
Every year when the calendar
By Olga C. Moore
thought, but really you can make a selfcomes back to January First again,
May had a lovely Baby Grand piano. prick your fingers, too, if you don’t play examination quite interesting, and, of
people begin to think about making
She had been practicing (or at least she me right. Prick, prick at the fifth finger course, it will help you with your real ex¬
good resolutions. Make your musical
thought she practiced). Her mother called, of her right hand again, and a tiny voice aminations a great deal.
Divide your examination into four sec¬
resolutions and k’-eP them.
It is not “May, I never had the chance to take music was saying: “You bad girl, I’ll also prick
necessary
to
suggest what
they lessons as you have and, of course, had no your finger if you don’t remember to play tions and count twenty-five points for each
section. First comes repertoire. See if
should he Make up your own. Look beautiful piano, either; but I have a good me right. I am E, and must come at the
you
can play ten pieces absolutely perfect¬
top of our chord of C in the third position.
back on the ones you made last year, ear for music and know that you are not
playing correctly. You are striking false Why don’t you let me sing out? Don’t you ly without the notes. (If you have not been
and see if you can do better this
studying very long, take fewer pieces, or
notes. It didn’t sound like that when your know that we who are at the top of the
chords must lead? So please give us a if you have a large repertoire, take more.)
year. You should, you know, for you teacher was here.”
Then come studies and etudes—all perfect¬
are exactly a year older now.
“Well, mother,” pouted May, “these old chance. Try to listen for our voices and
ly. Then exercises and scales. See if you
chords are so hard to play. I have to play have your fingers make us sing.”
can play all the scales correctly the first
the chord of C in three positions, and I get
time over, both major and minor. Or, if
all mixed up.”
you have not had them all yet, do all that
“Run out and play awhile,” said her
you have had.
mother, “then perhaps the right way will
Then the fourth section is pencil and
JM£
LITTLEcome to you.”
paper work. Make a perfect treble and
So May hurried out to play. After romp¬
bass clef sign. Write all the time signa¬
„Marion Uartbewsing around till she was tired, she went to
tures and a sample measure of each. Write
the big maple tree, at one side of the yard,
all the key signatures, major and minor;
and sat down in the shade. Leaning her
and write every scale, major and minor,
head against the tree she soon became
and the principal chords—tonic, dominant
drowsy and fell asleep. In her dreams
and sub-dominant—for each scale or key.
she thought she was practicing her chords
A queer little w*n
Then if you still feel energetic, and want
again. She imagined she heard tiny voices
to accomplish more by yourself, give your¬
From AfgHanist&fcand most certainly felt something pricking
forgetting to wash her hands, and went self something in musical history. Make a
S&t fcy the River
her fingers from the keys.
list of fifteen of the most famous com¬
straight to the piano, carefully building the
“You naughty May,” said three voices at
posers. After each name, put date of birth,
chord of C in each position; and, sure
once, “we are C-E-G, the letters of the
date of death, country, and name of one or
enough, she could hear the upper tones of
chord of C. How can you insult us so by
two of the composer’s most celebrated com¬
her chords singing so sweetly and con¬
putting other letters in our chord, when
Hay and. Night he wouW. too
nectedly. She turned around as her mother positions.
Such a list as this would be good summer
you play us in different positions ?”
came into the room and cried: “Oh, mother,
Onene-bonj flute.
Said one little voice; “I am C, the I had a dream that helped straighten out work for a musical club or class to work
As happy as he could
Root of the chord of C, when we ate my chords. Do listen how I can make the at during the summer when the regular
in the first position; and my fifth, G, can upper tones sing.” Over and over she meetings are not held; and when you start
hard work again in the fall you will find
sing beautifully on top of this chord if tried them.
Now don’t you think her
vou will only try to hear his voice. Then teacher will be pleased to hear the chords that this and the rest of your “self-exam”
has put you away ahead of everybody.
in the second position I (C) can sing just
the next lesson?
"This flute here, *’ said, he, as sweetly on top of this chord. 1 will

I could, not live Iobjt
Withour it's gay songFor on it my soul .Was

And that*s why 1 play
-By night and by day
Without stopping fc
to

-e- s-

Florence came again with an “"pre'
pared lesson. Her scales sounded like a
broken old coach going over a rocky
road; her studies were even worse; and
the beautiful piece, Papillon, by Grieg, so
poetic, so enchanting and graceful,
sounded like the night express. Poor
teacher-the terrible things she had to
listen to 1 But she knew that by smooth¬
ing out the mistakes.these pieces would
really be a joy to hear-a real pleasure
instead of a horror! So she remarked t
Florence, “You know, dear, that Chopin
once said ‘Every mistake left uncorrected
is a GHOST that will haunt yqu sooner
or later.’”
It was midnight and Florence could not
sleep. Those bumpy scales, those clumsy
studies and that piece that should have
been so beautiful haunted her.
Her
teacher’s words kept ringing in her ears.
At last a ghost did appear.

Work

Would you ever suppose that there are
two thousand six hundred and thirty-nine
notes in Chopin’s Etude, Op. 25, No. 6f.
And it takes only two minutes to play it,
which means 22 notes to every second. Just
think how fast one’s hands and brain must
work to be a pianist!

Notes and Tones

It did not speak, but kept humming over
and over again in a hollow voice the
Papillon, with all the mistakes Florence
had made at her lesson. Florence was
horrified to think she could have made so
many mistakes in one piece. After a time
he vanished and Florence resolved to
change her name from Miss Takes to
lam Right; for she was convinced that
uncorrected mistakes will haunt one truly,
and she did not intend to give the ghost
another opportunity to appear to her.

Do you really know the difference be¬
tween a note and a tone, or do you just
think you do? So many people say a
note when they mean a tone, or say a
half-note when they mean a half-tone, or
a half-step. A note is something printed
on paper to be looked at. It is there on
the staff to represent a tone, which can¬
not be seen but only heard. It is a picture
of a tone. And some people say key
when they mean note or tone, too. A
key is a piece of wood covered with
ivory; but the related chords, etc., of the
scale are often spoken of as the key as,
for instance, “in the key of F.” The
better name for this is tonality. But do
not get “mixed up” and say whole-note
when you mean whole-tone.
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Junior Etude Competition
The Junior Etude will award three pretty
prizes each mouth for the best and neatest
original stories and essays and answers to
PU|ubject for story or essay this month—"Is
Everybody Musical?'’ Must contain not over
e hundred and fifty words. Any gnl 01
of a
boy under fl
m, v.mtributio—--, - • - ,
address of sender (written plainly, and not
Oil a separate piece ot paper), and be re¬
ceived at the Junior Etude Office, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., before the
tenth of January. Names ot prize winners
and their contributions will be published in
the issue for March.
Put vour name and age on the upper leithand corner of the paper, and your address
on the upper right-hand corner of the paper.
If your contribution takes more than one
PiecCoempetPitoPrsr- musfcompV wU^of _the
e typewriters,
above conditions. Do
WHY I STUDY MUSIC
(Prize Winner)
Why study music every day ?
My little playmates ottej say.
My ready answer always is.
Music is best, 1 know it is.
Why do you always practice scales
When we are telling wondrous tales?
Because, say I, one perfect scale
Is valued more than many a tale.

Puzzle Corner
AnBwer to hidden Instrument puz
1, Oboe. 2, Organ. 3, Bugle.
3, 'Cello. 6, Trumpet. 7, Piano.
!), Violin. 10, Orchestra.

Money-Saving Combinations!

Join the Happy Circle of

Arithmetical Puzzle of Composers

Who was it ?
' b(jr
221 plus1S167 minus 739 plus 351; died
1811 minus 714 plus 2697, divided by
W|° 'iiiis'^omposer was born in 1670 plus
110 plus 2896 divided by 2 minus 568 ; died
in 1850 plus 1111 divided by 3 plus 840.
^6° This composer was born in 17 plus
17S0 minus 600 plus 600 ; died in 2022 minus
11 minus 1100 plus 99 plus 800 plus 42
minus 24. Who was it?

Prize Winners
Mildred Keidel (age 12), Texas; M
Hurley (age 9), New York; Don
(age 9), Texas.

And then I love, I love .it so !
To all good concents I wiH go.
Though I should have to walk a mile,
I would not frown, but always smile.

Honorable Mention for Puzzles
Jean Koseveare, Richmond Curtis, Eleanor
Ruvene, Sylvia Rabinowitz, Mary Elizabeth
Doherty, Jean Allen. Julius Berman, Dorothy
Campbell,
Rachele Delhante, Margaret E.
I hope some day I, too, shall play
Newhard, Edward Ryan, Marie Neenen, Rose
At concerts that are ever gay;
Gintzig, Helen Elizabeth Dutcher, Ella E.
And I Shall play a hundred trills.
White, Anna Marie Brennen, Alice Johnson,
While people feel a hundred thrills.
Aves Demerest, Madeleine Flinchbaugh, Alice
Slocum, Elizabeth Alden, Arliue Kanyuek,
And if they clap, and clap, and clap.
Betty Maxwell, Frences M. Baker, Lois Yike,,
I'll turn around and go straight back,
Grace Towrie, Gladys L. Butler, Olive Moffat,
And play as I'd ne’er played before.
James Flynn, Eleanor Colonna, Mary Harris,
And win renown for evermore.
Bernice Singo, Florence M. Fox, Ruth WendeBeenadinb Archie (Age 13),
muth, Minerva Hays, Rachel Mayhew, Col¬
Wisconsin.
umbine Rachel Jones, Frances Sullivan, Mar¬
cella Kakn, Edward Fisher, Virginia Newell,
Helen Cox, Elizabeth Goldsmith, Mildred
Nathan, Marie Anita Marshall, Gertrude
Finklestein, Anne Causey, Mable Foster,
Different people study music for different Grace Pincus, Margaret M. Saybolt, Mary Jo
reasons—some because they must, others be¬ Smith, Lila Lindlow, Lucile Grulow, Doris
cause they love it, and still others because Hawkins Anna Kozlak, Elizabeth Sherman,
Aurora Brownell, Ruth Meister, Ruth Leibo¬
vitz Walter F. Chambers, Ruth Hobson, Edna
Ardoom, Gwendolyn Scott, Robert E. Smith,
-Horton, Stella .Tobannigand enjoy the company of people who
anischek, Mildred Pattison,
striving for the attainment of an ideal
Dorothy L. Arnold,|__
Alice Smith, _
Mary Maje(2) One who can play well always
.._S. Isham, Anastasia Van BurkaIsabell Mott, Florence Hoatson, GeorLampsi, Marianna Lampsi, Rodolpbe

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE With Your Favorite
Fiction at Prices Which Command Attention

Premium Workers!

1. This composer was born in 1000 plus
300 plus 2500 minus 1115; died' in 10 plus
1800 minus 50 minus 10. Whc
2. This composer wa lorn in 1600 plus
___nus
203; died in
21 minus 533 plus
800
minus 618 minus 214. Who

Etude Music Magazine Sub¬
scriptions Pay Handsomely

The time to buy anything you need is when prices
are down. To know the lowest price and to know
where to get it will save you many dollars. Every
club listed is a BARGAIN. Look them over—and

Y

OU can secure with little effort and no cash
outlay any or all of the following rewards
for new ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE SUB¬
SCRIPTIONS, and best of all you are doing
your friends a real service in introducing them
to the ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.

order yours now.

FOR ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION
Your choice of the following;
A FOUNTAIN PEN, GOLD POINT.
A PERFECT PEN POINT PENCIL, white metal and always sharp
A GOLD or SILVER CLOTH-CASE MIRROR and POWDER PUFF.
A POWDER BOX WITH PUFF—white celluloid.
WATER PROOF APRON. Practical protection for the good house ;.
DANDY NEEDLE BOOK. Assorted superfine sewing needles, all sizes in leatherWALLET, genuine grain leather; purse, wallet, note book all in one.
LADIES’ SHOPPING BAG, can be folded to pocket book size or extend.d to
carry large packages. To see it is to want it.
SET OF GOLD FILLED CUFF OR BEAUTY PINS in case.

FOR TWO NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
Your choice of the following:
LADIES’ MIDGET FOUNTAIN PEN, can be worn on a ribbon or earned in
the purse.
A GOLD PENCIL — NUPOINT — the world’s finest lead pencil.
Ladies’ or
Gentlemen’s.
LINGERIE CLASPS—gold filled, pretty, attractive and serviceable.
HAIR BRUSH. Prophylactic.
TWENTIETH CENTURY COOK BOOK.
CAKE KNIFE. Sterling silver handle.
CHEESE KNIFE. Sterling silver handle.
BON-BON DISH. Gold lined.
FIVE-PIECE ALUMINUM SPOON SET, invaluable in any kitchen.
HANDBAG—black, brown, gray or blue, fitted with mirror.

FOR THREE NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
Your choice of the following:
MANICURE SET. Complete, Ivory finish.
COMBINATION SCISSORS SET.
O’CEDAR MOP. Standard Quality.
MILITARY HAIR BRUSHES.
WATCH CHAIN AND KNIFE. Gents’ 10 year gold filled chain and 14-kt. gold
shell knife. A super gift value.

FOR FOUR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
A PARAMOUNT SELF-FILLING FOUNTAIN PEN, gold mounted, either
Ladies’ or Gentlemen’s. Indicate your choice.

FOR FIVE NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
UMBRELLA. Ladies’ or Gentlemen’s—Reylon.

Extra fine American Taffeta.

TWO REMARKABLE COMBINATIONS

CT ADT Tnn A V f IT’S a pleasant and
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ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE ... $2 00) Remit for
Modern Priscilla. 2 00/
all
Pictorial Review.- l50f $4.60
Regular Price.$5.50 ’ SAVES. 90

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE •• • •*2 00) Remit for
McCall’s.
a“
American Magaz.ne.
$4.75
Regular Price.$5.5o' SAVE $ .75
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PROFITABLE PASTIME
Above Prices Do Not Include Canadian
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The Proper Way
Up and down.
Up and down
Go my fingers five;
Up and down
Once again
Go my fingers ten.

Count aloud,
Count aloud
Quarter notes and rests;
Play it slow,

Price $2.

Add Canadian Postage 25c.

Foreign 72c.

THEODORE PRESSER CO., Publishers

1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

the way that’s best.
Please mention THE ETUDE when, ad dressing
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Etude Music Magazine
Twelve Splendid Numbers
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Yearly
2 Years.
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$3.50
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Quotations Furnished
Cheerfully on Any De¬
sired Combinations of
Magazines

In CRINOLINE DAYS, this fragrant toilet soap
was set apart as the choice of the gentlewoman.
Its traditional refinement adds just that qual¬
ity which the gentlewoman of today favors.
COLGATE & CO.

Est. 1806

NEW YORK
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